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Am agent-based computational model of the evolution of reproductive isolation in 
populations of digital plants 
Nicole Patricia Leahy 
Daniel Ashlock, Co-major Professor 
John MayAeld, Co-major Professor 
Iowa State University 
The process of speciation is a fascinating area of research in the biological sciences. Development of 
mathematical and computational models are an important part of developing speciation theory. The 
Pseudophyte Evolutionary Algorithm (P&4) is a individual-based population model developed to test 
hypotheses concerning process of speciation. The individuals (pseudop/tyfea) are digital "plants." Bio­
logically, they are haploid annuals, each producing pollen and ovules. Pseudophytes are implemented as 
binary strings representing loci which encoded six traits. Loci were divided into two chromosomes each 
with three traits. The loci are mapped to a phenotype which determines the behavior of the pseudo­
phyte. The PEA examines the evolution of pre-mating (accepting or rejecting pollen) and postzygotic 
(offspring in viability) reproductive isolation. Experiments were performed to study the effect of habitat 
fragmentation, number of loci, method of computing the energy need of a pseudophytes, ovule produc­
tion, and linkage on the rate at which reproductive isolation evolves. Speciation occurred under low 
levels of habitat fragmentation, but not high. The effect of moderate habitat fragmentation resulted in 
faster and more complete reproductive isolation when simulations began with specialist, but speciation 
did not occur when the initial populations consisted of generalists. Increasing the number of loci tended 
to delay speciation and result in less between and more within habitat postzygotic isolation. Energy 
need computation that imposed greater requirements resulted in fewer instances of speciation and less 
reproductive isolation when it did occur. Linkage experiments revealed complex interaction between 
the traits. 
1 
CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INFORMATION 
Speciation is fundamental to the understanding of biology (Dieckmanii and Doebeli, 1999) and con-
sidered by many, including this author, to be the most fascinating phenomenon studied in the biological 
sciences (Gavrilets, 1999). Despite this, there is a considerable lack of understanding of the mechanisms 
for the origin of new species from extant species and no cohesive theory encompassing all aspects of 
speciation (Kaneko, 2002; Kirkpatrick and Ravigné, 2002; Gavrilets, 1999). One of the manifestations 
of our limited knowledge are the voluminous definitions of species developed by biologists. Critical to 
the goal of understanding the process is the development of mathematical and computational models 
in order to better define general principles of speciation. The research presented in this dissertation is 
not an attempted all-encompassing synthesis, but and effort to study the mechanisms and factors that 
play a crucial role in the development of reproductive isolation, a well-known, if incomplete (Templeton, 
1989), definition of speciation. 
1.1 Introduction 
Dobzhanksy (1973) wrote, "Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution." This 
quote eloquently illustrates the role of evolution as a fundamental principle of modem biology. As such, 
the study evolutionary of biology is essential to the biological sciences. Speciation is the evolutionary 
process by which new species evolve from extant species. This cryptic and obtuse definition lacks utility 
save that it is perhaps the only consensus among scientists conducting research in this area. Much of 
the interest surrounding speciation is in its ability to explain the origin of the diversity of species 
observed in nature. The complexity of this process in conjunction with the different approaches taken 
in studying it can be seen in the lack of a universal definition of a biological species. The most commonly 
studied mechanisms of speciation can be divided into four categories: natural selection and adaptation, 
random genetic events, magnitude and interactions of genetic effects, and assortative mating. These 
are discussed later in this chapter. 
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1.1.1 Speciation and the Concept of Species 
When one first asks how speciation occurs, it is necessary to have a working définition, of species. 
The first impression given by the literature is biologists are afflicted with the compulsion to generate 
their own unique definition of species (e.g. Harrison 1998; Templeton 1989). Nevertheless, there is 
a method to this madness. Modern biology is a young science, with respect to other scientific fields, 
studying a highly complex system obliquely defined as "life." Many biological processes, especially 
the mechanisms and factors involved in speciation, are poorly understood or as of yet undiscovered 
(Barraclough et al., 1999). A functional definition of species implies a set of mechanisms and processes 
by which new species arise. Consequently, the definition of most use to a researcher is dependent upon 
the questions asked. This ambiguity is in part responsible for the lack of a unified theory encompassing 
all aspects regarded as important to speciation (Kirkpatrick and Ravigné, 2002). 
This heated debate concerning the définition of species is a reflection of the relatively young age of 
the study (Orr and Orr, 1996). That there is such discussion should be seen as an asset rather than 
a hindrance. Not only does the definition of species depend up the questions under study, but the 
definition accepted by scientists shapes the way one thinks of speciation (Harrison, 1998). A universally 
accepted definition of species presents the risk of blinding researchers to potentially relevant aspects of 
the process. 
This is illustrated by the Biological Species Concept (BSC), also know as the Isolation Species 
Concept. This is the most frequently used definition of species. Indeed, the description of the BSC, if 
not the name, is widely recognized and accepted by the laity. The BSC defines species as a maximal set 
of reproducing or potentially reproducing individuals. Under this definition. Speciation is the process 
through which reproductive isolation evolves, Essentially, a population is divided into non-interfertile 
subpopulations. 
Although proponents point to the widespread use of the BSC (Coyne, 1994), it falls short when 
attempting to understand the process of speciation in organisms that do not undergo sexual recombi­
nation. Many of the myriad of definitions stem from this very difficulty. Others have argued that it is 
erroneous to talk of speciation in asexual organisms, neatly sweeping the problem under the proverbial 
rug. 
Such valiant attempts to formulate a definitive and functional definition of species are admirable, 
but premature. As the factors and condition that result from speciation are not well understood 
(Barraclough et al., 1999), a single definition has the potential of omitting certain processes under the 
guise of being beyond the scope of the question and therefore not relevant to the study. This is even 
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more true for the efforts to formulate a unified theory of speciation. Widespread acceptance of such 
could result in discouraging researchers from studying factors not incorporated into the theory, leaving 
blind spots in our understanding of biology. Even so, such attempts are not without merit. Resulting 
definitions and theories reveal weaknesses and gaps in our understanding of the evolutionary process. 
For purposes of this chapter and the literature review, a simple definition as used by Gavriletg (1999) 
will be used: Species are assumed to differ with respects to genetic factors. Speciation is the genetic 
divergence of subpopulations. In other words, speciation may be seen as a division of the gene pool by 
means of restricted gene Sow (Kirkpatrick and Ravigné, 2002). 
1.1.2 Putative Mechanisms for Speciation 
The study of speciation generally focuses on the mechanisms for driving genetic divergence between 
subpopulations and maintaining a genetic cohesion within a subpopulation. The mechanisms considered 
important for speciation are natural selection, Zoci electa, random genetic efenb, and osaortatiue mating. 
The mechanisms are often understood as a metaphor of factors acting on individuals in some fitness 
schema. The most familiar of these is the adaptive landscape first presented by Wright (1931), but 
there is a growing body of evidence for interaction-driven divergence (e.g. Kaneko 2002; Dieckmann 
and Doebeli 1999). 
Natural selection is the differential reproductive success of genetically diverse individuals. Studies 
of speciation typically concern themselves with five modes of natural selection: atc&iZizing, direcfionoi, 
disruptive, /reguency-depemdenf, and density-dependent. In the discussion that follows, it is important 
to remember that phenotype is assumed to be influenced by heritable factors (genetics) and there is an 
approximately Gaussian distribution of phenotypes about the mean. 
In staMizing defection, also known as Wnncing selection, the mean phenotype of the population has 
the highest fitness and, consequently, the greatest reproductive success. Over successive generations, 
the variance of the phenotypes in the population will decline as individuals with the mean phenotype 
produce more offspring them those further away from the mean. 
Directional selection occurs when the mean phenotype is displaced from the optimal. The rarer 
phenotypes closer to the fittest phenotype will have greater fitness. Over successive generations the 
mean phenotype of the population will move toward the optimal phenotype. Once the mean and 
optimal phenotypes are the same, stabilizing selection will be observed. 
The phenomenon of disruptive selection is similar to directional selection in that the population 
mean phenotype is displaced from the optimum. The difference is disruptive selection has multiple 
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optima, resulting in a fission of the population into multiple subpopulations. Assuming that gene flow 
is sufficiently restricted between the subpopulations, each subpopulation will undergo directional and 
then stabilizing selection. 
j^-e^uency-dependent a election and density dependent selection describes the scenario where the 
fitness of the phenotype depends upon its frequency within the population or occurrence within a unit 
area, respectively. The following description is for frequency dependent selection, but applies to density 
dependent selection if one thinks in terms of absolute numbers rather than probability within an area. 
The Gtness may increase or decrease with the phenotypic frequency depending on the situation. For 
example if phenotype is somehow associated with mate selection, the more frequent phenotype will 
exhibit greater fitness than the rarer ones. In a situation where phenotype is associated with resource 
use, the rarer phenotypes will have less competition and likely exhibit a greater fitness than the more 
common phenotypes. It should be apparent that the strength of frequency-dependent selection is non­
linear. Consider the two examples presented. If there were strong linkage between the genes determining 
the phenotypes for resource use and mate selection, it is possible to imagine a scenario where the more 
common phenotype soon arrives at a disadvantage due to over-use of resources. 
Random genetic events in the process of speciation present dilemmas to developing theory. In 
the absence of these, it is possible to generate deterministic models with unambiguous results. However, 
these may not be reflective of the conditions in nature. By contrast, random effects frustrate attempts to 
estimate parameters thought necessary to create specific models of natural populations. Results of such 
models are largely qualitative, providing poor estimations of relevant parameters. The random events 
significant to speciation are genetic dri/t, mignition, recombination, simple mutation, chromosomal 
rearrangement, and large-scale genomic events. 
Genetic dri/t is the process of loss of alleles irrespective of their relative fitness. The net effect is 
loss of variability within a population, impeding the efficacy of natural selection. On the other hand, 
genetic divergence between subpopulations can be said to have occurred when different alleles of a gene 
become fixed in different subpopulations. Genetic drift is known to be more effective and rapid in 
small populations. Theory suggests that genetic drift has no appreciable effect for effective population 
sizes over 1000 individuals. However, assortative mating (see below) could increase its effectiveness 
(Gavrilets and Hastings, 1996; Orr, 1991). 
.Recombination, also known as crossover in organisms is the process of forming new allelic combi­
nations through allelic exchange between homologous chromosomes. Recombination may also result in 
novel alleles, gene duplication, or gene loss. While this can lead to favorably allelic combinations, it can 
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disrupt the same. Unlike other random events, recombination (not resulting novel alleles, gene dupli­
cation, or gene loss) can be modeled and linkage disequilibrium, a correlated relation in the occurrence 
of specific alleles in genes, is used to measure divergence in populations and employed in modeling as 
metric for the degree of speciation (Kirkpatrick and Ravigné, 2002). 
Simple mutation, or more simply, mutation, refers to both the conversion of one allele to another 
and the genesis of a novel allele. Mutation is seen as a phenomenon that increases the genetic diversity, 
counteracting the homogenizing effect of genetic drift. Novel mutations are postulated to be neutral 
or slightly deleterious with advantageous mutations occurring infrequently. More complex conceptual 
models consider mutations as neutral in its own genetic background, but potentially incompatible with 
other genetic backgrounds (Orr, 1995, 1996). 
CTiromoaomal changea are conceptually easy to place in the framework of speciation, but pose a 
theoretical challenge as there is little known about the mechanisms of such changes or the resulting 
effect within an organism. CTiromosomaZ rearrangements alter the gene order of a chromosome. This 
includes insertion and deletion of genes, gene duplication, or the inversion of a section of the chromosome, 
large scale genomic events are more drastic alterations such as aneuploidy, polyploidy, translocation 
of sections of one chromosome to another, and eradication of part or all of a chromosome. Despite 
the evidence of these occurrences throughout evolutionary history (Navarro and Barton, 2003; Spirito, 
1998) these are seldom addressed by either computational models or mathematical theory. 
The effect of loci is much debated in the genetic aspects of speciation theory. The reason why 
will become clear in the discussion of the metaphors used to describe speciation. Much of the debate 
centers around whether reproductive isolation is due to only a few loci with large effects or several 
loci of small effect. Models that utilize a few loci of large effect usually rely upon the penetrance of 
alleles. Models with several loci are typically concerned with quantitative traits and additive effects. In 
addition, epistatic effects, often used to explain heterozygote disadvantage, are important to the process 
of speciation (Wagner et al., 1994). 
Assortment is non-random mating within a population Kondrashov and Shpak (1998), placing con­
straints on gene Sow. This can occur through sezuo! selection, mating systems, temporal displacement, 
or spatial arrangement of individuals in the population. 
jfezua! selection occurs when an individual of one sex selects a mate based on a phenotypic character­
istic of another sex. This mechanism is often employed by models of pre-mating reproductive isolation. 
Although this may permit genetic divergence between subpopulations when the sexually selected trait 
is only associated with neutral traits, the conditions for this in the absence of other forms of selection 
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are highly restrictive (Kondrashov and Shpak, 1998). Sexual selection is more elective when it is either 
linked to adaptive alleles or alleles influencing mate preference Lambert et aL (1984). 
Temporal displacement describes conditions in which subpopulations have partially or completely 
non-overlapping reproductive phases. Temporal isolation may be in short cycles, such as diurnal versus 
nocturnal reproductive activity, seasonal separation (e.g. .Linum marginale, Thrall and Surdon 2000, 
or even greater lengths of time (e.g. 13 year Cicada Simon et al. 2000). 
5pa(ial arrangement of phenotypes is an extrinsic (non-genetic) mechanism of assortative mating 
(Kirkpatrick and Ravigné, 2002). Nevertheless, this can have a strong effect on the probability of 
evolving reproductive isolation between subspecies (Payne and Krakauer, 1997). Biologists studying 
speciation have given considerable study on every scale from coarse geographic distance separating 
populations and subpopulations to the effect of migration to fine-scaled analysis of the location and 
movements of individuals within a population or subpopulation. 
There are three categories describing the spatial arrangement of a population undergoing speciation: 
allopatric, parapatric, and sympatric. When considering spatial arrangement, migration, the rate and 
magnitude of individuals moving from one subpopulation to another, becomes an important issue. 
Migration may have effects on partially separated gene pools. First, it may introduce new variation 
to the subpopulation if the new individuals have alleles not present in the subpopulation. Second, 
if migration rate is large or of sufficient magnitude, it will have a homogenizing effect on the allelic 
frequencies of the subpopulations involved. Third, one subpopulation may be displaced by another. 
Allopatric subpopulations are considered to be geographically isolated. Migration is infrequent 
and of small magnitude. Each subpopulation may be under different selection pressures, accumulate 
different sets of mutations, or have different alleles fixed through genetic drift. Without the opportunity 
for mating between subpopulations, there is no selection for pre-mating strategies to evolve. Rather, 
reproductive isolation at the genetic level is thought to be the result of accumulated complementary 
loci or local adaptation. 
Pampatric subpopulations are geographically adjacent. Migration is considered to be frequent at 
the zone of contact. Subpopulations are usually considered to be under different selections! pressures, 
but gene flow between subpopulations greatly reduces the effect of genetic drift fixing different alleles in 
the subpopulations and novel mutations readily pass from one subpopulation to another. The evolution 
of both pre-zygotic and pre-mating isolation are effective mechanisms to prevent disruption of locally 
adaptive allelic combinations. 
Within a aympatric setting, the subdivision of the population occurs without relation to spatial 
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arrangement of subpopulations, though individuals may be distributed across a patchy environment. 
Subdivision may occur as the result of niche differentiation, presumably to escape the pressures of 
competition for resources. Sympatric speciation is the least understood of the three spatial arrange­
ments in part due to the uncertainty as to whether high environmental patchiness should be considered 
parapatric or sympatric. 
1.1.3 Metaphors of Speciation 
The conceptual framework, or metaphor, in which a scientist studies speciation may have a profound 
effect on which mechanisms are regarded as important to the process. The two dominant metaphors are 
the rugged adaptive landscape (Wright, 1931) and founder effect speciation (Mayr, 1954). There have 
been two new metaphors proposed within the last five years: the "holey" adaptive landscape (Gavrilets 
et al., 1998) and interaction-driven divergence (Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999; Kaneko, 2002). 
Wright (1931) introduced the concept of the adaptive landscape. The set of relevant phenotypes 
of an individual are mapped to a fitness value. There are numerous optima representing adaptive suites 
of high fitness. This is usually visualized as a surface in 3-space with the genotypes mapped along the 
z and y axes and fitness the z axis. The optima are termed "adaptive peaks." Matings of individuals 
from different peaks result in offspring with genotypes mapping to an "adaptive valley" between the 
two peaks. A sufficiently "deep" valley is indicative of low fitness or inviability in the hybrids. In other 
words, the depth of the valley between two peaks is a measure of the degree of reproductive isolation 
separating two populations at different peaks. Within this metaphor, a species occupies an adaptive 
peak and speciation the process by which the species shifts to an new peak. 
The difficulty with this metaphor is that the species must pass through a maladaptive valley, some­
thing made unlikely by stabilizing selection. To solve this problem Wright (1932) suggested his aAi/ting 
Wamce A population is comprised of subpopulations connected by migration. The process 
of genetic drift and mutation can displace a subpopulation from the local optimum. Then a new adap­
tive suite of phenotypes may evolve and directional selection will move the subpopulation to another 
local optimum. Through migration and genetic drift, it is possible for the entire population to shift 
from one adaptive peak to another. The peak shift can be further facilitated if there are significant 
epistatic effects. 
The shifting balance has been criticized as being too improbable and too slow (Coyne et al., 2000, 
1997; Barton and Rouhani, 1987). A more recent metaphor depicts the peak shifts via movement along 
an adaptive ridge. This ridge does not follow a direct line between the two peaks. Therefore, at no time 
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is the population occupying an adaptive valley, but hybridization between individuals at the two peaks 
still results in offspring of low or no fitness (Gavrilets and Hastings, 1996; Orr and Orr, 1996). 
Founder effect speciation, introduced by Mayr (1954), differs from the rugged adaptive landscape 
in that genetic drift plays a major role in the process of speciation. Critical to the founder effect 
metaphor is the formation of a subpopulation geographically separated from its source population. 
The set of mechanisms by which speciation occur under these conditions have been named genetic 
revolutions, founder-Gush, and genetic transilience (Gavrilets and Hastings, 1996). 
Mayr (1954) proposed that founder effect speciation may be the result of genetic rewWioiw. In 
this, genetic drift acting on several major loci leads to the evolution of reproductive isolation. The 
small size of the new population permits rapid genetic drift. The fixation of alleles of major effect could 
alter the selections! pressures on the population driving divergence from the source population (Mayr, 
1954). Accumulation of mutations neutral in the genetic background of the subpopulation, but not the 
source can lead to infertility between the source and founder populations (Orr, 1995). 
The founder-flush mechanism was introduced by Carson (1968) (but see Gavrilets and Hastings 
1996). Many loci of minor effect are involved in the evolution of reproductive isolation. Divergence 
from the source population results solely from genetic drift. For this to be effective, there must be an 
initially high level variation in the source population. Otherwise, there would not be sufficient genetic 
diversity for drift to act as a mechanism of speciation. 
Genetic transilience, introduced by Templeton (1980) (but see Gavrilets et al. 1998), states that the 
underlying genetic architecture of speciation involves an interaction of a small set of loci of major effect 
and several minor loci of small effect. Loss of allelic variation in the major loci due to drift shifts the 
selection pressure acting upon the minor loci. In the context of the rugged adaptive landscape, a peak 
shift can then occur. The landscape could be visualized as broad mesas connected by thin ridges, where 
the location of each mesa represents the effect of the major loci, the area of the mesa that of the minor 
loci. 
The "holey" adaptive landscape was introduced by Gavrilets et al. (1998). Whereas Wright 
(1931) considered a rugged landscape of fitness peaks and valleys, Gavrilets et al. (1998) considers a 
largely neutral landscapes with sporadic fitness "holes," representing genotypes of low fitness. Popula­
tions move about in the landscape directed by the various mechanisms previously mentioned. If a line 
between two genotypes crosses a hole, the pair is considered to be reproductively isolated due to the 
low fitness or inviability of the resulting offspring. Speciation can be visualized as two subpopulations 
evolving such that all individuals of one are positioned across a maladaptive "hole" from all individuals 
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of the other. The advantage of this metaphor is that it does not rely peak-shifts across a maladaptive 
valley, directed movement along an adaptive ridge, or small founder populations. In fact, under this 
model, the majority of mutationa are assumed to be adaptively neutral with respects to the genetic 
background of the subpopulation in which they occur. 
Interaction-driven divergence considers interaction with conspecifics to be the mechanism ini­
tiating population subdivision. Individuals within a population are assumed to be competing for the 
same set of resources. Those able to use a slightly different set of resources are at an advantage and 
demonstrate greater reproductive success, even if the alternate set of resources is not as rich. Concep­
tually, frequency-dependent selection acts against the mean and the "landscape" becomes a dynamic 
surface that changes as a function of the phenotypes of the individuals in the population. This places 
a selective disadvantage on matings between individuals on either side of the mean. This is considered 
to be sufficient to drive further divergence and the development of pre-mating reproductive barriers. 
Under this metaphor, geographic isolation becomes a hindrance to speciation. In fact, spatial separation 
of the individuals removes the selection pressure driving divergence. 
Kaneko (2002) further defined the mechanisms by which this could occur. The interaction-driven 
relies on the phenomenon of phenotypic plasticity for the initial variability acted upon 
by frequency-dependent selection. This will lead to a linkage disequilibrium between genetic factors 
affecting the phenotype. Eventually, there will be sufficient separation of the subpopulations so that 
crosses between subpopulation are inviable. 
It is interesting to note that this is often seen in natural populations (e.g. Geyer and Palumbi 2003) 
this separation is often binary in nature. Although this was observed in the models by Dieckmann and 
Doebeli (1999) and Kaneko (2002), it was likely an artifact of the way the models were constructed. 
Nevertheless, I conjecture that this bifurcating pattern is the most stable configuration of interdependent 
divergence. It is also important to note that this "fluctuating adaptive landscape" calls into question 
the utility of the adaptive landscape metaphor. 
1.2 Hypothesis 
This dissertation presents a computational model simulating speciation through the evolution of 
reproductive isolation. The model is intended to test the hypothesis that local adaptation in a patchy 
environment applies selection pressures against intermediate phenotypes via low reproductive output 
and inviabHity. A system of mate preference will evolve in order to prevent disadvantageous mating. 
The specifics of the model are outlined in chapter 3. 
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1.3 Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation describes the Pseudophyte Evolutionary .Algorithm (PEA) created to test evo­
lutionary hypotheses using simulated populations. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the literature 
concerning computational models of speciation. A detailed description of the PEA is in chapter 3. 
Chapters 4-6 describe experiments performed using the PEA and presented in a format intended for 
submission for publication. Chapter 4 discusses the effect of habitat fragmentation and the number of 
loci when the initial population is adapted to the local environments. Chapter 5 discusses the effect 
of the method of computing energy need, ovule production, habitat fragmentation, and number of loci 
in an initially generalist population. Chapter 6 describes the effect of linkage between trait loci and 
uniform crossover in an initially generalist population. Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions of the 
previous chapters, outlines additional experiments, and suggest improvements and alterations to the 
PEA code. The C++ code (the sorce code and the code in pdf format) used in this dissertation is 
provided on a CD-ROM. Descriptions of the files and computer requirements are in the appendix. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Modela of speciation are often criticized by biologists, including those who create the model (e.g. 
Rice 1984, Meszéna et al. 1997) for their lack of realism. Such criticism is often misplaced. By necessity, 
computational models are distilled versions of the natural system under investigation, containing fewer 
variables than reality. In fact, any model, be it strict mathematics, explicitly stochastic, computational 
simulation, laboratory study, or field experiment, is an attempt to study a phenomenon under controlled 
conditions. Dry lab experiments (research conducted with pencil and paper rather than pipette and 
petri) are a more concentrated distillate than those of a wet lab. Perhaps a more accurate depiction of 
the criticism is that the scientist must make a large number of assumptions in order to build a model 
(Kirkpatrick and Ravigné, 2002). Despite the criticism, the past decade has seen a proliferation in the 
number of mathematical and computational models. It is clear that such models play a role in the 
study of speciation by helping with the development of general principles of speciation, by permitting 
experiments that are otherwise out of reach, and complement wet lab research. 
Speciation is a complex process with numerous interacting mechanisms. This innate complexity 
can misdirect the scientific intuition concerning the process. Through observing and understating the 
emergent properties of distilled systems, a model helps to identify key components of speciation and train 
the insight of researchers (Gavrilets, 1999). Models also serve to test general principles of speciation. 
The proverbial GroiZ of speciation research is the formulation of a complete cohesive theory of 
speciation. The general principles upon which they are based arise from verbal models suggesting 
critical properties of a system for speciation to occur. In this manner, mathematical and computational 
simulations help to refine the understanding of speciation. These verbal models are themselves the 
product of considerable web lab and field experimentation. 
In addition to the formulation of more general concepts, dry lab experimentation is complementary 
to traditional wet lab research. The contribution of modeling to empirical experimentation is two-fold. 
First, it expands the range of possible experiments that may be performed. Second, it can assist in 
the design and interpretation of traditional experiments. Some desirable experiments are either not 
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possible or impractical to conduct in the laboratory or Geld. In many instances, when one wishes to 
model the complete process of speciation, from the acquisition of genetic variability to the Gssion of the 
gene pool, the time required is prohibitive. Even if speciation can occur within a few dozen generations, 
the time to conduct such experiments can exceed that of the career of a scientist. Organisms that do 
reproduce at a sufficiently high rate often confine studies to either asexually reproducing organisms or 
a select set of sexually reproducing ones. The resources necessary for direct research on speciation also 
pose a problem. At the very least, experimentation with living organisms requires sufficient space to 
contain and nurture them. The labor for the care of these systems is intensive to insure experimental 
conditions remain within the desired parameters. In addition, there are some conceivable experiments 
for which there is no clear model organism, by constructing a "what if" scenario, it is possible to extend 
our understanding of the potential of natural systems. Mathematical and computational simulations 
can help guide the design of laboratory and Geld experiments. Reduction of the study system to a more 
simplified case serves to identify key components and suggest controls. These models may also be used 
to test hypotheses about the underlying mechanisms of a biological system (e.g. Orr 1991, Sadedin and 
Littlejohn 2003). This chapter explores various aspects and methods of computational models. Previous 
reviews by Kirkpatrick and Ravigné (2002) and Gavrilets and Hastings (1996) explore the mechanisms 
studied so this review will focus more on methods of representing a population with special attention 
given to individual-based models. 
2.1 Approaches to Modeling Speciation 
In order to discuss the various modeling approaches, it is helpful to generate a system of classiG-
cation. For purposes of this review, the aspects of modeling will be described in terms of the level of 
implementation, state of speciation examined, source and mode of selection pressures, scale, arrange­
ment, and ecological heterogeneity of the geography, and the classification used by Pels ens tein (1981), 
number of loci, generation of phenotype, and stochastic effects of the genetic system. These are not 
intended as a rigorous method of classiGcation, but as a set of reference points and a framework for 
understanding published models. 
The level of implementation of a model describes the level at which the genetics of the population 
is defined. It can also be used to identify the level at which the dynamics of a population model is 
governed. There are three such levels: population-based, meta^population-based, and individual-based 
models. In a popWaftoTi-boaed model the population is represented by allelic and genotypic frequencies. 
The actual number of individuals is not relevant, being considered sufficient to negate the effects of 
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drift. In general, these models are mathematically deterministic, the behavior depending upon the 
initialization of parameters and lack stochastic effects. 
A mefa-popuWion-Wed model, as with the population-based models, the allelic and genotypic 
frequencies are modeled by systems of equations. The population is divided into two or more subpop­
ulations with independent account of frequencies for each subpopulation. These are often studied with 
numerical simulations on a computer. 
An ifw&wdu&Z-baaed model explicitly defines each individual within a population. In such models, 
and individual is a set of alleles. The behavior of the individual is determined by the phenotype as 
expressed by these alleles for the defined trait. The behavior of the model is an emergent property of 
the interactions between individuals. Unless strictly controlled, genetic drift is a feature of individual 
based models. 
Another aspect of speciation models is the stage of speciation being studied. The Erst stage of 
speciation is the accumulation of sufficient genetic diversity within the population to be acted upon 
by the various mechanisms of speciation. The second stage involves the removal of intermediate geno­
types from the population (Gavrilets, 1999). This is often accomplished by disruptive selection on an 
ecological trait (adaptive radiation) or sexual selection (reinforcement) imposing a disadvantage on the 
hétérozygote leading to the fixation of certain alleles in the various subpopulations. It is this seeming 
paradoxical conundrum, the accumulation of diversity in the presence of factors that act against the 
formation, viability, and fecundity of heterozygous individuals, that puzzles many researchers. Most 
models tend to only focus on the second stage. Those that do not usually have a set of rules for each 
stage to avoid any antagonistic effects of the two stages. 
For speciation (as defined in chapter 1) to occur there must be some restriction and eventual ces­
sation of gene Sow between subpopulations. If the subpopulations are geographically isolated without 
significant migration, the process is relatively trivial. In a scenario where subpopulations frequently 
exchange individuals or gametes, some form of selective pressure must act to reduce the frequency 
of heterozygous individuals. The source of this selection may be from either intrinsic factors, extrinsic 
factors, or both. The mode of selection may be any of those outlined in chapter 1. Since they were 
previous discussed, they need not be restated here. 
fMrnwic sources of selective pressure are those unaffected by the dynamics of the population. These 
are often attributed to abiotic environmental factors such as temperature, moisture, and light intensity. 
For purposes of modeling, extrinsic factors include those elements which could be biological, but not 
explicitly represented. For example, the availability of food and carrying capacity. 
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intrinsic sources of selective pressure are the result of the behavior of the population. These may be 
global (density dependent growth rate) or localized (frequency dependent competition). The strength 
and effect of selection changes in response to change in the populations. 
The geography of a model encompasses the physical proximity of subpopulations, the spatial 
arrangement of members of the population, and the ecological heterogeneity of the abiotic factors. The 
modes can be difficult to distinguish and, but have long been important to how scientists think of the 
process of speciation. As with the various forms of selection, they have been discussed in chapter 1. 
Briefly, they are referred to as allopatric, parapatric, and sympatric. 
The arrangement o/ individual; (or quasi-individuals for non-individual based models) may be pan-
mictic, island, stepping-stone, and explicit. In a panmictic population every individual has the potential 
to interact equally with other individuals. This is the typical arrangement of population-based models 
where there is no explicit accounting of individual organisms, this is also common of individual based 
models studying sympatric speciation in the absence of spatial assortment. Island, neighborhood, and 
stepping-stone models place individuals (or quasi-individuals) into subpopulations. Individuals inter­
act with those within their subpopulation and may migrate to other subpopulations. The distinction 
between these different spatial arrangements indicates the level of connectivity between the subpopu-
lations. In an island model all subpopulations are assumed to be adjacent. That is, every island is 
assumed to be adjacent to every other island. The other extreme a stepping-stone model assumes a 
subpopulation is adjacent to only a subset of the other subpopulations. Migration only occurs between 
adjacent subsets. A neighborhood model defines the strength and frequency of interaction as well as 
the probability of migration as inversely proportional to the distance between the subpopulations. 
EcoZpgicaZ heterogeneity describes the spatial arrangement of ecological factors. In a homogeneous 
environment, the conditions are the same throughout the model. A clinal environment is a monotonie 
succession of one set of ecological factors by another. This may be an abrupt boundary or a gradual shift 
from one type to another, but there is no repetition, each region (contiguous set of adjacent, identical 
resources). In a patchy environment, a resource type does not cover a contiguous spatial area, but is 
separated by regions of other resource types. 
The genetic representation of a population is a critical factor of every model. The implementation 
of the genetic system of the population can have a strong effect on the outcome of a simulation (Leahy, 
2002). This becomes all the more important given the current debate on the number and effect of loci 
involved in the process of speciation (Via, 2002). This necessitates a fairly comprehensive classification 
system of the genetics active within a model. The genetics may be described in terms of the Felsenstein 
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(1981) classification, number of loci, the formation of the phenotype, the presence of stochastic effects 
on, and the initialization of the gene pool. 
Felsenstein (1981) identified two classes of speciation: one-o/ZeZe and Zwo-oJWe. This classification 
is concerned with the genetics underlying the reinforcement of reproductive barriers. In a one-allele 
model, reinforcement is due to the substitution of the same allele at a locus within the subpopulations. 
A two-allele model depends on different allelic substitutions in each of the subpopulation. It is noted 
(Felsenstein, 1981) that the two classes are not mutually exclusive and may co-occur within a model. 
When discussing mathematical and computational modeling, it is useful to use the terms (octw 
and rather than gene. This helps to avoid confusion as many would disagree as to whether the 
locus or the trait is the "gene." In this chapter, a (ocua is the smallest unit of the genetics in the 
model. A froit is the character acted upon by selection. Models are readily classified by num&er 
o/ be: per (mit. The earliest models involved a single locus or two loci per trait. These are easily 
analyzed using traditional equations of population genetics. More recent models involved numerous loci 
per trait (Sadedin and Littlejohn, 2003; Kaneko, 2002; Dieckinann and Doebeli, 1999; Gavrilets, 1999; 
Kondrashov and Kondrashov, 1999). Forming and solving a system of equations grows increasingly 
complex as more loci are added. This has been a limiting factor to early models and in part explains 
the appeal of individual-based models. 
The expression of the loci of a trait is the phenotype. The phenotype determines the response to 
selective pressures of the model. It is desirable in modeling to keep this system simple to maintain an 
acceptable level of realism within the model. Most often, models involve either penetrance or quan­
titative effects. Epistasis is pervasive in models even though it is not always explicitly stated as a 
factor. The nature of epistatic interactions is frequently implemented as a heterozygote disadvantage in 
either fecundity or viability. A few rare models models incorporate phenotypic plasticity (e.g. Kaneko 
2002) which permits variation in phenotype in response to extrinsic factors rather than being deter­
mined exclusively by the genotype. Penetrance ranks alleles at a locus by some level of expression in 
the presence of other alleles. The most simple form of penetrance is complete penetrance, that is, a 
dominance-recessive relationship, where the dominant allele is expressed and the recessive allele silent 
in a heterozygote. More complicated relations allow for the level of expression to vary between the 
range of silent and fully expressed. Quantitative traits assume that the effect of an allele is consistent. 
This may be an additive, multiplicative, or exponential effect, but direction of change of the phenotype, 
if not the magnitude, remains the same regardless of the the alleles present at other loci. Epistasis de­
scribes interactions between loci. The effect of an allele at a locus is dependent upon the the alleles at 
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other loci. Under this broad definition, it is easy to claim that moat models demonstrate some epistatic 
interactions. For purposes of this discussion, unless a model explicitly examines epistatic effects, it will 
not be considered a model with epistasis. Otherwise, it would be necessary to develop a fine-grained 
taxonomy to explore the intricacies of accidental and emergent epistasis. 
Models vary in the afocAasfic electa present in the implementation. Stochastic effects are those 
that are the result of probabilistic causes. The most frequent of these is recombination. Mutation and 
genetic drift are less common and often seen as undesirable due to the uncertainty such effects present 
to the model. 
Finally, the initial allelic frequencies have a strong effect on many models (Kirkpatrick and Ravigné, 
2002). Models attempting to study the complete process of speciation begin with a homogeneous 
population where every individual is homozygous and identical. Models concerned with the removal 
of intermediate (heterozygous) genotypes assume genetic diversity as a pre-existing condition. If the 
goal is to observe the divergence within a gene pool, initialization is heterogeneous, usually assuming a 
hardy Weinberg equilibrium. For studies observing the effect of contact between two previously isolated 
populations, the model is initialized with two divergent populations, fixed for different alleles. 
2.2 Individual-Based Models of Speciation 
The reason for the recent proliferation of individual-based models is largely due to the development 
of computers capable of running the necessary computations. In an early study by Rice (1984) one 
simulation required 26 hours on a 2.5 MHz machine with 64 KB of RAM. By contrast, at the time 
of this dissertation, machines running in excess of 1 GHz with 500 MB of RAM are common. The 
Pseudophyte Evolutionary Algorithm (PEA) introduced in chapter 3 was primarily run two machines, 
one with a 2 GHz processor and 1.5 GB of RAM and another with a 3 GHz processor with 1 GB of 
RAM. 
With rare exception, individual based models of speciation implement the genetics as sets of bi-
allelic (typically "zero" and "one") loci. The traits are frequently quantitative (Rice, 1984; Doebeli, 
1996; Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999; Doebeli and Dieckmann, 2000; Gavrilets et al., 1998, 2000; Sadedin 
and Littlejohn, 2003) although there are models implementing the Hamming distance (number of allelic 
mismatches across loci of two binary strings) (Kondrashov and Shpak, 1998; Gavrilets et al., 1998; 
Gavrilets, 1999), dominance (Orr, 1991), epistasis (Buerkle et al., 2000), or combining methods of 
phenotypic computation (Kondrashov and Mina, 1986; Kondrashov and Kondrashov, 1999). There are 
other, more abstract implementations as well, such as Kaneko (2002) and Wilke et al. (2001) where 
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the phenotype is determined by a set of equations or operations that make up the genotype of the 
individual. 
Another commonality among individual-based models is the focus on parapatric and sympatric 
modes of speciation, modes difficult to study using population and meta-population based models. 
When only one or two loci involved in speciation, speciation is slow and rare (Felsenstein, 1981). It 
wag suggested that involving more loci would both expedite the process and make it more likely (Nei 
et al., 1983). These are conditions easily implemented in individual-based models. Furthermore, the 
effect of genetic drift helps to increase the probability of sympatric and parapatric speciation (Doebeli 
and Dieckmann, 2000). 
2.2.1 Accumulating Genetic Diversity 
Research by Kaneko (2002), Doebeli and Dieckmann (2000), Dieckmann and Doebeli (1999), Gavrilets 
et al. (2000), Gavrilets (1999), Gavrilets et al. (1998), are notable in that they do not assume initial 
genetic diversity within the population. Rather, variability is introduced through mutation. Since the 
initial population is usually homogeneous, these models examine speciation through the entire pro-
cess. The accumulated mutations have variable affects on the fitness of the individual. Whether these 
changes are assumed to be selectively nearly-neutral (Gavrilets et al., 2000; Gavrilets, 1999; Gavrilets 
et al., 1998) or ecologically relevant (Kaneko, 2002; Doebeli and Dieckmann, 2000; Dieckmann and 
Doebeli, 1999) the same initial behavior is observed: the mean phenotype of the population evolves to 
a median value as determined by the number of bi-allelic loci in the neutral cases, or an ecologically 
stable attractor when the mutations are not necessarily neutral. 
The amount of variability reaches a threshold level, there is selection against new variation due to 
decreased fecundity in the novel genotypes as the result of incompatibilities with other members of 
the population (Gavrilets, 1999). Unless some form of disruptive selection is introduced or frequency-
dependent selection against the most common phenotypes is in place, the population will remain at this 
point in phenotypic space. In the presence of the selective pressures just mentioned, the population 
is able to divide. The subpopulations then accumulate incompatible changes and undergo genetic 
divergence. Another important feature of all these models is that ecological selection pressure need not 
be strong (Gavrilets, 1999; Gavrilets et al., 2000) or disruptive (Kaneko, 2002; Doebeli and Dieckmann, 
2000; Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999) for subdivision and divergence of a population. 
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2.2.2 Extrinsic versus Intrinsic Sources of Selection 
Extrinsic sources of selection often involve disruptive selection base on an ecological trait. The 
underlying assumption of the disruptive selection is low fitness of the heterozygote relative to the 
parental types as the result of inviability or infertility. This is often attributed to local adaptation 
of individuals to the environment (Buerkle et al., 2000; Gavrilets, 1999; Kondrashov and Kondrashov, 
1999; Gavrilets et al., 1998; Kondrashov and Mina, 1986; Rice, 1984). Rice (1984) and Kondrashov and 
Mina (1986) demonstrate that selection does not need to be strong to initiate fission in the gene pool. 
A difSculty with extrinsic disruptive selection is its antagonistic nature to the accumulation of 
variability. Under strong selection with the possibility of genetic drift, the population will evolve toward 
one of the two optima defined by the fitness function. On the other hand, if selection is insufficiently 
strong and there are mechanisms of assortative mating (either sexual selection or spatial arrangement) 
it is unlikely that complete reproductive isolation will evolve (Buerkle et al., 2000; Dieckmann and 
Doebeli, 1999). The usual solution is to assume initial diversity and not be concerned with the origin 
(e,g. Rice 1984) or impose constraints after the accumulation of variability (e.g. Gavrilets et al. 1998). 
Intrinsic sources of selection are determined by the characteristics of the population. This allows 
selection pressures to change through time as the population evolves, and avoid the need to impose 
restrictions after the accumulation of diversity. Sexual, frequency-dependent, and density-dependent 
selection are the forms of selection that most often result from intrinsic sources of selective pressure 
in models. Frequency-dependent selection can be highly effective when it involves competition for 
resources, leading to the bifurcation of a population even when there is an ecological optimum (Kaneko, 
2002; Doebeli and Dieckmann, 2000; Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999). 
2.2.3 The Case for Reinforcement 
Reinforcement, the process by which selection against heterozygous individuals leads to the evolution 
of genetic mechanisms for assortative mating, can greatly improve the probability of speciation and 
facilitate the evolution of complete reproductive isolation (Sadedin and Littlejohn, 2003; Doebeli and 
Dieckmann, 2000; Orr, 1991; Rice, 1984). In the absence of selective pressures, reinforcement is unlikely 
unless there is a pre-existing strong genetic basis for sexual selection (Kondrashov and Shpak, 1998). 
Likewise, in the absence of reinforcement, natural selection must be very strict for complete speciation 
(Buerkle et al., 2000; Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999; Kondrashov and Kondrashov, 1999; Rice, 1984). 
Reinforcement requires that subpopulations be in either parapatry or sympatry, able to interact and 
engage in reproductive behavior. 
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The efficacy of reinforcement varies in relation to the number of loci involved, the amount of link­
age between the assortment loci and the ecological trait loci, the manifestation of the heterozygous 
disadvantage, and the probability of encountering an individual of a sufficiently dissimilar genotype. 
In a model of single gene speciation presented by Orr (1991), the assortative trait was the chirality 
of a snail shell. It was possible for two snails of the same chirality to mate, but not of different ones. 
To prevent rapid extinction of the rare mutant allele, the chirality of the shell wag determined by the 
maternal genotype, not the genotype of the individual itself. Without this condition, selection would 
likely remove the novel mutation. In this study, it was found that reproductive isolation could evolve 
quickly under such conditions. 
However, single locus control of assortative mating is the exception rather than the rule (Orr, 1991). 
More than one locus involved in the evolution of reproductive isolation increases the likelihood of 
speciation, but too many will reduce the effectiveness of these loci (Kondrashov, 1986; Kondrashov 
and Kondrashov, 1999). The optimal number of loci is uncertain and some studies suggest that this 
may depend on how the simulation is represented in the algorithm (Leahy, 2002). In a simulation by 
Kondrashov and Kondrashov (1999), it was found that fewer loci improve the likelihood of speciation, 
with more than eight making reinforcement highly improbable. By contrast, Sadedin and Littlejohn 
(2003) observed reinforcement with 10 loci. The cause for this seeming contradiction is assuming that 
use of n loci in one simulation is equivalent to using n loci in another. In truth, there has been no 
thorough study comparing different modeling approaches to confidently state what constitutes "many" 
and "few" loci between models. 
Work by Gavrilets et al. (1998) suggested that hybrid infertility would result in stronger reinforce-
ment than hybrid inviability. Sadedin and Littlejohn (2003) presented a model what could distinguish 
between hybrid inviability (mortality before reproduction) and infertility (the inability to produce off­
spring). Their results verified this hypothesis and demonstrated a fitness cost to mating with infertile 
individuals. 
2.3 Conclusions 
Mathematical and computational models are important to furthering our understanding of specia­
tion. With the advent of more powerful computers, the number of individual-based models has also 
increased, permitting research that was previously impossible due to the time and resources required. 
Individual based models focus largely on sympatric and allopatric speciation. They serve to extend 
pure mathematical and statistical models by permitting a wider range of stochastic events and analysis 
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of systems containing several loci. 
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Table 2.1 References for classification of models of speciation 




Stage of Speciation 
Accumulation of Polymorphisms 1,7-10,14,22 


























(1) Barton and Rouhani (1987), (2) Buerkle et al. (2000), (3) Cain et al. (1999), (4) Dieckmann and 
Doebeli (1999), (5) Doebeli and Dieckmann (2000), (6) Doebeli (1996), (7) Felsenstein (1981), (8) 
Gavrilets (1999), (9) Gavrilets et al. (2000), (10) Gavrilets et al. (1998), (11) Gavrilets and Cruz an 
(1998), (12) Gavrilets and Hastings (1996), (13) Holgate (1966), (14) Kaneko (2002), (15) Kirkpatrick 
and Ravigné (2002), (16) Kondrashov and Kondrashov (1999), (17) Kondrashov and Shpak (1998), 
(18) Kondrashov (1983a), (19) Kondrashov (19836), (20) Kondrashov and Mina (1986), (21) Meszéna 
et al. (1997), (22) Orr (1996), (23) Orr (1995), (24) Orr (1991), (25) Payne and Krakauer (1997), (26) 
Rice (1984), (27) Sadedin and Littlejohn (2003), (28) Turelli and Orr (2000), (29) Wagner et al. 
(1994). 
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Table 2.2 References for genetic implementation 
Felsenstein (1981) Classification 
One-Allele 7,15 
Two-Allele 1-29 
Number of Loci per Trait 
Single-Locus 1-3,7,11-13,15,22-25,28,29 














(1) Barton and Rouhani (1987), (2) Buerkle et al. (2000), (3) Cain et al. (1999), (4) Dieckmann and 
Doebeli (1999), (5) Doebeli and Dieckmann (2000), (6) Doebeli (1996), (7) Felsenstein (1981), (8) 
Gavrilets (1999), (9) Gavrilets et al. (2000), (10) Gavrilets et al. (1998), (11) Gavrilets and Cruz an 
(1998), (12) Gavrilets and Hastings (1996), (13) Holgate (1966), (14) Kaneko (2002), (15) Kirkpatrick 
and Ravigné (2002), (16) Kondrashov and Kondrashov (1999), (17) Kondrashov and Shpak (1998), 
(18) Kondrashov (1983a), (19) Kondrashov (19836), (20) Kondrashov and Mina (1986), (21) Meszéna 
et al. (1997), (22) Orr (1996), (23) Orr (1995), (24) Orr (1991), (25) Payne and Krakauer (1997), (26) 
Rice (1984), (27) Sadedin and Littlejohn (2003), (28) Turelli and Orr (2000), (29) Wagner et al. 
(1994). 
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CHAPTER 3 PSEUDOPHYTE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM 
3.1 Abstract 
The PaeWopAyte EwoMionory AZgontkm was designed to study biological speciation. This is the 
process by which a population of organisms divides into distinct populations. To clarify the mechanisms 
of speciation under study, the BioZpgiW ,9pec*e3 Concept, or &9C was employed. This defines species 
as reproductively isolated populations. Through prezygotic (mate selection) and postzygotic (offspring 
unfitness) mechanisms, a population can partition itself into reproductively isolated subpopulations. 
The simulation described here was is agent based population model. The agent, or pseudophyte, 
was a digital organism with some characteristics similar to plants. Pseudophyte populations inhabited 
spatially arranged worlds with locally defined environments. The amount of energy and resources 
a pseudophyte could obtain from the habitat depended on the degree to which the genome of the 
pseudophyte matched the available resources of the habitat. The selection pressure to adapt to a set of 
resources maximizing reproductive output could lead to the development of a system to prevent mating 
with others when the offspring were likely to die. 
3.2 Introduction 
The Pseudophyte EroWionor;/ .Akyorif/im, or fJSA, is an individual-based population simulation 
developed to model some aspects of the process of speciation. As discussed in chapter 1, speciation is 
the process by which species arise. Specific to this research, it refers to the process by which a species 
divides into two or more species. Such glib definition is useless without including some concept of 
species. The PEA used the BwfogiW Species Concept, as described in chapter 1. 
An individual-based (also known as agent-based) approach was used to develop the simulation. In 
an individual-based population model, the behaviors of the model are determined by the action of the 
individuals, which in turn are governed by a set of rules. Since the behaviors of the population are not 
directly coded for in the simulation, but is an indirect effect of the collective actions of the individual, 
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Table 3.1 Mathematical symbols and other notation used in this dissertation 
aymW meaning description 
A "and" If both statements are true, the expression is true, otherwise the 
statement is false. If A and B then C, otherwise D. 
V "or" If either statement is true, the expression is true, otherwise the 
statement is false. If either or B then C, otherwise D. 
Q "phenotype" Q refers to a set of loci. The expression Q is the phenotype resulting 
from the expression of the genotype. 
they are known as the emergent propertied of the population. These properties become apparent over 
several generations of pseudophyte evolution. 
The PEA examined whether reproductive isolation would occur as an emergent property in an 
individual-based model of simulated plants. The model assumed a plant's ability to obtain energy 
from available resources and the amount of energy necessary for survival to reproduction are separate 
properties. Furthermore, mate preference is controlled by one trait preferring pollen from an individual 
similar to self and another for an individual that is different from self. 
Throughout this dissertation, various mathematical symbols and other notations are used. These 
may be unfamiliar to biologists and require some description. For the benefit of the reader, these 
symbols are presented in Table 3.1. 
3.2.1 Species Concept 
As mentioned in chapter 1, the PEA employs the BSC definition of species. A desirable feature of 
the BSC is that it can be expressed in a simple mathematical equation that permits a measure of the 
completeness of speciation. For purposes of this discussion, the completeness measure will be termed 
the apeciation indez, defined as 
& = 1 - /(m, w) (3.1) 
Where m is the probability that a member of one subpopulation will mate with a member of another 
subpopulation given the opportunity, w is the fitness of offspring resulting from the cross between two 
members of separate subpopulations, and / is the degree of reproductive cohesion between two groups. 
There is no well defined function for /, however, it has the following properties 
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1 : (m = 1) A (lu = 1) 
/ = < 0 : (m = 0) V (w = 0) 
0 < / < 1 : ot/ierwige 
(3.2) 
It is important to note that this relationship is directional. In many sexually reproducing species, 
offspring have a maternal parent (providing the macrogamete) and a paternal parent (providing the mi-
crogamete). When studying reproductive isolation in crosses between populations, it is not uncommon 
for one population to more frequently act as the maternal parent and the other, the paternal parent 
(Markow and Hocutt 1998, Patton 1993, Rieseberg and Wendel 1993, Harrison and Rand 1989). Given 
this consideration, the speciation index between two populations, a and 6 is 
Where o is the maternal parent and & is the paternal parent. Moreover, for two species, 1 and 2, it is 
possible that .Liz # Z<2i. 
3.2.2 Reproductive Isolation Concept 
As stated earlier, reproductive isolation is the condition where mating does not occur between two 
populations or, if it does, the resulting offspring are significantly unfit. By this definition, there are two 
distinct types of reproductive isolation, prezygotic reproductive isolation and postzygotic reproductive 
isolation. A form of each these is implemented in PEA and deserve a more detailed explanation. 
Prezygotic reproductive isolation is the condition where mating does not take place between two 
populations. In the trivial case, the two populations are separated by physical distance, temporal 
displacement, or both. Another mechanisms for prezygotic reproductive isolation is through sexual 
selection, where mating does not occur or the frequency of inter-population mating is reduced as the 
result of mate preference of the individuals. In the case of parapatric and sympatric subpopulations, this 
mechanism is useful in preventing crosses between individuals with incompatible genetic backgrounds. 
In sexual selection, an individual evaluates potential mates based on a set of criteria. The potential 
mate that best matches these is selected as a partner for reproduction. For pseudophytes, the pool 
of potential mates was determined by available pollen. Selecting a pollen donor (mate selection) was 
based on two criteria, one for similarity and the other for dissimilarity of the two pseudophytes. The 
similarity and dissimilarity between pseudophytes was based on a set of loci neutral with respects to 
the survival of the individual. 
^ab — 1 / ij^ab-,^ab) (3.3) 
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Postzygotic isolation occurs after a mating event. The offspring have low fitness and seldom survive 
to reproduce. In this case, "low fitness," covers a wide range of possibilities such as zygote inviability, 
greater susceptibility to pathogens, poor adaptation to the environment, or sterility. Within PEA, 
postzygotic isolation wag the result of a pseudophyte requiring more energy to survive to reproduction 
than it was able to obtain from the environment. 
3.2.3 Pseudophyte Concept 
Thus far, the discussion has been primarily concerned with the definition of species and the mecha­
nisms under consideration with scant description of the study "organism." It is time for a more formal 
qualitative introduction to pseudophytes. Pseudophytes could be grossly compared to "plants." Bio-
logically, they may be described as "monaceous, wind-pollinated, haploid annuals." The individuals 
were spatially arranged and immobile except through pollen and seed dispersal. Seeds entered local 
seed banks from which pseudophytes germinated. The seeds could persist in the seed bank for several 
years before becoming inviable. This provided seeds multiple opportunities to germinate. 
Since pseudophytes produced both ovules and pollen, it was necessary to distinguish which pseu­
dophyte was contributing an ovule and which pollen to reproduction. For purposes of exposition, the 
ovule donor was termed the m&temaf parent or maternai pseudophyte and the pollen donor the patemof 
parent or patemaZ pseWopAyte. 
Six traits defined the dynamics of pseudophyte behavior. These traits were: (1) the optimal resource, 
(2) the maximum number of seeds it may produce, (3) the duration a seed may remain in the seed bank, 
(4) a fitness neutral identity trait, and (5) the number of similarities and (6) number of differences 
required for pollen to be suitable for ovule fertilization. The phenotype of each trait was determined by 
a set of tightly-linked quantitative trait loci, or QTZs (i.e. all loci that contributed to the phenotype of 
a trait were grouped together in the genome). Several genotypes could have the same phenotype, but 
a specific genotype could produce only one phenotype. 
Pseudophytes were the only dynamic aspect of the environment; all other factors remained constant. 
Interactions consisted of reproduction and preemptive competition for space. 
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3.3 Pseudophytes 
S.3.1 Information Structure 
The pseudophyte genome and the available resources of a local environment were encoded as binary 
strings. Bach bit of the string is analogous to a locus with two alleles "1" and "0." Functions per­
formed on specific sets of loci determined the phenotype of the pseudophyte. The set of traits, in turn, 
determined the behavior of the organism. In total, there were four functions performed on the binary 
strings, two for determining phenotypes, one for recombination, and one for mutation. 
The two phenotype functions were the weight of a string and the .Hamming distance between two 
strings. The weight of a string or segment was defined as the number of 1's within a string. This was 
denoted by TV (a) where s is a binary string. The weight function was frequently employed to determine 
the phenotype of a trait. Except for the instances where a set of loci were all 0's or 1's, (liferent strings 
could have the same weight. This roughly approximates different genotypes (the binary string) being 
expressed as the same phenotype (the weight). 
The Hamming distance compared two strings and returned the number of mismatches. The notation 
for the Hamming distance was H(si, s2) where si and s% are binary strings of the same length. The 
Hamming distance was used to determine how efficiently a pseudophyte could use the environment and 
to determine the suitability of available pollen. Except in instances of minimally and maximally distant 
strings, each string will have multiple strings the same distance away. Once again, this is a means of 
allowing multiple genotypes to be expressed as the same phenotype. 
During pseudophyte reproduction crossover and mutation occurred. Crossover took place between 
two binary strings to produce a descendant string. One one of the two strings was selected at random 
and bit by bit is copied to the descendant string until a crossover point was reached. After that point, 
the other string was then copied to the descendant string (Fig. 3.1). If there were more than one 
cross-over point, then the string being copied would change at each point until the end of the string. 
The location of the crossover points were determined at random. 
Mutation occurred as a bit flip at a random location on the binary string. The number of bit 
Sips that occurred was determined by a Poisson distribution with an arbitrary probability of a bit flip 
occurring at a single locus. The default value was one bit Sip per genome per generation. Whether a 
mutation was harmful, neutral, or beneficial depended on the genetic constitution of the pseudophyte. 
The reason for this will become evident later on in the detailed discussion of the operation of the 
simulation below. 
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Figure 3.1 (a) Under one-point crossover, for each chromosome a starting par­
ent and crossover point are selected at random. The alleles of the 
starting parent are copied to the offspring until the crossover point 
is reached, at which point alleles from the other parent are copied 
to the offspring genome, (b) Under uniform crossover an allele is 
selected at random from either parent for each locus and copied to 
the offspring. 
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3.3.2 Pseudophyte World 
The world of the simulation consisted of a network of microhabitats. The worlds studied were 
arranged as toroidal grids as depicted in Figure 3.2 (grids that wrap at the edges). Many of the param­
eters for worlds are listed in Table 3.4. A microhabitat was defined as an area that may accommodate 
one pseudophyte. Each microhabitat had a binary string determining what resources are available (the 
resource string or #), and may have a pseudophyte, seed bank, or both (Fig. 3.3). Whether or not a 
microhabitat was inhabited by a pseudophyte or had a seed bank could change from one year to the 
next depending on the reproductive success of nearby pseudophytes. 
In a microhabitat, the maximum amount of energy available to a pseudophyte was calculated as the 
weight of the resource string 
= M#) (3-4) 
This does not mean that a pseudophyte was able to obtain the maximum amount of available energy. A 
pseudophyte received a portion of the maximum available energy proportional to the bits of agreement 
between R and the loci determining a pseudophyte's optimal environment. 
Any seeds that were dispersed into the microhabitat were kept in the local seed bank. At the start 
of each cycle, a seed was picked at random to germinate into a pseudophyte. The remaining seeds had 
their persistence values (determined at the time of seed creation) decremented by one. If a persistence 
value fell to zero or lower, it was removed from the seed bank. The seed bank had two properties in 
common with biological reality. First, it was possible for a pseudophyte to germinate and occupy the 
microhabitat even though it had no ancestors for several years. Second, pseudophytes that were the 
offspring from different generations may inhabit the world at the same time. 
3.3.3 Pseudophyte Organisms 
The overall behavior of the simulation was determined at the level of the individual pseudophyte. 
Pseudophytes were designed to interact with the local environment and other pseudophytes without 
a global goal imposed on the system. There were two essential characteristics of a pseudophyte, the 
management of available energy and the evaluation of potential pollen donors. Each of these occupied 
their own chromosome and were divided into three traits, each trait being determined by multiple 
tightly linked loci. Although it is traditional in computer science to refer to these traits as genes, it 
would be more biologically accurate to refer to them as quantitative trait loci, or QTLs. 
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Figure 3.3 Microhabitat with a living pseudophyte and active seed bank, 
chromosome 1 
dr sp | sn 
chromosome 2 
id ob il 
Figure 3.4 Arrangement of the pseudophyte genome. 
These six sets of QTLs were designed to permit the evolution of pre- and postzygotic reproductive 
isolation without making speciation an inevitability. The three traits permitting postzygotic evolution 
were desired resource (dr), seed persistence (sp), and seed number (sn). Prezygotic reproductive isolation 
was possible through the identity (id), zenopho&io (ob) and zenophdia (il) loci. 
QTL interactions within and between pseudophytes are described below, but deserve a brief overview, 
dr determined how efficiently a pseudophyte could obtain energy from the resources of the micro habitat, 
sp and sn determined how much of the accumulated energy was expended for different aspects of seed 
production, id was considered a neutral trait from the standpoint of energy management, however, it 
was used by 06 and iZ to evaluate pollen suitability. 
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Table 3.2 Pseudophyte Genome 
Trait Parameter Label Typical Value 
dr chromosome cDR 1 
dr position for first locus sDR 0 
dr number of loci DR 16 
ap chromosome cSP 1 
ap position for Erst locus sSP 16 
ap number of loci SP 8 
an chromosome cSN 1 
an position for Erst locus sSN 24 
an number of loci SN 8 
id chromosome cID 2 
id position for first locus sID 0 
id number of loci ID 8 
ob chromosome cOB 2 
ob position for first locus sOB 8 
ob number of loci OB 8 
il chromosome cIL 2 
il position for first locus sIL 16 
il number of loci IL 8 
Arrangement of the QTLs was arbitrary. From an evolutionary standpoint, keeping favorable com-
binations of traits close together in the genome reduces the probability that recombination events will 
disrupt these combinations. Since dr, ap, and an all affect energy dynamics, they were placed together 
on a single chromosome. The loci for ap and an regulated the expenditure of the energy and were placed 
adjacent on the Erst chromosome (Fig. 3.4). 
In order to look at the effect of mate selection on a neutral marker, id loci were located on a 
chromosome separate from dr, ap, and an, all of which have a direct effect on the survival of the 
pseudophyte. The mate selection traits, 06 and iZ, work together for determining the suitability of a 
pollen donor and were placed adjacent to each other and on the same chromosome as the neutral id 
loci (Fig. 3.4). To simplify computations, id, 06, and iZ all had the same number of loci. The genomic 
information for these traits is listed in Table 3.2. 
Critical to PEA was resource scarcity. Resources within an environment were finite, pseudophytes 
were only able to obtain a proportion of the available energy from the resources, and pseudophytes 
had minimum energy needs to survive and reproduce. In terms of the algorithm, the energy that a 
pseudophyte obtained from its microhabitat was 
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2. = Emaz * ^ (3.5) 
Where D is length of #, (note that A and dr are the same length). The energy required by a pseudophyte 
to survive and reproduce is 
E, = (W(ap) + l)(W(an) + 1) (3.6) 
A pseudophyte survived to reproduce if E, < If this condition was not met, the pseudophyte was 
considered to have insufficient energy for reproduction and removed from the microhabitat. 
Surviving pseudophytes produce a number of ovules determined by a look-up table (Table 3.3) using 
ty(sn) to indicate the position within the table. These phenotypes were generated using one of two 
equations: 
Q = %f(Q) (3.7) 
Q = 2(W(Q) + 1) (3.8) 
Where Q is a set of loci for a trait and Q is the phenotype of that trait. Equation 3.8 was exclusively 
for an. In order for the population to survive and grow, pseudophytes must produce at least two ovules. 
For each ovule produced the pseudophyte sampled the available pollen for fertilization. Pollen from 
nearby pseudophytes was more likely to be sampled that pollen from more distant pseudophytes. Pollen 
was evaluated by 
(#(àdm,*dp) > W(iZm)) A (7 - #(tdm,idp) > W(obm)) (3.9) 
where m denotes the maternal parent, p the paternal parent, and 7 the number of loci in id. 
Seeds were encoded in two parts. The first was the pseudophyte produced by the crossing over of 
the parental genomes and subsequent mutation. The other was a persistence value. This value was 
determined by the maternal parent with a look-up table using W(ap) to indicate position on the table 
(Table 3.3). 
It was possible that no suitable pollen donor to exist. To prevent an infinite search, a limit was 
placed on the amount of time that could be spend in search of a good pollen donor. If after this time 
no suitable pollen was encountered, the ovule was discarded. This process was conducted for each ovule 
of each pseudophyte. In PEA, pollen production was considered to have no cost and pseudophytes 
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Table 3.3 Look-up table values for W^ob^, and 
ap «a ob i! 
Weight maximum years number required required 
in soil of ovules similarities differences 
0 0 2 0 0 
1 1 4 1 1 
2 2 6 2 2 
3 3 8 3 3 
4 4 10 4 4 
5 5 12 5 5 
6 6 14 6 6 
7 7 16 7 7 
8 8 18 8 8 
produced effectively infinite pollen. Because of this, the order in which each ovule sought a pollen 
donor was inconsequential. 
3.4 Simulation 
3.4.1 Initialization of PEA 
Initialization of PEA involved three parts. First, the world parameters (see Table 3.4 were defined. 
Second, a set of resources was defined for each microhabitat in the world. Third, the world was 
populated with viable pseudophytes (Fig. 3.5). At the end of initialization, location and genotype of 
each pseudophyte were saved to a population file and the resources of each microhabitat was saved to 
a separate world file. 
The manner in which resources were initialized established the level of heterogeneity in the world. 
To better explain this it is useful to deSne the term region as a network of connected microhabitats with 
identical resource strings. Four basic region patterns were used to study the initial behavior; uniform 
resources across the world or alternating between two resource strings on worlds divided into four or 
sixteen regions, and a checkerboard pattern of two resource strings alternating each microhabitat. 
Starting pseudophyte populations consisted of a number of individuals equal to 50% of the number 
of microhabitats in the world or a minimum initial population size (usually four), whichever was greater. 
These individuals were placed randomly in microhabitats. 
Although it is traditional to initialize a simulation with a random population, this is not biologically 
























Figure 3.5 The PEA proceeds in & cycle beginning with reproduction of extant 
pseudophytes through the aging of the seed bank. Since an execu­
tion of the PEA involves several runs under the same condition, it 
is not necessary to reinitialise the resources of the microhabitats 
between each run. 
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Table 3.4 World Parameters 
Parameter Label 
horizontal dimension X_MAX 
vertical dimension Y_MAX 
minimum initial population size POP-MIN 
probability of pseudophyte evaluating self at the start of a pollen search SELF 
maximum number of steps allowed to find a good pollen donor MAXJSEARCE 
probability of a seed dispersing from a microhabitat DISP.PROB 
maximum dispersal distance DISP-MAX 
be adapted to the environment. That is 
#(#, dr) = OE, < Emaz (3.10) 
Alternatively, a generalist was initialized with dr consisting of all 1's or all 0's. This would result in 
the pseudophyte obtaining only a fraction of the available energy in the microhabitat. The sp and 
sn loci were initialized in one of five ways: (1) random string generation until a viable set of loci is 
produced, (2) strings with a balance in ap and an such that W(ap) = TV (an), (3) seed production was 
maximized, VF(an) = E,no:r — 1, W^(ap) = 0, (4) seed persistence was maximized, W(ap) = — 1, 
TV(an) = 0, (5) seed production and seed persistence values were minimal, IV(ap) = TV(an) = 0. The 
first method introduces an initially high level of genetic diversity with a probability of matings resulting 
in inviable offspring and the potential for biasing the outcome if phenotypes favoring one trait should 
be present at greater frequencies than those favoring the other. The second controls for the bias and 
introduces initial variation in the system. The third method assumes an initial population of an invasive 
species colonizing new habitats. The fourth method assumes the initial population originated from a 
source population where the potential for germinating years after the parental pseudophytes is more 
advantageous than producing a large number of seeds. The final method assumes a population of naive 
individuals with the potential for evolving reproductive traits well suited to the environment. 
PEA was designed with the intent of observing the evolution of reproductive isolation. One possible 
mechanism of reproductive isolation is mate selection. As it would be difficult to observe the evolution 
of reproductive isolation if this condition pre-existed. To observe the evolution of reproductive isolation 
the starting population should have no initial mate preference. This was done by initializing and i/ 
such that TV(o5) = VK(«f) = 0. id was identical for all pseudophytes or randomly generated for each 
individual. 
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Although there are several other possible methods of initializing a population, preliminary studies 
of PEA indicated that the starting population has little affect on the behavior of the model beyond 
initial viability. Thus, other methods were not explored in the current study. 
3.4.2 Annual Cycle 
Pseudophytes were earlier described as annuals. In the context of PEA, this means that each cycle, 
the entire population of pseudophytes died off and a new population germinated from the seeds (Fig. 
3.5). It should be kept in mind that even though they all contain the same events, year and cycfe are not 
equivalent terms. A cycle begins with reproduction, proceeds through the death of all pseudophytes, the 
germination of seeds, and ends with the survival evaluation of the freshly germinated pseudophytes. By 
contrast, a year begins with the germination of seeds and ends with the death of the current pseudophyte 
population. 
Another misleading term is generation. For pseudophytes, this means the population of pseudophytes 
within a specific year. The next generation refers to the population of the following year and the previous 
generation that of the previous year. It is tempting to associate generations with direct ancestry, i.e. 
one would normally think that the parents of the current generation existed in the immediately previous 
generation and the of&pring of the current generation will be the only members of the next generation 
and not present in any future generation. This is the case. Due to the existence of seed banks, a 
pseudophyte might not germinate until several years after its parents had died. Therefore, a generation 
should be considered a statement of when a pseudophyte lives and not Wio the parents were. 
The reproductive process for pseudophytes is summarized in Fig. 3.6. During the reproductive phase 
each pseudophyte produced a number of ovules determined from a lookup table (Table 3.3) returning 
the value from the element indicated by TV (an). For each ovule, pollen was evaluated for suitability with 
nearby pseudophytes being more likely to be sampled than more distant ones. This biased sampling was 
implemented as a random walk. The walk began with the maternal pseudophyte evaluating itself with 
a probability of and on a randomly selected adjacent microhabitat with a probability of fo = 1 — fg. 
The walked continued with movement in a direction selected uniformly at random until encountering 
a microhabitat with a pseudophyte. The maternal pseudophyte then evaluated the potential pollen 
donor by a comparison of each pseudophytes' id loci. A pseudophyte was considered a suitable pollen 
donor as described in equation 3.9. 
In the event that a good pollen donor was found, a seed was produced using the pollen donor as the 






















Figure 3.6 For each ovule produced by a pseudophyte, pollen is sampled by 
means of a random walk. There is a probability that the random 
walk will begin with the pseudophyte evaluating the suitability of 
its own pollen first. The random walk will continue until a suitable 
pollen donor is found or the maximum search distance has been 
exceeded. 
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homologous chromosomes of the parents. The genome was then subjected to mutation. The number of 
mutations was determined by a Poisson distribution with a probability of one bit Sip per genome per 
generation. The seed was given a persistence score based on the maternal sp phenotype, determined 
from a lookup table (Table 3.3). 
Seed dispersal from the maternal pseudophyte was based on another lookup table generated when the 
world was initialized. The effective distribution of seed dispersal is depicted in Figure 3.7. The table was 
determined in the following manner. A seed may disperse a maximum distance of d microhabitats from 
the maternal parent. For each microhabitat, a seed will remain in the microhabitat with a probability 
of fd or into one of the four adjacent microhabitats, at which time it decides to stay again, each with 
a probability of 
(311) 
Starting at the microhabitat of the maternal pseudophyte, this was performed d times to produce the 
final table of probabilities. Once it was determined where the seed would be dispersed, it was then 
placed into the seed bank of that microhabitat. If a suitable pollen donor was not found within the 
alloted number of steps, the ovule was discarded. After all ovules of all pseudophytes had been either 
fertilized or discarded, the year ended and all pseudophytes died. 
At the start of the next year, the new generation of pseudophytes germinated from seed banks (Fig. 
3.8). For each microhabitat, one seed was selected at random from the seed bank to germinate. If 
the newly germinated pseudophyte had E, > fg, then it was removed from the microhabitat. If there 
were still seeds within the seed bank, another seed would be selected at random. This process would 
continue until either a pseudophyte able to survive in the environment had germinated, no more seeds 
remained in the seed bank, or a total of five germinations had occurred in the microhabitat seed bank 
for that year. In the latter two instances, the microhabitat was left vacant for the year. The remaining 
seeds had their seed persistence decremented by one. Any seed with a persistence less than or equal to 
zero was removed from the seed bank. 
A run would continue for 10,000 generations, or until the population became inviable (i.e. neither 
pseudophytes nor seeds were present). During a run, information about the population was periodically 
recorded. The location and genome of each pseudophyte was placed in a population file. Counts of 
the number of pseudophytes, seed banks, and seeds were recorded in a census file every generation. 
The simulation terminated either after the prescribed number of generations or extinction, with neither 






Figure 3.7 Seeds are more likely to be dispersed close to the maternal pseu-
dophyte. The random walked used to generated the distribution 
performed 10 iterations with a 0.20 probability of moving to one of 
four adjacent microhabitats. Although the maximum dispersed dis­
tance was 10 microhabitats, more than 95% of the seeds fell within 



























Figure 3.8 After the die-off, germination takes place in each microhabitat with 
a seed bank. A seed Is germinated and the survival of the pseudo-
phyte is evaluated until (1) a pseudophyte survives, (2) no seeds 
remain in the seed bank, or (3) five germinations have been at­
tempted. In the case of depletion of the seed bank or inviability of 
all seedlings, the microhabitat is left vacant of a pseudophyte for 
the remainder of the generation. 
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3.5 Analysis 
An advantage of computational simulations is the possibility of sampling every individual within a 
population. In the study of reproductive isolation, this permits the opportunity to empirically deter­
mine the effects of mate preference and recombination within a population of pseudophytes. Since an 
assumption of the PEA was local adaptation, analysis was conducted assigning individual pseudophytes 
to groups a priori based on the resources present in local habitat and the region occupied. Phenotypic 
analysis helped to better understand the overall behavior of the pseudophytes. 
3.5.1 Experimental Crosses 
Measuring the amount of reproductive isolation that exists between subpopulations is best measured 
by conducting breeding experiments to determine if (1) mating will occur and (2) the viability and 
fertility of the offspring from the matings. Experimental crosses were conduced by all possible pairs of 
individuals including a pseudophyte crossing with itself. Two sets of haplotypes were generated, the 
first for the dr, ap, and an loci, the second for the wf, 06, and t! loci. These were referred to as the 
energy and pre/ere nee haplotypes, respectively. Each pseudophyte was assigned two indexes indicating 
its haplotype. 
The preference haplotypes (the genotype of id, 06, and *Z) were examined to determine the degree 
of pre-mating reproductive isolation. Results of '1' or '0' (indicating a result of "accept" or "reject," 
respectively) were recorded in an x n%, matrix, P, where Tip is the number of distinct preference 
haplotypes. 
Data for the effect of post-zygotic reproductive isolation waa generated from the energy haplotypes. 
Under one-point crossover, it was possible to generate all possible recombinational haplotypes for all 
pairs of haplotypes. These offspring were evaluated for survival in all resource types present in the 
world. The proportion of surviving offspring were recorded in a r x n, x n« matrix, E, where r is the 
number of resource types and the number of energy haplotypes. 
These matrices were used in subsequent population analysis. The preference and energy matrices 
were analyzed independently and together to determine individual and interaction effects of pre-mating 
and post-zygotic isolating mechanisms. 
3.5.2 Mantel Test 
Mantel's test (Mantel, 1967) is a regression analysis of two dissimilarity matrices. The Z statistic 
is computer for matrices A and B as: 
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Z = ^ (3-12) 
i—1 j—i-f l 
In the case of pseudophytes, n is the number of individuals and 8% and 6jj are the and entries 
of A and B, respectively. The significance level of the Z statistic is determined by computing Z values 
for a subset of the possible permutations of one of the matrices. The significance level is the proportion 
of Z values equal to or greater than the original value, including itself. 
The Mantel test was used to evaluate the hypothesis of no difference in the level of reproductive 
isolation between compared to within groups. P and E were expanded into nxn (where n is the number 
of pseudophytes) distance matrices for pre-mating, M (mate preference), post-zygotic, V (viability), 
and combined, C, effect of pre-mating and postzygotic isolation. These matrices were generated by: 
Triij — Tïiji — 1 max (pihjh iPjh*h) (3.13) 
Vij = Vji = 1 — m.ax.{eirhjrh. £jrhi.rh) (3.14) 
Cij C'y ; 1 i. lii ]"l (ïï'l, IJ . j j ( 3 - 1 ' ) J 
Where i and j are pseudophytes, the subscript h is the relevant haplotype of the pseudophyte, the 
subscript r is the resource present at the pseudophyte's location, and m, v, c, p, and e are elements of 
the M, V, C, P, and text E matrices, respectively. 
Two additional matrices based on the type of resource present in the pseudophyte's local environment 
(T) and the region, or area, including the pseudophyte (A). These were computed as: 
(3.16) 
„ , =  =  ( 3 . 1 7 )  
I  1  '  ' p r  O p  
Where f and a are elements of T and A, T is the resource type of the local habitat of the pseudophyte, 
and is the region inhabited by the pseudophyte. 
Finally, to examine the correlation between the genetic distance of the pseudophytes for for the 
entire genome (G) and for the identity loci (D) were tested against T and A. The genetic distance 
matrices were generated to further study the underlying genetic patterns of reproductive isolation. These 
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matrices were generated using the Hamming distance. Experimentation indicated that 500 samples (the 
original Z statistic plus 499 randomizations) generated and error of 0.129 x 10^ and 0.061 x 10"^ at 
the 0.10 and 0.05 significance levels, respectively. The Mantel test was performed to compare M, V, 
and C with T and A, a total of six comparisons. 
3.5.3 Nei's Genetic Distance 
Natural populations are often compared using genetic distance, a measure of dissimilarity based on 
the frequency of alleles. Nei's standard genetic distance (Nei, 1972, 1978, 1987; Sites and Marshall, 
2003) is the most common measure of genetic distance. The standard genetic distance is computed as: 
1 L 
GXy ~~~ Y y ] nPi-xPi-y (3.19) 
Z=1 i=l 
Gx = j (3-2°) 
i=i i 
- L n 
Gv = T (3.21) 
i=1 i-1 
Where Z, is the number of loci, m is the number of alleles and p< 3 and are the frequencies of the 
ith allele in population x and y respectively. 
There is cautious use of the threshold D > 0.15 to state that two populations (or subpopulations) 
are distinct species (Sites and Marshall, 2003; Good and Wake, 1992; Highton et al., 1989). To gain 
a better understanding of the rate at which pseudophytes speciate, thresholds of D > 0.10, Z) > 0.15, 
and Z) > 0.20 were used. Although an unbiased estimate (C) is recommended (Hedrick, 2000), this 
can overestimate the value (Nei, 1978). The standard genetic distance assumes an infinite number of 
loci sampled at random. While the analysis of pseudophytes involved more loci than many field and 
laboratory studies (e.g. Good and Wake, 1992; Highton et al., 1989), they were selected specifically 
for the purpose of representing hereditary factors that affect the amount of reproductive isolation. 
Therefore, it is preferable to use the more conservative, biased estimate. 
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3.5.4 Connect Components 
It was helpful to understand reproductive isolation by viewing a population of pseudophytes as a 
graph, where individual pseudophytes represented nodes (vertices) connected by lines (edges) when 
mating occurs. A numerical value associated with the edge (weight) is proportional to the probability 
of producing viable offspring from a mating of two pseudophytes. The edges were directional from the 
maternal parent to the paternal parent. Consider two pseudophytes; each a vertex in the reproductive 
graph. There may be none, one, or two edges connecting the pair depending on whether no mating 
occurs or no viable offspring are produced, viable offspring occur only when one is the maternal parent 
and one is the paternal parent, or viable offspring are produced no matter which pseudophytes is the 
maternal or paternal parent, respectively. In this representation, complete reproductive isolation can 
be viewed as two sets of pseudophytes where there is no path along edges that connect members of one 
set to the other. 
Connected components were used to determine whether complete reproductive isolation had taken 
place. M, V and C were constructed as per Mantel's test (Mantel, 1967) except the maximum value 
was not subtracted from one. Graphs where pseudophytes were vertices and one of M, V, and C 
were connection weights of the edges were analyzed to determine if there were distinct, unconnected 
subgraphs. Two pseudophytes were considered connected if the weight of the edge exceeded a threshold 
value. Threshold values from 0.01 to 0.50 were examined in increments of 0.01 for V and C. Since M 
was boolean in nature, it was only necessary to determine the presence or absence of an edge. For each 
generation, the number of distinct graphs at each threshold was reported. Since it is possible that some 
groups may consist of a small number individuals, the number of distinct graphs including vertices of 
10% of the population was reported as well. The connected components determined if any gene Sow 
could take place, but did not resolve whether such gene Sow was due to a single or small group of 
individuals. 
3.5.5 Habitat and Region Comparison 
The Mantel test indicated if there were a significant difference in the pre-mating, post-zygotic, 
or combined reproductive isolation based on region and resource type and the connected components 
indicated when complete or near complete reproductive isolation occurred. To further examine the 
dynamics of the model, Z, values were determined for within and between groups (regions or resource 
types). M, V, and C were calculated as follows: 
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c-ij — 1 Cy i — 1 min: ) 
1 Pihj\ (3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
For each pair of groups (resource type or regions, depending on the analysis), the mean for all pair of 
pseudophytes across the two groups. 
3.5.6 Phenotype Analysis 
The reproductive strategy and strength of mate preference was examined by looking at the mean 
phenotypes of a population and by habitat type and region. This provided a qualitative evaluation of 
the selection pressures acting on the pseudophyte traits. 
3.6 Limitations 
Models and simulations are only approximations of the natural world. PEA only encoded a minuscule 
set of factors thought to affect speciation. The pseudophytes themselves lack numerous characteristics 
of biological plants. The seemingly obvious solution to these problems would have been to create a 
much more detailed model. However, such efforts would be premature. 
The purpose of PEA was to gain insight into aspects of the process of speciation. For the results 
of PEA experiments, and those of any simulation, to be meaningful, it must be comprehensible. Each 
additional factor incorporated into a simulation adds several layers of complexity via interaction of 
features. It does not take long for a simulation to turn into a tangled skein of obfuscated interactions. 
This dilemma encompasses three problems. First, the more factors involved, the more difficult it 
becomes to determine the nature of the interactions. Second, each new factor results in increases in 
computational time. Third, there is no guarantee that the factors included are, in fact, relevant or 
realistic. With these difficulties in mind, a prudent researcher should take a conservative approach 
when developing a simulation. 
It may seem that creating simulations of biological systems is a futile endeavor, doomed to either 
produce results that are either trivial or incomprehensible. The reality is that simple systems can 
produce complex behaviors and may provide insights into the natural world. PEA is an example of 
a simple simulation designed to allow speciation to occur by two basic mechanisms, (1) unfitness of 
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crosses between individuals and (2) mate preference based on similarities and differences. The primary 
consideration in the design was to incorporate the minimal aspects of organisms to allow one or both 
of these to occur, all other characters were considered superfluous. PEA attempts to get to the root 
of some of the mechanisms of speciation by postulating a minimal set of traits (i.e. the pseudophyte) 
necessary for reproductive isolation to evolve and to exclude potentially complicating factors. 
3.6.1 Biological Considerations 
Although PEA is presented as a model of speciation in plants, it lacks a number of characteristics 
in a natural system. Both the microhabitat environment and the pseudophytes deviated notably from 
their biological inspiration. Microhabitat resources were represented as a fixed binary string. In effect, 
this was a static environment. In a natural setting, there are daily and seasonal variation to moisture, 
sunlight, nutrients, temperature, etc. Also, disturbances may occur disrupting the environment. Since 
the time units of PEA were years, the only possible variation would be changes from one year to the 
next. Including such variation would have only added noise to the simulation and complicate analysis. 
Even if this were not so, interactions with other organisms are more important environmental factors 
than the abiotic factors. 
In the context of digital organisms, pseudophytes were highly complex, capable of elaborate be­
haviors when compared to other studied organisms. Yet pseudophytes are noticeably lacking common 
characteristics of biological plants and life in general and merits explanation. This is not done to inval­
idate PEA, but demonstrate the range of possibilities for future research involving digital organisms. 
Most obviously, pseudophytes are haploid organisms whereas most plants are at least diploid and poly­
ploidy is a common phenomenon. Diploid genomes permit the study of dominant and recessive traits, 
potentially masking deleterious changes to the genome. More importantly, polyploidy is an important, 
but little understood mechanism of speciation within plants. In general, the pseudophyte genome was 
static with regards to large genome changes. Insertions and deletions to the genome were not permitted. 
The positions of the QTLs were fixed with each locus having equal affect on the phenotype. The traits 
themselves were well defined and no innovation (i.e. the development of new traits or the loss of extant 
ones) was possible. 
Pseudophytes lacked any developmental process or phenotypic plasticity. Events and environmental 
factors have varying degrees of significance through a plants life cycle. It is even possible for a plant to 
interfere with its own development (e.g. higher leaves shading lower ones). The traits expressed by a 
pseudophyte were not influenced by the environment beyond determining survival, they performed the 
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same in amy environment in which it could obtain sufficient energy to reproduce. In biological plants, 
the phenotype often changes in response to the environment. With reference to this model, a plant may 
exhibit different reproductive effort under resource rich versus resource poor conditions. 
Implementation developmental processes and permit phenotypic plasticity is important for a simu­
lation allowing complex interaction between individuals. Plants compete not only for nutrients, light, 
and water, but for space and temporal persistence. There exist a wide variety of strategies to avoid 
this competition or be a more successful competitor. In short, the number of possible implementations 
of plant speciation simulations is vast. Indeed, to incorporate all major aspects would be a herculean 
labor. Computational feasibility issues aside, the number of interactions in such a simulation would 
result in a skein so tangled that it would be rendered little more than a fanciful toy, providing little 
insight into mechanisms of evolution. 
3.7 Summary 
The Pseudophyte Evolutionary Algorithm is a simple individual based population model designed 
to study the process of speciation as defined by the Biological Species Concept. The pseudophytes were 
designed to allow for speciation to occur through mate selection or genetic incompatibility resulting in 
unfit offspring or both. The pseudophytes inhabited a world defined by a network of microhabitats, 
each containing its own set of resources. 
Starting populations were initialized such that pseudophytes were able to survive in their own 
microhabitat, but had no mate preference. In order for a pseudophyte to survive to reproduce, it needed 
to accumulate an amount of energy as determined by its phenotype. The more seeds produced and the 
longer a seed could persist in a population increased the fitness of a pseudophyte through its offspring. 
The more energy that a pseudophyte could obtain from the environment, the more it could allocate to 
reproductive effort. However, the better adapted a pseudophyte, the more likely recombination with a 
disRimilmr genotype would result in inviable offspring. This created pressure for pseudophytes to develop 
a method of selecting pollen donors which were likely to produce viable offspring. 
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CHAPTER 4 EFFECT OF HABITAT FRAGMENTATION AND 
NUMBER OF ECOLOGICALLY IMPORTATN LOCI ON THE 
EVOLUTION OF REPRODUCTIVE ISOLATION 
4.1 Abstract 
An individual-based model of haploid, annual plants is introduced to study the effects of the number 
of loci and patchiness of resource distribution on the evolutionary process underlying reproductive 
isolation. Both pre-mating and post-zygotic mechanisms were implemented as multi-locus traits on 
separate chromosomes. Speciation occurred as an emergent property rather than an explicit feature 
of the model, permitting a broader investigation into the mechanisms of speciation. It was found that 
moderate levels of environmental patchiness facilitates speciation. High levels of patchiness failed to 
produce distinct subpopulations and favored the evolution of generalist genotypes. Fewer loci led to 
more rapid speciation, but slightly weaker levels of reproductive isolation. These results expand the 
scope of previous theoretical work. The need for better awareness of the inherit biases of computational 
models is discussed. 
4.2 Introduction 
The process of speciation is the most interesting and perplexing question in the biological sciences. 
The mechanisms underlying the subdivision and divergence of a gene pool are poorly understood and 
factors such as the number of loci involved (Orr and Coyne, 1992), the spatial arrangement of sub-
populations (Gavrilets et al., 2000; Cain et al., 1999) and individuals (Sadedin and Littlejohn, 2003; 
Payne and Krakauer, 1997), and linkage (Kirkpatrick and Ravigné, 2002) are subjects of much study. 
Computational models have an important role in advancing our understanding of speciation by training 
scientific intuition of the behavior of complex systems such a speciation (Gavrilets, 1999). Furthermore, 
they permit a broader range of experiments both complementary to and beyond the scope of laboratory 
and field experiments. With the increasing accessibility of powerful computers, addressing questions 
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pertaining to speciation with individual-based (also known as agent based) modes has become more 
feasible. The underlying philosophy of individual-based models asserts that the behavior of the pop­
ulation is an emergent property of independent individual interactions. Unless specifically controlled 
(e.g. Doebeli, 1996; Kondrashov and Shpak, 1998), individual-based models implicitly contain genetic 
drift as a by-product of the necessarily finite population size. This stochastic static limits the use of 
these models in estimating parameters (Kondrashov and Shpak, 1998), but is more biologically accurate 
and may play an important role in understanding the process of speciation. Some experiments suggest 
speciation occurs under conditions not permitted by deterministic models (e.g. Doebeli and Dieckmann, 
2000). 
In this chapter I present results of experiments intented to better understand the effect of the number 
of loci and environmental patchiness when there are several multi-locus traits determining ecological 
adaptation and mate preference. The results show that only ecological adaptation and mate preference 
are necessary for speciation. This model distinguishes itself from previous models in four ways: (1) it 
assumes different sets of loci for the amount of energy the individual can obtain from the environment 
and the amount of energy necessary for survival, (2) mating preference for similar individuals and for 
dissimilar individuals are controlled by different sets of loci, (3) the existence of a seed bank preserving 
genetic diversity across generations, and (4) the model performs evaluation of reproductive isolation 
through crossing experiments with individuals from the population. The experiments presented here 
examine the effect of the resource patch size and number of loci encoding the ecological traits on 
population dynamics in the evolution of reproductive isolation. Similar to the studies by Gavrilets 
et al. (2000), Gavrilets (1999), Gavrilets et al. (1998), mutation is nearly neutral with the exact effect 
depending on which alleles are present at other loci. Simulated populations had initially low genetic 
diversity, requiring the accumulation of variation prior to the evolution of high levels of reproductive 
isolation. This model is intended as an abstraction of factors considered necessary for speciation, and 
is not the distillation of a specific system. 
Recent studies by Sadedin and Littlejohn (2003) and Cain et al. (1999) suggest that increased patch­
iness of resources strengthens pre-mating isolating mechanisms. The increased contact rate between 
subpopulations increases the probability of crosses producing in viable and infertile offspring in the ab­
sence of a genetic mechanism for assortative mating. Thinking of spatially explicit models as extreme 
cases of stepping-stone models with high rates of migration, it is conceivable that increasingly more 
environmental patchiness will eventually favor generalists even with the possibility of pre-mating rein­
forcement (Meszéna et al., 1997; Palmer, 1992). The model presented here differs from previous ones 
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by the implementation of hybrid inviability as the result of individual-level mechanisms rather than a 
result of global parameters; thus placing greater importance on individuals within a population for the 
large-scale behavior. 
The effect of the number of loci for ecological traits is a question often asked by biologists (e.g. 
Dieckmann and Doebeli, 1999; Kondrashov and Kondrashov, 1999; Gavrilets and Hastings, 1996; Orr 
and Coyne, 1992; Orr, 1991). A recent individual-based model by Dieckmann and Doebeli (1999) 
suggests that the number of ecologically relevant loci is inversely related to the time until speciation 
(defined as branching) due to the reduced effect of genetic drift with increasing numbers of loci. By 
contrast, a hypergeometric model by Kondrashov and Kondrashov (1999) demonstrated that increasing 
the number of loci determining ecological traits facilitates the process of speciation. There are two 
possible explanations of this conflict. First, Dieckmann and Doebeli (1999) assume disruptive selection 
on the ecological trait is frequency-dependent in a unimodal resource and not due to distinct habitat 
resource types as in Kondrashov and Kondrashov (1999). Both models employ frequency-dependent 
selection as a mechanism for disruptive selection, but Kondrashov and Kondrashov (1999) employed 
an additional form of disruptive selection though bimodal resources. Under random assortment of 
alleles in the absence of the frequency-dependent selection in a bimodal (or polymodal) environment 
the disruptive selection will drive the population into genetically distant subpopulations where crosses 
between subpopulations are likely to produce inviable offspring and drive the development of mate 
preference. In this instance, more ecological loci permit greater genetic distance between subpopulations 
and increases the probability that random assortment of a cross between subpopulations will result in a 
decrease in viable offspring. Under conditions of a unimodal resource, there is no disruptive selection to 
cause subdivision in the population. Genetic drift becomes the only mechanism by which the gene pool 
moves to one extreme or the other. In the case of two isolated populations, both the probability and rate 
at which the two populations are fixed for different alleles is highest at the lowest number of loci. This 
instance underlies many mathematical models of founder effect speciation (see Gavrilets and Hastings 
1996 for a review). Although the models by both Dieckmann and Doebeli (1999) and Kondrashov and 
Kondrashov (1999) control for drift for the entire population, it can occur within subpopulations. 
The second possible explanation for the difference lies in the ambiguous définition of "few" and 
"many" loci in relation to the system. It is easy to agree that if speciation occurs by the action of one 
or two loci that only a small number of loci are involved whereas the need of hundreds or thousands of 
loci is indisputably many loci. What is not clear as whether 5, 10, or 50 loci constitute "few" or "many." 
To further obfuscate the issue, criteria for "few" and "many," is likely dependent on the implementation 
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of the model itself. Although numerically similar, Dieckmann and Doebeli (1999) and Kondrashov and 
Kondrashov (1999) may have been examining opposite ends of the biological reality. Not only is it 
necessary to have a strong understanding of the natural system, but an understanding of the innate 
biases within the model is critical to gain the most utility (Leahy, 2002). 
4.3 Experimental Design 
The experiments in this chapter use the algorithm outlined in Chapter 3 and will not be discussed in 
great detail here. Habitat fragmentation is shown in Figure 4.1. There were one of two resource types 
(also referred to as habitat types). The world was divided into four, 16 or 64 regions referred to as low, 
moderate, and high levels of habitat fragmentation. A resource type was assigned to each region in a 
checkerboard pattern such that adjacent regions had different resource types. All regions were square 
and of equal size (Table 4.1). The toroidal configuration of the worlds eliminated the possibility of edge 
effects. 
The effect of the number of loci determining ecologically important traits was studied by varying 
the number of loci for sp and sn. In the experimental treatments, eight, 12, or 16 loci were used for 
both sp and an and referred to as few, intermediate, and many loci, respectively (Table 4.1). sp and 
an were always defined to have equal number of loci. The reason for selecting eight, 12, and 16 for the 
number of loci was based on the method by which needed energy was calculated and the maximum 
amount of energy available from a resource. With a multiplicative cost associated with the occurrence 
of j-alleles, it was possible that selection pressures would result in pseudophytes with the maximum 
possible number of J -alleles in at one set of loci (hereafter referred to as J -biased trait) and no j -alleles 
at the other set (0-biased trait). With microhabitat resource strings consisting of eight J's and eight 
O's (see Fig. 4.1), a j -biased trait would contain seven j-alleles. The number of loci for the sp and sn 
traits were selected so that if two individuals were J -biased for the same trait and had maximal possible 
Hamming distance (Fig. 4.2) recombination at this trait would be unlikely (though still possible) to 
result in in viable offspring for few loci and highly likely with many loci. 
In total, there were nine experimental treatments (Table 4.1). Ten experimental simulations were 
run for each treatment. The world was populated with 512 pseudophytes, placed at random on the 
world. If the microhabitat selected were already occupied, another was selected at random. Individuals 
were initialized with 0-alleles at all loci except dr, which were initialized to match the resources of 
the microhabitat, and id which were initialized randomly with a probability of 0.5 of a Ï allele. Each 
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Figure 4.1 (a,) Worlds were defined as a 32 x 32 toroidal grid of mi-
crohabitats where the resource bit string of each microhabitat 
was one of two types defined as: A = 1111111100000000, and 
g = 0000000011111111. Resources were assigned to regions such 
that all microhabitats of a region had the same resource. Worlds 
were divided into (b) four, (c) 16, or (d) 64 regions representing 
low, moderate, and high levels of habitat fragmentation. 
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Table 4.1 Experimental treatments differed by the number of loci used to de­
termine ap and an and the number of regions. 







size in fnicrohatifafa 
dimensions count 
few 8 56 low 2x2  4 16x16 256 
few 8 56 moderate 4x4  16 8x8  64 
few 8 56 high 8x8  64 4x4  16 
intermediate 12 64 low 2x2  4 16x16 256 
intermediate 12 64 moderate 4x4  16 8x8  64 
intermediate 12 64 high 8x8  64 4x4  16 
many 16 72 low 2x2  4 16x16 256 





many 16 72 high 8x8  64 4x4  16 
and no seeds). The population of pseudophytes (not including seeds) was saved every 100 generations 
beginning with the initial population and concluding with the population at generation 10,000. Breeding 
experiments to determine the level of reproductive isolation, Mantel's Test (Mantel, 1967), Nei's genetic 
distance (Nei, 1978), and connected component analyses were conducted as described in Chapter 3. 
4.4 Results 
The Mantel test indicated highly significant correlation between the level of measured reproductive 
isolation and whether or not pseudophytes occupied the same or different resource types (Pig. 4.3). 
The correlation was larger with post-zygotic isolation compared to pre-mating and combined isolation. 
There was no significant correlation for treatments with high habitat fragmentation. The correlation 
between regions (not shown) was significant, but less than the correlation between habitat types. 
By the Gnal generation, all populations contained more than 1000 individuals and more than 150 
genotypes (Table 4.2). There were significantly more individuals under low habitat fragmentation 
compared to moderate and high fragmentation (p < 0.0001) with weak interaction between habitat 
fragmentation and number of loci (p < 0.0688) where the population size was only marginally greater 
under low fragmentation than moderate when pseudophytes had an intermediate number of loci (p = 
0.0977). Increasing number of loci were associated with decreasing number of genotypes (p = 0.0443). 
Furthermore, high habitat fragmentation resulted in fewer genotypes (p < 0.0001). There was no 
difference in number of genotypes between low and moderate fragmentation except for simulations with 
many loci, while there were many more genotypes under moderate fragmentation compared to low 
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Figure 4.2 The maximum possible Hamming distance at the sp and sn loci for 
a j-biased trait for (a) few loci: # = 1, (b) moderate loci: # = 5, 
and (c) many loci H  = 7. 
(p<  0.0001) .  
Analysis of the final generation indicated that high levels of reproductive isolation (-L&,&n > 0.990) 
were observed between habitat types under conditions of low and moderate habitat fragmentation, 
but not for high fragmentation (Table 4.3). The post-zygotic, pre-mating, and combined reproductive 
isolation was significantly greater between habitat types than within habitat types (p < 0.0001) for low 
and moderate habitat fragmentation. There was no significant difference for high habitat fragmentation. 
Between habitat types, only post-zygotic isolation indicated a significant effect of the number of loci and 
habitat fragmentation with many loci and moderate fragmentation resulting in lower rates of offspring 
inviability (p < 0.0001). Within a habitat type, more habitat fragmentation occurred with larger Z, for 
pre-mating and combined reproductive isolation. This effect was greater with an increasing number of 
loci (p < 0.0001). Post-zygotic measures of Z, were increased only for many loci and moderate habitat 
fragmentation. 
For further analysis, the behavior of populations through time was necessary. The stochastic nature 
of the PEA renders straight comparison between generations of simulations effectively useless. Instead, 
three points, or stages, defined by quantitative states of the populations, were used for comparisons 
across treatments. The first stage was defined as the generation at which Mantel's test indicated a 
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Figure 4.3 Mean correlation of the level of reproductive isolation to the re-
source type. Means were calculated from data starting with gener­
ation 8,000, sampling every 100 generations until generation 10,000. 
All correlations for low and moderate habitat fragmentation were 
highly significant (p = 0.002) by Mantel's test. There was no sig­
nificance for highly fragmented popuations (p > 0.10). 
Table 4.2 Mean number of individuals and mean number of genotypes by treat­
ment (standard errors of the means are given in parentheses). 
.Loci Aegioma TWividuals Genotypes 
few low 1020.1 (0.9) 262.6 (6.7) 
few moderate 1012.4 (2.0) 284.6 (30.8) 
few high 1013.9 (0.7) 216.2 (6.1) 
intermediate low 1020.6 (0.7) 241.7 (8.9) 
intermediate moderate 1016.1 (0.8) 196.6 (31.3) 
intermediate high 1011.8 (1.0) 182.7 (6.2) 
many low 1022.6 (0.9) 196.6 (27.7) 
many moderate 1008.8 (1.7) 374.1 (41.1) 
many high 1012.2 (1.1) 162.1 (6.9) 
Table 4.3 Mean level of reproductive isolation ( L )  by treatment (standard er­
rors of the means are given in parentheses). 
. Total Post-Zygotic Pre-Mating 
wif/iin beWeen 
few low 0.384 (0.154) 0.995 (0.023) 0.011 (0.033) 0.772 (0.133) 0.379 (0.153) 0.970 (0.054) 
few moderate 0.418 (0.156) 0.998 (0.014) 0.016 (0.040) 0.870 (0.106) 0.409 (0.155) 0.979 (0.046) 
few high 0.519 (0.158) 0.525 (0.158) 0.018 (0.042) 0.018 (0.042) 0.510 (0.158) 0.511 (0.158) 
intermediate low 0.349 (0.151) 0.997 (0.017) 0.015 (0.038) 0.791 (0.129) 0.340 (0.150) 0.980 (0.044) 
intermediate moderate 0.406 (0.155) 0.999 (0.010) 0.017 (0.040) 0.880 (0.103) 0.397 (0.155) 0.981 (0.043) 
intermediate high 0.552 (0.157) 0.556 (0.157) 0.023 (0.048) 0.023 (0.047) 0.542 (0.158) 0.543 (0.158) 
many low 0.354 (0.151) 0.999 (0.011) 0.011 (0.033) 0.848 (0.113) 0.347 (0.151) 0.983 (0.041) 
many moderate 0.467 (0.158) 0.998 (0.015) 0.060 (0.075) 0.729 (0.141) 0.439 (0.157) 0.983 (0.041) 
many high 0.576 (0.156) 0.580 (0.156) 0.022 (0.046) 0.021 (0.046) 0.567 (0.157) 0.568 (0.157) 
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significant (p < 0.05) correlation between habitat and mate preference indicating that pollen selection 
has begun to have a quantitative effect on the population dynamics. The second stage was selected 
as the later of the generation where within habitat pre-mating isolation achieved a maximum or the 
generation in which the composite between habitat reproductive value exceeded and remained above 0.98 
(i.e. the combined effect of mate preference and offspring viability results in offspring less than 2% of the 
time). The third stage was determined by the generation by which the correlation between habitat and 
mate preference reached the mean value of the final 2000 generations, that is, the significance of mate 
preference is effectively stable. In addition, data from generations 9,000 and 10,000 were examined 
to determine if further changes took place between the onset of the third stage and the end of the 
simulation. 
The failure of highly fragmented habitats to develop a significant correlation presented a difficulty. 
By the measures given, there was no first or third stage. For purposes of this analysis, the median 
generation from moderate fragmentation for the corresponding number of loci were used for high frag-
mentation except for the first stage for many loci, where the mean second stage for a highly fragmented 
habitat preceded the median first stage for a moderately fragmented habitat. Instead, the median value 
for low fragmentation was used instead. 
The onset of stage one was earlier under low habitat fragmentation (Fig 4.4a). When habitat 
fragmentation was moderate, the onset of stage one was delayed when the number of loci wag greater. 
The second stage occurred earlier with greater habitat fragmentation. There was no eSect of number 
of loci or habitat fragmentation. Put another way, the span of time between stages (Fig. 4.4b) for 
low habitat fragmentation in relation to moderate habitat fragmentation was longer from the first 
to the second stage but shorter from the second to third stage The treatment of few loci and low 
fragmentation deviates from the other treatments due to populations two, four, and eight, where the 
third stage preceded the second stage. In other words, the correlation between reproductive isolation 
and habitat type was stable before the rate of pre-mating isolation within a habitat type reached 
a maximum. The number of pseudophytes remained high for all simulations with the lowest values 
occurring at intermediate levels of patchiness (Fig. 4.5a). The mean number of genotypes decreased 
over time (Fig. 4.5b). The fewest genotypes occurred under high levels of environmental patchiness 
and the most under moderate levels of environmental patchiness. More genotypes were present when 
there were many loci. 
The overall amount of reproductive isolation between habitat types rapidly evolved to a high level 
except for highly fragmented habitats, which decreased with time (Fig. 4.6a). Furthermore, with 
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Figure 4.4 (a) The onset of the Erst stage was unaffected by loci under low 
habitat fragmentation, but was delayed when there were more loci 
under moderate fragmentation (p = 0.0028). The second stage oc­
curred earlier with increased habitat fragmentation (p = 0.0185). 
The treatment of few loci and low fragmentation was demonstrated 
considerable delay for a few populations, but the median is consis­
tent with the means of the other treatments, (b) The time interval 
between the first and second stage was greater for low compared 
to moderate habitat fragmentation. This treatment exhibited a 
marginally shorter span of time between the second and third stages 
compared to other treatments (p = 0.0645). There was not signifi­
cant difference in time span from the second to third stage for other 
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Figure 4.5 Observed number of genotypes declined with progressive stages 
(Fig. 4.5b). Fewer genotypes were present in simulations with low 
patchiness than intermediate through stage three. There was no sig­
nificant difference in the number of genotypes between generation 
9000 and 10,000 within treatments. More genotypes were present 
with fewer loci except for the treatment of many loci and mod­
erate fragmentation, which was greater than all other treatments. 
The number of pseudophytes remained high across all stages for 
all treatments. Low habitat fragmentation consistently had more 
individuals than other treatments. The treatment of many loci and 
moderate fragmentation exhibit the lowest population sizes through 
stage three (p < 0.0001). 
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few loci, the low fragmentation demonstrated greater isolation than moderate fragmentation. Within 
habitat reproductive isolation initially rose from stage one to stage two, but decreased and stabilized 
by stage three (Fig. 4.6b). The within habitat isolation was greater with more habitat fragmentation. 
At stages one and two under moderate habitat fragmentation, higher rates of isolation occurred with 
increased numbers of loci. When considering post-zygotic isolation alone, between habitat isolation 
was initially lower with increased number of loci (Fig. 4.7a). By the end of the simulation, greater 
isolation was observed for low compared to moderate fragmentation for few and intermediate numbers 
of loci, but this trend was reversed for many loci (Fig. 4.7a). High fragmentation evolved to negligible 
between habitat post-zygotic reproductive isolation. Within habitat types, there was an increase in 
offspring inviability with increased number of loci (Fig. 4.7b). Pre-mating isolation between habitat 
types evolved to Z, > 0.80 by stage two except for highly fragmented habitats, which evolved to Z, > 0.60 
by stage two and then evolved to Z, < 0.60 by stage three (Fig. 4.8a). Differences between low and 
moderate fragmentation and number of loci were only evident at stage one. Pre-mating isolation within 
habitat types initially increased and then decreased for all treatments (Fig. 4.8b). Less pollen rejection 
was observed with lower habitat fragmentation. Effects due to loci were primarily found at stage one. 
The hamming distance between genotypes remained high (Zf > 20) between habitat types except for 
high habitat fragmentation, which decreased (Zf < 5, Fig. 4.9a). Within habitat types, the Hamming 
distance between genotypes decreased over time for all treatments (Fig. 4.9a). These trends were also 
observed when Hamming distance was measured at the seed trait loci (Fig. 4.10) and the id loci (Fig. 
4.11). 
The mean genetic distance from generation 8,000 to 10,000 was D > 0.30 when comparing subpop-
ulations defined by habitat type and between regions of different (between) habitat types and Z) < 0.05 
for regions of the same (with) habitat type (Fig. 4.12). The exceptions to this were treatments with 
high fragmentation, where the distance between subpopulations by habitat type and subpopulations 
by regions between habitat types were also D < 0.05. For regions within a habitat type (Fig. 4.13), 
Z) > 0.10 never occurred when habitat fragmentation was low, occasionally for moderate fragmentation, 
and frequently for high fragmentation. Z) > 0.15 only occurred with high habitat fragmentation. None 
of these high Z) values for within habitat type were persistent, never occurring beyond generation 4000. 
Connected component analysis indicated that complete reproductive isolation could occur, but was 
seldom a persistent state (as measured by the number of sequential generations and longest run of 
generations demonstrating complete isolation) as shown in Table 4.4. Due to the low sample size (only 
ten replicates per experimental treatment) rigorous statistical statements cannot be made regarding 
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Figure 4.6 (a) Total reproductive isolation between habitat types at stage one 
was marginally lower with increasing number of loci in treatments 
with low habitat fragmentation (p = 0.00978). Intermediate frag­
mentation demonstrated marginally greater reproductive isolation 
compared to low fragmentation (p = 0.0666) except for few loci, 
where intermediate fragmentation occurred with lower reproductive 
isolation (p = 0.0135). By stage two, all treatments with low and 
moderate fragmentation had attained high levels of reproductive 
isolation with no significant difference between treatments. Highly 
fragmented treatments exhibited only low levels of reproductive 
isolation, (b) Within habitat isolation was greater with increas­
ing habitat fragmentation. Initially, increasing the number of loci 
increased the rate of pollen rejection under moderate habitat frag­
mentation. At generation 9000 and 10,000, there was no significant 
difference between low and moderate fragmentation for few loci, 
but was greater for intermediate and many loci (p = 0.0419 and 
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Figure 4.7 (a) Post-zygotic reproductive isolation between habitat types in­
creased throughout the simulations. Initially, reproductive isolation 
was greater under low compared to moderate habitat fragmentation 
for few loci (p = 0.0002). For low habitat fragmentation, there was 
marginally greater isolation (p = 0.0652). As the simulation pro­
gressed, reproductive isolation evolved to be slightly greater under 
moderate fragmentation for few and intermediate numbers of loci 
(p = 0.0758), but less for many loci (p = 0.0031). (b) Within habi­
tat post-zygotic reproductive isolation decreased throughout the 
simulations. Reproductive isolation initially higher with a greater 
number of loci (p = 0.0069). This trend continued for the second 
and third stages (p = 0.0265 and p = 0.0099, respectively). At the 
second stage, moderate fragmentation demonstrated greater isola­
tion than low fragmentation (p < 0.0001). By the end of the sim­
ulation, post-zygotic isolation was near 0 for all treatments except 
for many loci and moderate fragmentation, which was significantly 
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Figure 4.8 (a) Pre-mating isolation between between habitat types increased 
from the start of the simulation to the second stage. By the first 
stage, The amount of isolation due to pollen rejection decreased 
with increasing number of loci for low fragmentation, but increased 
for moderate fragmentation (p = 0.0352). (b) Pre-mating isola­
tion within habitat types initially increased to a maximum (which 
was used to define stage two) and then decreased by stage three. 
The trend at stage one between habitat types also occurred within 
habitat types, but with less statistical significance (p = 0.0659). 
At stage two, greater pollen rejection occurred with moderate com­
pared to low fragmentation (p < 0.0001) with no effect from the 
number of loci. At the third stage and generations 9000 and 10,000, 
there was greater isolation occurring with more habitat fragmenta­
tion with no significant difference for few loci (p = 0.3157) and the 
greatest significant difference for many loci (p < 0.0001). 
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Figure 4.9 (a)Hamming distance between genotypes from different habitat was 
high (# > 20) for low and moderate habitat fragmentation, but 
decreased to a low value (Zf < 5) for high habitat fragmentation. 
There was a slightly significant effect due to interaction between 
number of loci under moderate habitat fragmentation (p = 0.0901). 
There was no significant difference between low and moderate frag­
mentation for number of loci, (b) Within habitat types, the Ham­
ming distance decreased to #< 5 for all treatments. At the first 
stage, moderate fragmentation demonstrated a larger Hamming dis­
tance than the other two fragmentation treatments (p = 0.0063) 
with no significant difference between low and high fragmentation. 
At the second stage, the Hamming distance was lower for low frag­
mentation than moderate and high fragmentation (p = 0.0096). 
There was no significant difference between moderate and high frag­
mentation except for many loci, which was significantly higher than 
all other treatments (p = 0.0021). There was not significant dif­
ference between all other treatments from the third stage until the 
end of the simulation. 
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Figure 4.10 (a) Hamming distance at seed trait loci (ap and an) demonstrated 
a highly significant effect effect of increased number of loci with a 
greater Hamming distance both between and within habitat types 
(p < 0.0001). The Hamming distance was less for highly frag­
mented populations than either low or moderately fragmented 
ones (p < 0.0001). The effect of the number of loci persisted 
throughout the simulation between habitat types for moderate 
fragmentation, but was not present for either low or high habi­
tat fragmentation by the third stage. The Hamming distance for 
highly fragmented habitats was always lower than other treat­
ments (p < 0.0001). (b) With habitat types, the populations 
evolved to a state where there was no detectable difference in treat­
ments except for moderate fragmentation and many loci, which re­
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Figure 4.11 (a) Hamming distance at the id loci between habitat types was 
always lowest for highly fragmented populations (p < 0.0001). 
There was no significant difference between loci (p = 0.7258) nor 
between low and moderate habitat fragmentation (p = 0.3085). 
(b) Within habitat Hamming distance as stage one was again low­
est for highly fragmented habitats (p < 0.0001) with no significant 
difference between low and moderate fragmentation (p = 0.2656). 
At stage two, Hamming distance for low habitat fragmentation was 
significantly lower than other treatments (p < 0.0001), with no dif­
ference between moderate and high fragmentation (p = 0.03947). 
By stage three to the end of the simulation, there was signifi­
cant separation across all habitat fragmentation treatments with 
the smallest distance at low fragmentation and the largest at high 
fragmentation (p = 0.0004). In generations 9000 and 10,000, there 
was a small, but highly significant (p < 0.0001) difference for the 
number of loci with the larger Hamming distance occurring with 
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Figure 4.12 Standard genetic distance was well above the threshold ( D  >  0.15) 
used to judge whether a set of samples consist of one or multiple 
species both between resource types and between regions from dif­
ferent resource types for low and moderate habitat fragmentation. 
There was no evidence of speciation between regions of the same 
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Figure 4.13 Potential speciation (D > 0.10) between pseudophytes from dif­
ferent regions of the same habitat type was no persistent. Shown 
are the last generations where Z) exceeded 0.10 and 0.15. This did 
not occur under low habitat fragmentation, was rare for moderate 
fragmentation (occuring once for few and many loci and never for 
intermediate loci), and frequent for high habitat fragmentation. 
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these results. Visual inspection suggests there may be an interaction between the number of loci and 
habitat fragmentation. It is possible that when there are fewer loci, more habitat fragmentation leads 
to more isolation whereas with more loci, less fragmentation leads to more isolation. 
4.5 Discussion 
Speciation in the form of high levels of between-habitat reproductive incompatibility occurred in 
all simulations with low and moderate levels of environmental patchiness. High levels of reproductive 
isolation were achieved for both pre-mating (mate preference) and post-zygotic (inviability) mechanisms 
with low and moderate patchiness worlds, but not with high patchiness worlds where pseudophytes 
evolved to generalist phenotypes (Table 4.3). This was further supported by Nei's standard genetic 
distance where low and moderate fragmentation was D > 0.30 between regions from different habitat 
types and Z) < 0.05 for regions within the same habitat type and experiments conducted under high 
habitat fragmentation (Table 4.12). However, analysis of connected components did not indicate the 
evolution of persistent complete reproductive isolation (Table 4.4). 
Under conditions of greater habitat fragmentation, the probability that seeds will be dispersed 
into a habitat type different from the maternal is much higher than for less fragmented habitats. In 
effect, this could be interpreted as a larger migration rate of individuals between habitat types placing 
selective pressure against habitat specialization, which is consistent with studies by Gavrilets and Cruz an 
(1998); Meszéna et al. (1997). The effect of moderate patchiness worlds having a shorter time interval 
between stage one and stage two aa well as having the overall effect of an early onset of stage three is 
consistent with Sadedin and Littlejohn (2003) and Cain et al. (1999) who found increased fragmentation 
strengthened reinforcement. This suggests that in the absence of frequency-dependent selection, there 
is a point where habitat fragmentation inhibits the process of speciation. This is further supported by 
the qualitative assessment of the connected components analysis indicating that complete reproductive 
isolation occurs more often when there is greater habitat fragmentation of resource type. 
The behavior of the populations can be divided into three stages. The first period is analogous to the 
first stage of speciation, the accumulation of genetic diversity to be acted upon by natural and sexual 
selection where the second is analogous to the second stage where intermediate individuals are removed 
via the selection pressures (Gavrilets and Cruzan, 1998). The third period is characterized by cohesion 
of subpopulations by habitat resource type. During the first stage, pseudophytes accumulate variation 
through mutation. Due to quasi-adapted nature of the pseudophytes, mutations are nearly-neutral in 
effect. The number of loci for the ecological traits is positively correlated to the duration of the first 
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Table 4.4 Occurrence of complete reproductive isolation as measured by con­
nected component analysis. 
foci .Rayions fop. total ZongesZ 
few low 0 — _ — 
6 2 0 0 
few moderate 7 10 2 2 
few high 2 2 2 2 
3 1 0 0 
5 1 0 0 
intermediate low 7 24 16 7 
9 29 13 4 
1 1 0 0 
2 8 4 4 
3 1 0 0 
intermediate moderate 7 35 20 5 
8 3 0 0 
9 3 0 0 
intermediate high 0 — — — 
1 3 0 0 
3 1 0 0 
4 5 2 2 
many low 5 7 2 2 
6 16 9 6 
8 6 5 5 
0 4 0 0 
3 1 0 0 
4 1 0 0 
many moderate 5 2 0 0 
6 5 0 0 
8 7 0 0 
9 5 0 0 
many high 0 
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Table 4.5 Mean time to each stage modified by the per locus mutation rate. 









low 520 669 3190 4101 2430 3124 
few moderate 72/56 370 476 1140 1466 3090 3973 
high 500 670 1170 1504 2300 2957 
low 610 686 1380 1553 2580 2903 
intermediate moderate 72/64 590 664 990 l i l4  2650 2981 
high 600 675 1190 1339 2200 2475 
low 520 520 1550 1550 2840 2840 
intermediate moderate 72/72 770 770 1280 1280 3000 3000 
high 600 600 1190 1190 2300 2300 
0.0030 0.0836 0.0145 0.0049 0.9584 0.8288 
period, indicating a more rapid accumulation of alleles for mate preference with fewer loci for sp and sn. 
This may be due to the difference in per locus mutation rate. An ad hoc adjustment for this possibility 
was performed to test the validity of this hypothesis. The time to the first stage was multiplied by the 
ratio of the total number of loci for several loci simulations to the total number for few or intermediate 
loci, depending on the treatment. The results of this adjustment (Table 4.5) suggests that this difference 
in mutation rate might account for the interval of the first period, but cannot explain the interval of 
the second period. 
During the second period, sufficient variability exists such that further mutations tended to be 
slightly deleterious through decreasing the ecological phenotype, or highly deleterious though an inviable 
combination of alleles. By the end of the second period, the mate preference is strongly biased towards 
individuals with allelic similarity at the id loci. This is facilitated by greater contact between individuals 
adapted to different habitat resource types in worlds with more habitat fragmentation as a mechanism 
for preventing crosses resulting in inviable offspring. During the third period the number of distinct 
genotypes declines and the genetic distance between the subpopulations increases (as measured by the 
increase in offspring inviability between habitat types as shown in Fig. 4.7a and decrease of inviability 
within habitat types as shown in Fig. 4.7b), During the period, drift may be operating in the same 
manner as in the models by Doebeli and Dieckmann (2000), Dieckmann and Doebeli (1999), and Doebeli 
(1996) where more rapid loss of variation at the ecological loci occurs when there are smaller number 
of loci. This is contrary to the results of Kondrashov and Kondrashov (1999) who found that more loci 
facilitate the evolution of reproductive isolation in a two patch environment. One possible explanation 
for this conflict was the absence of any control on global genetic drift in the PEA. 
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Interpreting the results from the PEA or any other computational model should be conducted with 
caution against too literal an interpretation. Such models are distillations of the natural world in 
reference to assertion of what mechanisms play a crucial role in speciation. In the PEA, competition 
between pseudophytes occurs only as preemptive competition for space which is indirectly affected by 
the length of time a seed may persist in the soil (allowing for more opportunities to germinate each 
season) and the number of seeds produced (increasing the probability that a pseudophyte has viable 
offspring in subsequent cycles). The overwhelming bias for seed persistence over seed number under all 
conditions should not be taken as a biological reality. Rather, it may be an artifact of stronger linkage 
between the dr and sp loci than the dr and an loci or a poorly balanced mapping of phenotype to 
genotype. Further experiments are planted to test the effect of locus order and the behavior of the PEA 
with either ap or an as the ecological trait determining energy needs. 
The utility of connected component analysis for measuring speciation in pseudophytes is dubious. 
Connected components measures complete absence of potential gene Sow between subpopulations, test-
ing relations that may be irrelevant. Due to the mechanics of the system, individuals maximally diver­
gent at the dr and sp loci with many loci will produce viable offspring 27.1% of the time. This would 
be undetectable through connected components even though the low rate of viability would reduce gene 
Sow. Additionally, the random walk algorithm for sampling pollen is likely to result in short pollen 
dispersal distances when population density is high. Although one pseudophyte could potientially select 
the pollen from the other, this is unlikely if they are geographically distant. 
Nei's standard genetic distance may be unsuitable for evaluating speciation in pseudophytes. Due 
to the initial adaptation of the pseudophytes, the initial conditions would suggest two different species 
despite initially high rates of of&pring viability. For the standard genetic distance to be useful, pseudo­
phytes could be modified to carry a neutral "chromosome" that evolves independently from other traits 
and without selection upon these neutral loci. This chromosome would then be used to calculate the 
standard genetic distance both between habitat types and between regions. 
4.5.1 The Central Value Bias 
A phenomenon that will be present in any multi-locus, diallelic model incorporating mutation will 
be the trend for the weight of the binary genome to evolve to the central value of the binary string 
(i.e. one-half the number of loci in the model). This effect is not discussed in any depth in published 
models, but should be taken into consideration as the implementation of a model may have a highly 
significant effect on the results (Leahy, 2002). For example, in the model present here, the central value 
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tendency would drive both 06 and if phenotypes to four, representing the requirement of at a least 
four similarities and at least four difference between genotypes as well as the expected distance of at 
the id loci of any two pseudophytes. Were there only one trait preferring a similar id type, the model 
would be biased towards mate preference as a neutral state rather than the result of reinforcement. 
Considering the phenotype for 06 and if evolved towards eight and zero (which are maximally displaced 
from the central value) respectively, it is likely that mate preference was the result of reinforcement. 
Furthermore, it is preferable to view the mean distance of the id trait was close to 1 within a habitat 
type as evidence for cohesion within subpopulations, rather than a mean between habitat distance of 4 
as continued divergence between subpopulations. Experiments are planned to test different methods of 
mapping genotype to phenotype within the PEA and would be of significant interest if performed for 
other models of speciation. 
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CHAPTER 5 THE EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF ECOLOGICALLY 
IMPORTANT LOCI, HABITAT FRAGMENTATION, POTENTIAL 
REPRODUCTIVE OUTPUT, AND METHOD OF ENERGY 
COMPUTATION ON THE EVOLUTION OF REPRODUCTIVE 
ISOLATION IN 
5.1 Abstract 
An individual-based model of haploid, annual plants is introduced to study the effects of the number 
of loci and patchiness of resource distribution on the evolutionary process underlying reproductive 
isolation. Both pre-mating and post-zygotic mechanisms were implemented as multi-locus traits on 
separate chromosomes implemented as binary strings. Speciation occurred as an emergent property 
rather than an explicit feature of the model, permitting a broader investigation into the mechanisms 
of speciation. The effects of the number of loci determining the length of time a seed may remain 
dormant, the number of ovules produced per pseudophyte, and the patchiness of the environment on 
the evolution of reproductive isolation in an initially generalist population were examined. In addition, 
different methods for mapping genotype to phenotype and computing the energy needed to survive to 
reproduction were studied. It was shown that producing fewer ovules and having a greater number of 
ecologically important loci resulted in the greatest reproductive isolation. Fewer ovules also resulted 
in more rapid evolution. High environmental patchiness prevented speciation and led to generalists. 
Using an additive algorithm based on the weight of the binary string resulted in the highest levels of 
reproductive isolation. 
5.2 Introduction 
Results from Chapter 4 suggest that evaluation of PEA tended toward a state where the seed number 
an trait consisted primarily of 0-alleles, with j -alleles accumulating at the seed persistence sp loci. This 
result suggests that am was superfluous to the model as it was implemented. To test this assumption, 
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the model was restructured so that there was no an loci and sp was implemented as two sets of loci. The 
absence of an evolvable trait for determining the number of ovules produced by a pseudophyte raised 
another question: what is the effect of increased pollen production on the process of speciation? Under 
the current implementation, more offspring would lead to a more genetically diverse seed bank, leading 
to the possibility of more rapid accumulation of favorable allelic combinations within the population, 
resulting in earlier adaptation and speciation. Conversely, the all-or-nothing survival in the absence 
of direct genetically influenced competition between seeds for germination could result in the loss of 
better adapted individuals if less adapted ones still able to survive were selected for germination. In 
the situation where the majority of the seeds contain poorly adapted, but still viable embryos, the 
population bottleneck at germination may delay or prevent local adaptation. This chapter describes 
a set of experiments which attempt to answer this question by examining the behavior of populations 
with different per-pseudophyte ovule production. 
In the study described in Chapter 4, the energy needed by a pseudophyte to survive to reproduction 
was computed as a multiplicative relation between the sp and sn. The rational for this was that for each 
ovule produced, a pseudophyte would allocate a certain amount of energy to the potential seed. This is 
not necessarily a reasonable model when there are two sets of loci for a single trait. This computation 
is important to the dynamics of the energy needed. In the Chapter 4 study, it was found that sp 
was J -biased. This may have been due to greater benefit from large sp phenotypes compared to sn. 
Alternatively, multiplicative energy need may have selected against accumulation of 1 -alleles in both sp 
and an, and the J -bias of sp the result of tight linkage (for pseudophytes, this is the adjacency of sets 
of loci on the chromosome) between dr and sp. This study examines the effect of different methods for 
computing energy need. The issue of linkage is addressed by experiments that are described in Chapter 
6. 
Finally, it should be noted that in Chapter 4, the initial population consisted of individuals adapted 
to the local environment by setting the dr to the ZZ of the microhabitat. In relation to Nei's standard 
genetic distance (Nei, 1987, 1978, 1972), the simulations would have been considered to begin with two 
different species since D > 0.15 (Sites and Marshall, 2003; Good and Wake, 1992; Highton et al., 1989). 
In this study, the behavior of an initially generalist population is also examined. 
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5.3 Experimental Design 
For these experiments, ap was implemented as two sets of loci, aJ and s2. Each set consisted of the 
same number of loci. The amount of time a seed could persist in the soil was computed by 
ap = al + a2 = W (al) 4- w(a2) (5.1) 
All other phenotype calculations were the same as outlined in Chapter 3. The energy necessary for a 
seedling to survive was computed by either 
E, = ty(sl) + W(s2) + 1 (5.2) 
or 
^ j Mai) + W(a2) + 1 : if W(al) V W^(a2) =0 
^ W(al) + W(a2) + 2 : otherwise 
Equation 5.2 is a simple linear relation of genotype to energy need and shall be referred to as additive. 
Equation 5.3 is a variation of the additive case where cost is linear when 1 -alleles occur and either si 
or s2, but there is an additional cost when 1 -alleles occur at both si and sS. This shall be referred to 
as as modi/zed. The additive case assumes a single system for seed persistence, e.g. a thick seed coat. 
Accumulation of 1 -alleles at any of the sp loci will increase the thickness. The modified case assumes 
two systems determining seed persistence, e.g. thickness of seed coat and amount of endosperm, and 
there is some interaction between the two that places an initial extra energy cost on the pseudophyte. 
Three (liferent levels of ovule production were examined. Pseudophytes produced either two, four, 
or six ovules per reproductive cycle. In keeping with the nomenclature of Chapter 4, these shall be 
referred to as low, moderate, and high ovule production. Additional levels for the experiment involved 
the number of loci, either few of intermediate loci for the ap trait (eight or 12 loci respectively for both 
aJ and s2) and low (Fig. 5.1a) and moderate (Fig.S.lb) habitat fragmentation. In total, there were 
24 experimental treatments (see Table 5.1). Ten experiments (simulations) were conducted for each 
treatment, each experiment was run for 10,000 generations, sampling every 100 generations. 
In chapter 4 three stages were identified to facilitate a more in-depth analysis of the process of 
speciation in paeWopbyte populations. In this chapter, five stages were defined. The a (art stage is 
defined as the generation at which a significant correlation is first observed between habitat type and 
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Table 5.1 Experimental Design 
Enen%/ 




[&,2, 8, 4] additive 2 low 8 few 4 low 
[&,2, 8,16] additive 2 low 8 few 16 moderate 
[&,2,12, 4| additive 2 low 12 intermediate 4 low 
[a,2,12,16] additive 2 low 12 intermediate 16 moderate 
[a,4, 8, 4] additive 4 moderate 8 few 4 low 
[a,4, 8,16] additive 4 moderate 8 few 16 moderate 
[a,4,12, 4] additive 4 moderate 12 intermediate 4 low 
[a,4,12,16] additive 4 moderate 12 intermediate 16 moderate 
[a,6, 8, 4] additive 6 high 8 few 4 low 
[a,6, 8,16] additive 6 high 8 few 16 moderate 
[a,6,12, 4] additive 6 high 12 intermediate 4 low 
[a,6,12,16] additive 6 high 12 intermediate 16 moderate 
[m,2, 8, 4] modified 2 low 8 few 4 low 
[m,2, 8,16] modified 2 low 8 few 16 moderate 
[m,2,12, 4] modified 2 low 12 intermediate 4 low 
[m,2,12,16] modified 2 low 12 intermediate 16 moderate 
[m,4, 8, 4] modified 4 moderate 8 few 4 low 
[m,4, 8,16] modified 4 moderate 8 few 16 moderate 
[m,4,12, 4] modified 4 moderate 12 intermediate 4 low 
[m,4,12,16] modified 4 moderate 12 intermediate 16 moderate 
[m,6, 8, 4] modified 6 high 8 few 4 low 
[m,6, 8,16] modified 6 high 8 few 16 moderate 
[m,6,12, 4] modified 6 high 12 intermediate 4 low 
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Figure 5.1 Worlds were defined as a 32 x 32 toroidal grid of microhab-
itats where the resource bit string of each microhabitat was 
one of two types defined as: A = 1111111100000000, and 
B = 0000000011111111. Worlds were divided into either (a) four 
regions or (b) 16 regions with alternating resource types. 
offspring inviability. The /irst stage is defined as the generation at which a significant correlation is 
first observed between habitat type and pollen rejection. The second stage is defined as the earlier of 
the generation where within habitat type pollen rejection reaches a maximum or the generation where 
combined reproductive isolation was Z, > 0.96. The ZAW stage is defined as the generation where the 
correlation between habitat type and pollen rejection This was determined by finding the 5% confidence 
interval for the correlations of the recorded data from generation 9,000 to the end of the simulation 
(generation 10,000). The generation at which the correlation entered and remained in this interval was 
used as the generation for the third stage. The end stage consisted of the data from both generation 
9,000 and generation 10,000. The purpose of the end stage is to determine if there were any further 
significant changes in the population after the third stage. Additionally, analysis was performed to 
compare generations 9,000 and 10,000 to determine if changes took place in the finally 1000 generations 
of a simulation. 
ANOVA using SAS was conducted to determine the effect of different treatments on the process 
of speciation. A Tukey adjustment for pairwise comparisons was employed to reduce the bias of the 
multiple comparisons in the analysis. Nei's genetic distance (Nei, 1987) was computed for each data 
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set collected comparing between habitat types, between regions of different habitat types, and between 
regions of the same habitat type. This was done to lend support to the results of the other analyses 
and to present conclusions using more familiar to biologists. 
5.4 Results 
The results of Mantel's test indicated that there was often a highly significant (p < 0.005) correlation 
between the amount of reproductive isolation and habitat type under low habitat fragmentation. Under 
moderate fragmentation, there was no significant correlation observed (p > 0.10). The frequency and 
value of significant correlations for the various treatments are given in Table 5.2. When a significant 
correlation was detected, it was always greater than 0.96 for offspring inviability (post-zygotic isolation), 
0.40 for pollen rejection (pre-mating isolation), and 0.50 for overall (combined post-zygotic and pre­
dating) reproductive isolation. The second column indicates how many of the experiments for each 
treatment demonstrated significant correlations. Due to the small sample size (ten experiments per 
treatment) it is difficult to perform extensive statistical analysis of which variables would affect the 
likelihood of a significant correlation developing. A simple \2 test was performed on the number 
significant correlations between additive and modified additive energy need when ovule production was 
either four or six by grouping treatments together. A test indicated that the correlation was more 
likely to be significant when energy need was additive ( x2 = 18.4615, p < 0.001). 
Mantel's test also identified highly significant correlations of the Hamming distance between genomes 
and the resource type under low habitat fragmentation (p < 0.005, Fig. 5.2). As with the amount of 
reproductive isolation, there were no significant correlations under moderately fragmented habitats (p > 
0.10). Correlations were largest when examining the Hamming distance for the entire genome and tended 
to be lower when examining only the sp loci. There were experiments where no significant correlation 
of the Hamming distance at the sp loci and resource type was evident despite a high correlation for the 
entire genome and the id loci alone (e. g. treatments [m,4,8,4] and [m,6,8,4]). 
To better understand factors influencing speciation, treatments where the outcome of experiments 
was split between the presence or absence of correlation between reproductive isolation and habitat 
type were examined at the sp loci. These experiments were labeled by whether sj, s8 or neither set of 
sp loci exhibited 1-bias in habitat type A or B and whether there was significant reproductive isolation. 
The categories and frequencies of each category are summarized in Table 5.3. A test failed to find 
any effect of treatment on whether a treatment produced 1-bias on sJ or s& It is evident that for 














Table 5.2 Correlations between regions and various measures of reproductive 
isolation. Shown are the number of replicates with correlations 
in the specified range. These correlations where highly significant 
(p < 0.005) by Mantel's test. The column labeled n.s. lists the num­
ber of replicates where there was no significant (p > 0.10) correlation 
as determined by Mantel's test. Under moderate habitat fragmen­
tation there were no significant correlations and were omitted from 
this table. 
.Reproductive ,/aoWion 
.50 > .60 > .70 > .90 > 
con corr corr corr 

















































.97 > .98 > 0.99 > 1.00 > 
corr corr corr corr 
> .96 > .97 > .98 > .99 
Pollen Rejection 
.50 > .60 > .70 > 
corr corr corr 


































genome, 4 regions 
genome, 16 regions 
Experimental Treatment 
sp loci, 4 regions a 
sp loci, 16 regions x 
id loci, 4 regions 
id loci, 16 regions 
Figure 5.2 Correlation between the Hamming distance for genomes and region 
was highly significant for worlds with low habitat fragmentation 
(p — 0.002 by Mantel's test), but no correlation was evident for 
worlds with moderate habitat fragmentation (p > 0.10). 
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Table 5.3 The type of sp bias and correlation under modified energy need and 
low habitat fragmentation. 
Oirufes sp n 
sp )-Biasing 
5b6iW .A jfo&iW 5 
.Reproductive 
ZsoWion 
low few 5 si si yes 
low few 5 s2 s2 yes 
low intermediate 5 si si yes 
low intermediate 5 s2 sZ yes 
moderate few 7 si si yes 
moderate few 3 s2 s2 no 
moderate intermediate 3 si si yes 
moderate intermediate 2 s2 none yes 
moderate intermediate 1 s2 s2 yes 
moderate intermediate 4 s2 s2 no 
high few 8 si si yes 
high few 2 s2 s2 no 
high intermediate 4 si si yes 
high intermediate 6 s2 s2 no 
likely to evolve a significant correlation between habitat and reproductive isolation (x2 = 34.07, d. f. — 
1, p < 0.001). It may be assumed from this table that it is rare for a population to evolve with si 
1-bias in one habitat type and s2 1-bias in the other. 
The mean rates of reproductive isolation for all experiments for each treatment both within and 
between habitats are reported in Table 5.4. Where Mantel's test indicated a significant correlation, the 
amount of reproductive isolation between habitat types is greater than within a habitat type. If there 
were no significant correlation, the rate of reproductive isolation within and between habitat types is 
effectively the same. Since the table reports the means of all ten experiments for each treatment, the 
means from treatments which contained both experiments with significant and experiments with non­
significant correlations (i. e. treatments [m,4,8,4], [m,4,12,4], [m,6,8,4], and [m,6,12,4]) do not accurately 
describe the level of reproductive isolation that would be expected when a significant correlation was 
observed. 
Limiting the results of Table 5.4 to additive energy need, there were significant effects of the number 
of sp loci and the number of ovules produced per pseudophyte on both the rates of post-zygotic and 
pre-mating isolation. With an intermediate number of sp loci, there was less offspring inviability and 
more pollen rejection between habitat types than similar treatments with few sp loci. Also under 
additive energy need, as the number of ovules produced per pseudophyte was increased, the rate of 
Table 5.4 Mean level of reproductive isolation ( L )  at the end of the simulations 
(standard errors are given in parentheses). 
ToW Post-Zygotic Pre-Mating 
within between within between within between 









































































































































































offspring inviability between habitat types increased and the rate of pollen rejection both within and 
between habitat types decreased. A comparison of treatments where ovule production was two and 
habitat fragmentation was low, there was less offspring inviability between treatments and more pollen 
rejection within treatments under additive compared to modified energy need. A more detailed analysis 
of the rates of reproductive isolation is found later in this section when the reproductive isolation is 
analyzed at each stage. 
Identification of and analysis by stage was limited to experiments of treatments where a significant 
correlation between overall rate reproductive isolation and habitat type was found to be significant by 
Mantel's test. The number of experiments for each treatment is listed in the second column of Table 5.2. 
All treatments with low habitat fragmentation were found to have reached the start stage by generation 
200. The onset of the Erst and second stage was later when per pseudophyte ovule production was 
greater (Fig. 5.3). The onset of stage three under additive energy need followed the pattern of delayed 
onset with increased ovule production with some effect of the number of sp loci when ovule production 
was moderate. Under modified energy need, there was no effect of treatment on the onset of stage 
three. It is of interest to note that under modified energy need with high ovule production, the third 
stage occurred prior to the second. 
Since no speciation was observed in treatments with moderate habitat fragmentation, stages were not 
identified for these. They were omitted from further analysis along with experiments from treatments in 
which no correlation evolved. Analysis of generations 9,000 and 10,000 were not found to be significantly 
different with p > 0.20, so were treated together as the end stage. 
Treatments with a per pseudophyte ovule production of four or six were saturated with pseudophytes 
(Fig. 5.4a). That is, 100% of microhabitats were inhabited by pseudophytes. When ovule production 
was set at two, the number of plants was significantly below the maximum possible. The number of 
pseudophytes in these treatments increased between the Erst and second stage, but remained below 
1015 individuals. There were no further significant changes in population size. 
The number of genotypes declined over the course of the experiments (Fig. 5.4a). At the start stage, 
more genotypes were present with greater ovule production. As the simulations progressed, the decline 
in number of genotypes was greater with greater ovule production. Under additive energy need, the 
number of genotypes was greater with an intermediate number of ap loci. This effect was observed at 
the second and third stages when ovule production was four and six and at the end stage when ovule 
production was two. By the end stage, treatments using additive energy need and an ovule production 



























Figure 5.3 Under low habitat fragmentation, stages occurred earlier with lower 
per pseudophyte ovule production (p < 0.0001). The time to stage 
two under ovule production of six per pseudophyte was slower under 
modified energy need compared to additive energy need, but the 
significance was marginal (p = 0.0804). The time to stage three 
under additive energy need was greater for high ovule production 
compared to low (p < 0.0001). for moderate ovule production, the 
time to stage three was delayed with more ap loci, for modified 
energy need, there was no difference between treatments for the 
time to stage three. Stage three preceded stage two for treatments 
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Figure 5.4 (a,) Simulations where each pseudophyte produced four or six ovules 
were at the maximum population size of 1024 individuals. Simula­
tions where each pseudophyte produced two ovules had more than 
1000 individuals, but below 1015 individuals (p < 0.0001). (b) 
More genotypes were present when needed energy was computed 
additively (p < 0.0001). 
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Total reproductive isolation between habitat types evolved to a high level (Z, > 0.60, Fig. 5.5) for 
all treatments. At the start stage, the amount of isolation was greater under modified energy need. 
At the first stage when ovule production was greater than two, the rate of reproductive isolation was 
greater with few loci. By the third stage, there was no statistical difference between treatments. Total 
reproductive isolation within a habitat type exhibited a net increase for all treatments (Fig. 5.6). At 
the starting stage, the amount of reproductive isolation was greater under modified energy need. For 
additive energy need, the amount of isolation was observed to have been greater when there were an 
intermediate number of sp loci. The total amount of within habitat type reproductive isolation peaked 
at the second stage. At this stage, reproductive isolation decreased with increasing ovule production. 
With low or moderate ovule production, reproductive isolation was greater under treatments with 
additive energy than matching treatments with modified energy need. When ovule production was 
moderate or high, reproductive isolation was greater with an intermediate number of sp loci. From the 
third stage to the end, reproductive isolation was lower, but the relation between the observed relation 
between level of reproductive isolation and ovule production and the interaction of ovule production 
and method for computing energy need persisted. 
The rate of post-zygotic reproductive isolation at the starting stage was greater under modified 
energy need for both between and within habitat type (Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8, respectively). It was also 
found that when energy need wag additive, the rate of post-zygotic reproductive isolation was greater 
when there were an intermediate number of sp loci. The rate of reproductive isolation increased between 
habitat types (Fig. 5.7), but decreased within habitat type (Fig. 5.8). The effects were essentially stable 
by the second stage except for treatment [m,4,12,4], which was not stable until the third stage. Under 
additive energy need, post-zygotic isolation rose with increased ovule production and with few sp loci. 
Under modified energy need, the rate was greater for high ovule production than low. At moderate 
ovule production, the treatment with few loci had the same rate as high ovule production whereas 
an intermediate number of loci was the same as low ovule production. Within habitat post-zygotic 
isolation tended to demonstrate relations opposite of between habitat isolation. 
For both between and within habitat pre-mating reproductive isolation, there was no detectable rate 
at the start stage, underwent a rapid increase between the first and second stage, and stabilized by the 
third stage (Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 for between and within habitat comparison, respectively). Between 
habitat pre-mating isolation was greater with less ovule production, under additive energy need, and 
with an intermediate number of sp loci. There was no statistically significant interaction detected. 



































Figure 5.5 The amount of reproductive isolation between habitat types was ini­
tially greater under modified energy need (p < 0.0001). By the Erst 
stage, reproductive isolation was greater with larger ovule produc­
tion in simulations with few loci (p = 0.0153). Differences between 






























Figure 5.6 Within habitat type, reproductive isolation was lower with greater 
ovule production (p < 0.0001), intermediate loci (p < 0.0022), and 
additive energy (p < 0.0001). Prom the third stage to the end 
of the simulations, the relation between reproductive isolation to 
ovule production persisted. When ovule production was two, isola-
tion was greater under additive energy (p < 0.0001). Isolation was 
greater for intermediate loci under additive energy and an ovule 

































Figure 5.7 OEspring inviability between habitats was initially greater under 
additive energy (p < 0.0001). By the second stage, there wag a 
trend of greater inviability for few loci with greater ovule production 
(p = 0.0233). The significance of this relation increased as the 
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Figure 5.8 Within habitat inviability was initially greater under modified en­
ergy need (p < 0.0001). When energy need was additive, isolation 
was greater when there were intermediate loci (p = 0.0079). At the 
hist stage, inviability was greater for intermediate loci (p = 0.0005). 
Over time, the amount of inviability was greater under additive en­
ergy with lower ovule production (p < 0.0001), intermediate loci 
with lower ovule production (p = 0.0410), and intermediate loci 
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Figure 5.9 Between habitat pre-mating isolation was greater under modified 
energy when ovule production was two or four (p = 0.0051). 
At stage two, isolation was larger for lower ovule production 
(p = 0.0001). This effect was marginally more pronounced under 
modified energy need (p = 0.0852). Under modified energy with 
greater ovule production, there was more isolation when there were 
few loci (p = 0.374). From stage three to the end, isolation was 
greater under additive energy (p = 0007), lower ovule production 
(p = 0.0001) and intermediate loci (p = 0.0136). 
production, and an intermediate number of ap loci. When ovule production was low or moderate, the 
rate of pre-mating isolation was greater under additive energy need. By the third stage, the difference 
in rates between computation of energy need was present only under low ovule production. The effect 
of the number of sp loci only persisted for treatments using additive energy need and moderate ovule 
production. 
The Hamming distance between genomes from different habitat types increased through the Erst 
stage under additive energy need and the third stage under modified additive energy need (Fig. 5.11). 
The Hamming distance was greater for additive energy need throughout the simulations. Under additive 
energy need from first to the end stage the distance was greater with an intermediate number of loci 
and with less ovule production. Under modified energy need Hamming distance was greater for an 



































[m,4,12,4 [m,6,8,4" [m.6,12,4 
Within, habitat pre-mating isolation at stage one was similar to 
between habitats. At stage two, pollen rejection was lower for 
greater ovule production (p < 0.0001). Intermediate loci showed 
greater isolation when ovule production was four(p < 0.0014) and 
six (p < 0.0001). When ovule production was two, isolation was 
greater under additive energy (p — 0.0026). At stage three, isola-
tion was greater for lower ovule production (p < 0.0001) and for 
additive energy when ovule production was two (p = 0.0359). At 
the end, the trend of greater isolation under lower ovule produc­
tion continued (p < 0.0001). Under additive energy with ovule 
production of four, there was greater isolation for intermediate 
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The mean Hamming distance between genomes from different 
habitat types was greater under additive energy throughout the 
simulation (P < 0.0001). From stage one to the end, the Hamming 
distance was greater in simulation with many loci (p < 0.0001) and 
with lower ovule production (p < 0.0001), except after stage three 
in simulation with modified energy need and few loci where there 
was no significant difference. 
was only evident at the Grst and second stages with a decreasing Hamming distance was associated with 
increasing ovule production when there were an intermediate number of ap loci. At these stages, there 
was no effect of ovule production for few loci or by the second stage. Within habitat Hamming distance 
declined after the Grst stage (Fig. 5.12). This was always greatest for treatments with additive energy 
need and low ovule production. From the Grst through the third stage, Hamming distance was greater 
with less ovule production, and intermediate number of loci, and under additive energy production. No 
interaction was observed between these factors during this time period. At the end stage, loci only had 
effect for treatments with additive energy need and low ovule production where it was observed that 
Hamming distance was greater with an intermediate number of ap loci. 
Hamming distance was greater under additive energy need at all stages (Fig. 5.13). In general, 
Hamming distance was greater with less ovule production or with an intermediate number of ap loci. 
The dynamics of the Hamming distance at the ap loci between habitat types either increased, decreased, 
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Figure 5.12 Within habitat type, Hamming distance was greater for simula-
tion using additive energy need (p < 0.0001) and simulations with 
lower ovule production (p < 0.0001) through stage three. From 
stage one to stage three, Hamming distance was greater in simu­
lations with a moderate number of loci (p = 0.0007). At genera­
tion 9,000 and 10,000, there was no statistical difference in mean 
Hamming distance between treatments except for simulation with 
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Figure 5.13 The mean Hamming distance at the seed trait loci between habitat 
types at the starting stage was lower with greater ovule produc­
tion under modified energy need (p — 0.0074). From the first stage 
to the end, Hamming distance was greater under additive energy 
need (p < 0.0001), lower ovule production (p - 0.0114), and in-
termediate number of loci (p < 0.0001) except simulations with 
modified energy need and a per pseudophyte ovule production of 
six, where there was no significant effect of the number of loci. 
additive energy need with low ovule production, the hamming distance at the sp loci increased by the 
first stage and remained high. Modified energy with an intermediate number of loci remained unchanged 
for low and moderate ovule production, but declined with high ovule production. AH treatments under 
modified energy with few loci declined after the start stage. Within habitat type, the Hamming distance 
at the ap loci was greater under additive energy at the starting stage (Fig. 5.14). When energy need 
was modified, the hamming distance was greater with less ovule production. For the first through the 
end stage, the relations were similar to those between habitat types. 
The Hamming distance at the id loci between habitat types increased with time (Fig. 5.15). At 
the start stage, the treatments using modified energy with high ovule production was greater than all 
other treatments. At the first stage, distance increase with low ovule production, but decreased with 
high ovule production. By the second stage, there was no significant difference between treatments, 
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Figure 5.14 Relations between Humming distance and treatment within habi­
tat was similar to between habitats through the third stage, save 
that there was no significant effect of loci when modified energy 
need was used and ovule production was greater than two at the 
first stage and no difference between ovule production of four and 
six under modified energy at the second and third stage. By gen­
eration 9000, simulations using additive energy need and an ovule 
production of two were significantly greater than all other sim­
ulations (p < 0.0001). Additionally, simulations using additive 
energy need and an ovule production of two had a greater Ham­
ming distance for intermediate numbers of loci compared to few 
loci (p < 0.0001). 
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stage. Although there were no further statistically significant difference between treatments after the 
first stage, the Hamming distance increased to the end stage. Within habitat Hamming distance at the 
ap loci at the start stage was greater when ovule production was high (Pig. 5.16). At the first stage, 
the Hamming distance increase when ovule production was low and fell when ovule production was 
high. From the first to end stage, Hamming distance was greater under additive energy need and with 
less ovule production. There was a curious interaction for treatments with modified energy need and 
moderate ovule production where hamming distance was greater with few ap loci. No other significant 
effects of loci were detected. 
Computation of Nei's genetic distance at generation 10,000, found large distances (D > 0.30) be­
tween habitat types and regions of different habitats when fragmentation was low for experiments where 
there was a significant correlation between the combined rate of post-zygotic and pre-mating isolation 
and habitat type (Fig. 5.17). In the absence of a significant correlation and for comparisons of regions 
of the same habitat type, genetic distance was found to be low (D < 0.05). No values were observed in 
the range of 0.30 > D > 0.5 at the end of the simulation. 
The changes in Nei's Distance through time may be used to estimate the approximate time when 
the subpopulation may be considered different species. Although D > 0.15 has been suggested as 
adequate for the purpose of distinguishing between species (Sites and Marshall, 2003; Good and Wake, 
1992; Highton et al., 1989) for purposes of this study, a more conservative measure of D > 0.20 was 
used. The mean, standard error of the mean, and median time to speciation as measured by Nei's 
distance for between habitats and between regions of different habitats are reported in Table 5.5. For 
comparison, the same information was included for the onset of the first and second stage. From these 
data, computing time to speciation by Nei's genetic distance gives an earlier estimate than the onset of 
the first and second stages. 
Connect component analysis indicated that no populations divided into subpopulations with com­
plete reproductive isolation. In other words, the possibility of gene How between subpopulations was 
always hypothetical^ possible. 
5.5 Discussion 
Speciation as defined by the evolution of pre-mating and post-zygotic reproductive isolation mech­
anisms was observed under a range of variables. Speciation wag observed only under low habitat 
fragmentation. Increased ovule production resulted in later times of stage onset, more individual pseu-
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Figure 5.15 Hamming distance at the id loci between habitat types was ini­
tially greater under modified energy with an ovule production 
of six than all other treatments (p = 0.0033). At the first 
stage, Hamming distance was greater with lower ovule production 
(p < 0.0001). At stage two, there was no significant difference in 
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Figure 5.16 Hamming distance within habitat type was initially greater when 
ovule production was six under both additive (p = 0.0030) and 
modified energy (p < 0.0001). Furthermore, with an ovule pro­
duction of six, Hamming distance was greater under modified en­
ergy (p = 0.0001). At stage one and two, Hamming distance was 
greater with lower ovule production (p < 0.0001) and under addi­
tive energy need (p = 0.0036). By stage three, the relationship of 
Hamming distance and ovule production was still significant un­
der additive (p < 0.0001) and modified (p = 0.0993) energy need. 
Hamming distance was significantly greater for an intermediate 
number of loci under modified energy need when ovule production 
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Figure 5.17 Nei's genetic distance for the value closest to _D = 0.15 at genera^-
tion 10,000 are shown for each experiment. For experiments with a 
significant correlation between reproductive isolation and habitat 
type, Nei's genetic distance was Z) > 0.30 for comparison between 
habitat types and between regions of different habitat types. Nei's 
genetic distance between treatments of the same habitat type were 
Z) < 0.05. Where there was no significant correlation, the genetic 














Table 5.5 Time to speciation by Nei's standard genetic distance and the onset 
of the first and second stages. 
D > 0.20 Stage 
rules Loci Between Resources Between Regions First Second 
Mm» s.e. Med.. Mean s.e. Med. Mean a.e. Med. Afean 3.C. 
2 few 410 10 400 410 10 400 690 108 700 2130 1181 
2 intermediate 420 13 400 430 15 400 760 130 700 1540 254 
4 few 400 15 400 410 10 400 1100 185 1150 2360 335 
4 intermediate 420 13 400 440 16 400 1280 172 1300 2930 516 
6 few 500 30 500 510 28 500 2340 516 2150 5500 1209 
6 intermediate 470 15 500 480 13 500 1950 348 2000 4660 1411 
2 few 600 21 600 620 29 600 650 117 600 1470 228 
2 intermediate 620 33 600 620 29 600 760 101 700 1278 262 
4 few 643 72 600 657 72 700 1262 307 955 2720 630 
4 intermediate 800 316 700 820 287 700 1416 490 2050 3790 1678 
6 few 1550 376 1500 1550 376 1500 2450 460 2850 6390 1183 
6 intermediate 2000 1232 1650 2000 1232 1650 2300 1609 2050 5900 1696 
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habitat offspring inviability, and larger Hamming distances. The effect of an increased number of ap 
loci was opposite that of increased ovule production. Modified energy need treatments resulted in less 
pollen rejection, a low Hamming distance, and fewer genotypes compared with additive energy need. 
In addition, there was an interaction between ovule production and number of loci under modified that 
was not observed in additive. 
The relative effect of habitat fragmentation was discussed in Chapter 4. The reasons for the failure 
of reproductive isolation under moderate habitat fragmentation is similar to that given for failure under 
high fragmentation in that chapter. In brief, with greater fragmentation, it is more likely that offspring 
will disperse into a habitat with a resource type different from that of the maternal pseudophytee. This 
phenomenon means there is a higher fitness cost to producing specialized rather than generalist offspring 
with greater habitat fragmentation. Although increasing the number of offspring would conceivably 
reduce this cost, the PEA, does not contain a method permitting greater competition between seeds for 
germination. This will be discussed later in this chapter when the effect of ovule production is discussed 
in greater detail. 
The failure of reproductive isolation to evolve under moderate habitat fragmentation is a striking 
contrast between the results of the experiments described here and the results in Chapter 4. There are 
three crucial differences between the sets of experiments that may explain why this occurred. First, 
an additional set of ap loci (labeled a j ) was used in place of the an trait. Second, Chapter 4 used a 
multiplicative cost for the energy needed by a pseudophyte to survive to the age of reproduction whereas 
in this chapter energy was computer either by an additive or a modified additive equation. Third, in 
Chapter 4, the pseudophytes were initialized such that the dr of an initial pseudophyte matched the 
A of the microhabitat it occupied. By contrast, the pseudophytes in this chapter were initialized as 
generalists with zero alleles at all loci except the id loci. 
The first two differences are not the likely cause of the observed differences. The populations in 
Chapter 4, indicated a 1-bias at the ap and a 0-bias at the an. Consequently, energy need was effectively 
additive under the experiments and ovule production was at two per pseudophyte. In Chapter 4, it 
was found that increasing the number of ap loci could slow down the process of speciation and reduce 
the amount of observed reproductive isolation. The experiments of this chapter effectively doubled the 
number of loci. However, under modified energy need, populations tended to evolve 1-bias for a j or 
&g. For ease of discussion, 1-bias on aJ and 1-bias on a# will be referred to as aV -bias and ag-bias, 
respectively. Instances with neither a j-bias nor a&-bias will be referred to as unbioaed ap. 
Using this reasoning, the best comparison to the experiments of Chapter 4 are the treatments using 
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modified energy need (for 1-bias at the ap loci) and ovule production of two (the 0-bias of the am seen 
earlier). The only remaining variable is the method of initialization. Since speciation occurred when 
habitat fragmentation was low both from the experiments of Chapter 4 and of this chapter, but did 
not occur when habitat fragmentation was moderate for this chapter, the method of initializing the 
population is the logical cause. The obvious test is to re-run experiments from both chapters using 
specialists for the experiments of this chapter and generalists for the experiments of Chapter 4. 
Performing such a test is not without other merits. In Chapter 4, it was not known if the 1-bias 
of the ap loci was due to tighter linkage to dr loci or a seed's ability to remain in the soil for several 
generations was a better adaptation than producing a large number of ovules. The results that there was 
no apparent statistical difference between the occurrence of a)-bias compared to a2-bias, suggest that ap 
was a more adaptive trait, there is a crucial difference between initialization as a generalist compared to 
a specialist. With a population of pseudophytes initially adapted to A of the microhabitats, mutations 
do not occur on a selectively homogeneous background. A mutation at a loci closer to any of the dr 
loci may experience greater fitness that a, similar mutation further away as a consequence of genetic 
hitchhiking. In a generalist, the first mutation would not be affected by linkage to other loci. Without 
a set of properly controlled experiments, the observation on the occurrence of 1-bias in this chapter 
only weakly support the hypothesis that sp was more effective. 
Like habitat fragmentation, the ovule production per pseudophyte had a substantial effect on the 
behavior of the PEA. Unlike habitat fragmentation, the greater variability of results provides more 
insight into the underlying processes. To better understand the effect of the rate of ovule production, 
it is helpful to review the reproductive process within the PEA. Each pseudophyte produces a number 
of ovules determined at the time of compilation. For each ovule, the pseudophyte samples pollen 
from the population. When suitable pollen is found, a seed is produced and placed into a local seed 
bank. For each microhabitat, a seed from the microhabitat seed bank was selected at random to 
germinate. The survival of the seedling was evaluated. If it could not survive, it was removed and 
another seed selected for germination. This was performed until one of three events occurred: (1) a 
seeding able to survive to reproduction was found, (2) no seeds remained in the seed bank, or (3) five 
germinations and deletion were performed for that cycle. With more seeds in the seed bank, the less 
likely any individual seed would germinate. With identical ovule production for each pseudophyte, the 
proportional representation (and therefore the potential for offspring being selected for germination in 
future generations) is effectively unchanged. Although increasing the number of potential offspring is 
accompanied by a greater probability of an advantageous mutation, the random selection of seeds for 
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germination makes it less likely that such a mutation would germinate and reproduce. The ancilary 
consequence of this pre-emptive competition for space is for mutations that increase the persistence 
of seeds in the soil would be more beneficial than ones resulting in more habitat specificity. However, 
since the effect of the sp loci is maternal (the phenotype is expressed in the offspring, not the parent) 
the mutation would not convey an advantage the first time it appears in lineage. Additionally, the 
advantage of greater soil persistence would be advantageous to seeds which may have fewer one-alleles 
at the ap loci due to either mutation or recombination. 
Results from the experiments of this chapter strongly suggest that a seed's probability of germinating 
is more important than the reproductive output of an individual with respect to evolving local adapta­
tion and developing mechanisms of reproductive isolation. When ovule production was increased, the 
time to each stage was delayed because new advantageous mutations were more likely to be lost. This is 
supported by the increased number of pseudophytes, but decreased total number of genotypes observed. 
At low ovule production, it is clear that many microhabitats were vacant, suggesting that most seeds 
had germinated. Fewer genotypes at greater ovule production permitted better local adaptation (as 
seen in the pattern of post-zygotic isolation) and selection of good pollen was less important. 
The effect of number of loci often involved interactions with other factors. What is obvious is 
increasing the nubmer of sp loci resulted in greater Hamming distances at these loci and more genotypes 
overall. An interesting question about the number of loci present is the effect of recombination. At first, 
it would seem that with more loci there is more opporuntiy to evolve incompatible sets. However, if 
only a subset of the available loci are involved, increasing the number of loci may reduce the disruptive 
effect of recombination. Consider a pseudophyte where dr matches the A of the microhabitat and 
ap has evolved to contain seven one-alleles (i. e. maximally using the energy obtained from the 
environment). Since the total number of ap loci was either 16 or 24 (for few and intermediate number 
of loci, respectively), less than half the loci contributed to the persistence of a seed in the soil. If the 
one-alleles for ap are located at aj, recombination at a2 would have no meaningful effect within the 
PEA. With more loci, there would be less observed postzygotic reproductive isolaiton between habitats. 
This, in turn, could result in a greater selective advantage for pseudophytes that are more discriminating 
with regards to pollen selection. 
For both ovule production and number of ap loci, and increase in between habitat post-zygotic 
reproductive isolation also results in a decrease in within habitat post-zygotic isolation and pre-mating 
isolation. The opposing behavior of the post-zygotic isolation demonstrates adaptation to the local 
environment. The better adapted to a specific environment, the more likely that pollination from a 
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pseudophyte in a different habitat will result in inviable offspring. Mating within a habitat type, the 
offspring of better adapted parents are more likely to survive to reproduce, gaining greater represen­
tation in subsequent generations, resulting in less within habitat isolation. That pre-mating isolating 
mechanisms would evolve to be not as effective when the rate between habitat inviability is high seems 
counterintuitive. The traditional expectation is for the development of pre-mating mechanisms through 
reinforcement; there is a selective advantage to avoiding crosses with individuals where the offspring 
would have low fitness (Howard, 1993). Indeed, the amount of pre-maiting isolation between habitats 
is considerably greater than within. However, the fine details of lower pollen rejection when offspring 
inviability between habitats is greater begs further explanation. 
Given that total reproductive isolation between habitat types is high for all simulations where a sig­
nificant correlation between reproductive isolation and habitat type is observed and that the correlation 
of pollen rejection to habitat type evolves after the correlation of offspring inviability to habitat type, 
between habitat dynamics is critial to the process of speciation in the PEA. Another important factor 
is within habitat dynamics. Pollination with a pseudophyte that will produce viable offspring is as 
relevant as avoiding pollination when offspring will be inviable. Pseudophytes that are more permissive 
of differences at the id loci from others within the same habitat type are expected to produce more 
seeds compared to more restrictive individuals. In short, the mechanisms of mate selection in the PEA 
should be viewed both as rejecting pollen from individuals that are different and accepting pollen from 
individuals that are similar. The distinction between the two in the PEA is primarily for the benefit of 
the scientists. 
The effects the numer of loci were influenced by the method of computing energy need. As mentioned 
earlier, under additive energy need, there is no relevant distinction between and a& other than to 
describe the location of subsets of the ap loci. Modified additive energy need place an additional energy 
cost when the one-alleles are split between a) and a&, frequently resulting in a 1-bias at one set and 
0-bias at the other. In fact, only in two instances out of 60 experiments under modified energy and low 
habitat fragmentation were there genotypes where one-alleles could be found at both aï and a& Under 
such constraints, the amount of variation at the ap loci is reduced. This results in lower Hamming 
distances and less reproductive isolation. It is under the condition of modified additive energy need 
that a significant interaction is seen between the effects of loci and ovule production. Specifically, there 
is frequently no effect of loci on reproductive isolation at low or high ovule production; at moderate 
ovule production, the treatment with few loci behaves similar to those with high ovule production (with 
respects to post-zygotic isolation mechanisms) whereas with intermediate loci the treatment behaves 
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similar to those with low ovule production. Conceivably, a moderate ovule production is a threshold 
where the dynamics of the PEA changes. 
The most interesting difference between the methods of computing energy need is in the occurrences 
of speciation. Under low habitat fragmentation, all treatments using additive energy speciated, but only 
a portion of those using modified energy speciated (Table 5.2). Furthermore, under modified energy 
need, all treatments with low ovule production speciated, but not with greater ovule production. The 
outcome was strongly associated with where 1-bias occurred at the ap loci. Ignoring low ovule production 
for a moment, af-bias failed to evolve reproductive isolation in nearly all instances, but having any one-
alleles in a) always resulted in speciation by adaptation to habitat type. An important observation 
is that the entire population was either aï-biased or a^-biased, suggesting that longer persistence in 
the soil proceeded adaptation to the resources of a habitat. With aï adjacent to dr it is reasonable 
to assume that linkage had a strong effect as to whether dr could evolve to match A. Consider the 
following scenario, sp evolves to a value sustainable by a generalist. Further mutation in dr would allow 
more energy to be obtained from one habitat type and less from the other. This would be potentially 
deleterious as the pseudophyte would be restricted to only a single habitat type, but would not gain 
an advantage of more persistent seeds. Subsequent mutations or recombinations that increase the ap 
phenotype would be advantageous, but the dr mutation would be selected against or potentially be 
eliminated by genetic drift. Tight linkage with the ap loci may lessen the effect of selection against the 
mutation. This is more likely if one-alleles have accumulated at si and mutations on dr would have 
greater fitness the closer to aï. 
Support for this hypothesis can be found in examining the populations. The treatment using mod-
iGed energy need, moderate ovule production, and intermediate number of ap loci, and low habitat 
fragmentation contained replications where speciation occurred with aï-bias, ag-bias, and a combina­
tion of ag-bias in one habitat type and no unbiased ap in the other eg well a replicats with no appreciable 
reproductive isolation wich were ap2-biased. For this purpose, Nei's genetic distance proves more useful 
than the stages by measuring the accumulation of genetic differences. The progress of divergence mea­
sured by Nei's distance is given in Figure 5.18. Although sample size was too small to permit statistical 
comparison, qualitative interpretation shows rapid divergence under aï -bias, greatly delayed and slowed 
divergence under a2-bias, and moderate rates of divergence, but to a much greater level compared to 
biased systems. 
Visual inspection reveals rapid evolution of adaptation preventing examination of dr evolution under 
aï -bias occurred at a rate that did not allow identification of patterns at the 100 generation interval at 
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Figure 5.18 Nei's genetic distance for the treatment with modified additive 
energy need, moderate ovule production, intermediate number of 
ap loci, and low habitat fragmentation are presented for repli­
cates where a significant correlation evolved between reproductive 
isolation and habitat type. The biasing patterns shown are for 
replicates with gj-bias (o), &B-bias (A), and unbiased sp (x). 
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which the populations were saved. The ag-biased population began to diverge when one-alleles began 
to accumulate on dr for habitat type B, where I's were placed on the half of the binary string adjacent 
to the aï loci. In unbiased ap replicates, the subpopulation in habitat type A was entirely a2 biased 
while the gubpopulation in habitat type B was unbiased with one-alleles on aj located next to the dr 
loci. 
Why, then, did all replicates evolve high levels of reproductive isolation when ovule production was 
low? As mentioned previously, when ovule production is low, the seed banks are small. Consider either 
a rare double mutant or recombination event with an additional one-allele at both dr and s2. With 
large seed banks, this individuals may never germinate and the combination would be lost. When 
ovule production is low, this novel combination is much more likely to germinate and reproduce. This 
reasoning extends further to the earlier scenario with a single mutation at dr. The potentially deleterious 
mutation is irrelevant if the seed never germinates. Even so, it would be of value to conduct a larger 
set of analyses to obtain statistical estimates for the occurences of the various patterns. 
Although the results suggest many more experiments that could be performed to explore the PEA, 
the question should always be asked: are these biologically relevant? The two issues are intertwined 
and not readily separated. If the PEA in interpreted litterally, care should be taken to find out how 
many loci are invovled in speciation, which traits are significant, and how many offspring are usually 
produced. This mentality is helpful when attempting to model a specific species, but ludicrous when 
attempting to develop a more cohesive theory. If a computation model is viewed as a purely theoretical 
tool, exploring different avenues of inquiry may degenerate into compulsive knob twisting, moving 
further away from meaningful insights and closer to a fanciful toy. With regards to further comparative 
experimentation between these treatments and those in Chapter 4, there is merit both biologically and 
technically. Biologically, it would provide a more comprehensive analysis contrasting the dynamics of a 
genealist population versus two subpopulations with initial divergence (akin to a hybrid zone between 
species). Technically, it would address the relevance of variable seed production as a useful trait. 
As with all simulations, care must be taken not to overinterpret the results. It is tempting to 
try and apply these results directly to biological systems by considering seed persistence as critical to 
adaptive radiation in plants, believe that there is a significant difference between producing two and 
four ofEspring, or that there is a great difference when eight additional loci are added to a system. 
Results should be viewed in a relativistic manner: a genetically variable trait requiring energy from the 
organism that affects fitness, more or less offspring, greater or fewer numbers of loci involved. It would 
be easy to make the falicy of assuming from the results that greater ovule production is anathema 
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to speciation or dismiss the same results as contradictory to established patterns and this study as 
useless. In actuallity, the PEA decouples reproductive output from offspring competition. The method 
of selecting a seed to germinate is independent of the potential viability of the seedling. In this way, the 
PEA demonstrates the utility of simple, hypothetical computational simulations by permiting analysis 
of factors that may otherwise be inextricable. 
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CHAPTER 6 EFFECT OF LINKAGE ON THE EVOLUTION OF 
REPRODUCTIVE ISOLATION 
6.1 Abstract 
An individual-based model of haploid, annual plants is introduced to study the effects of the number 
of loci and patchiness of resource distribution on the evolutionary process underlying reproductive 
isolation. Both pre-mating and postzygotic mechanisms were implemented as multi-locus traits on 
separate chromosomes implemented as binary strings. Speciation occurred as an emergent property 
rather than an explicit feature of the model, permitting a broader investigation into the mechanisms 
of speciation. The effect of uniform compared to one-point crossover as well as the effect of placement 
of loci on the chromosomes was studied. Uniform crossover resulted in more rapid and more complete 
speciation than one-point crossover. When linkage was important, tight linkage between loci coding for 
selecting pollen from a similar individual with selectively neutral traits used in the evaluation of the 
suitability of pollen resulted in greater reproductive isolation. If the neutral loci were unlinked, weak 
linkage between the loci determining efEciency of obtaining energy from the environment and preference 
for pollen from a similar individual increased the amount of reproductive isolation. The results of the 
model extend the scope of previously published models. 
6.2 Introduction 
Although some previous simulations have addressed the effect of linkage there has been no thorough 
examination of its role in speciation. Kondrashov and Kondrashov (1999) and Dieckmann and Doebeli 
(1999) found that speciation occurs more rapidly when sexual selection acts on ecological traits rather 
than neutral markers. However, their studies only considered two extreme cases: when the select 
trait was the ecological trait and when the selected trait assorted independently of the ecological trait. 
Work by both Dieckmann and Doebeli (1999) and Kondrashov and Kondrashov (1999) predict that 
sexual selection would be more effective in the PEA for treatments with id-ap/dr-pr linkage than dr-
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Table 6.1 Notation for the description and discussion of linkage in the PEA. 
term : no Wion: ezompk/description 
mate preference: pr :the 06 and i! loci 
placeholder loci: X :fi-X-Za means there is another set of loci (X between the loci 
and the (3 loci (also referred to as weak — (2 linkage 
linkage : fi-Zg :the loci sets of Zi and (2 are on the same chromosome 
unlinked : /%/(% :the (1 loci are on on one chromosome and the loci are on the 
other 
sp/ id-pr linkage. In this chapter, I present experiments using the PEA that examined varying degrees of 
linkage between loci determining mate preference and viability by placing loci on two separate randomly 
assorting chromosomes with a one-point crossover between parental homologues. Notation for linkage 
relations used in this chapter are listed in Table 6.1. 
6.3 Experimental Design 
The effect of linkage was examined by placing the traits at different positions on the two chromosomes 
(Table 6.2). The relationship between sets of loci were described by the likelihood of recombination 
disrupting the allelic combination. If two traits were adjacent on a chromosome, the loci for those traits 
were termed tightly linked. Traits on the same chromosome, but not adjacent were termed weakly linked. 
Traits on different chromosomes were termed unlinked. As was discussed in Chapter 4, there was no 
need to implement a set of loci for seed number. Instead, two sets of loci were used for seed persistence 
(sj and sf, collectively referred to as sp). sp was determined by 16 loci, eight each for sj and s2. The 
energy need for the pseudophyte was strictly additive as described by Equation 5.2. The mapping of 
phenotype to genotype was determined from a lookup table generated by Equation 5.1. Pseudophytes 
produced four ovules at reproductive phase. The chromosomal arrangements are shown in Table 6.2. 
The traits dr and id were always unlinked as were sp and the preference traits, 06 and if, collectively 
referred to as pr. Treatments were designed to study the effect of linkage of dr and id with sp and 
pr as well as within sp and pr. A control treatment was implemented with uniform crossover (random 
assortment of alleles), all other treatments utilized one-point crossover. This would help to compare 
resulted to the complete absence of linkage. 
The world was divided into four regions, the microhabitats of each region having identical resource 
types: 1111111100000000 or 0000000011111111 (Fig. 6.1). The world was initialized with 512 pseudo-
phytes plated at random. The alleles for the id loci were assigned at random with an equal probability 
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X & ob X & il ob & il Firat Second 
uniform N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
one-point tight tight weak tight dr-sl-s2 id-ob-il 
one-point tight weak tight weak dr-sl-s2 id-il-ob 
one-point tight tight tight weak dr-sl-s2 ob-id-il 
one-point weak tight weak tight sl-dr-s2 id-ob-il 
one-point weak weak tight weak sl-dr-s2 id-il-ob 
one-point weak tight tight weak sl-dr-s2 ob-id-il 
one-point tight tight weak tight id-sl-s2 dr-ob-il 
one-point tight . weak tight weak id-sl-s2 dr-il-ob 
one-point tight tight tight weak id-sl-s2 ob-dr-il 
one-point weak tight weak tight sl-id-s2 dr-ob-il 
one-point weak weak tight weak sl-id-s2 dr-il-ob 
one-point weak tight tight weak sl-id-s2 ob-dr-il 
% was either dr or id, whichever was on chromosome two. 
of a 1 -allele or a 0-allele. All other loci were initialized with 0-alleles. 
For a more in-depth analysis of the events that occur during a PEA simulation, five stages signifying 
specific events were used. The definition and identification of these stages was the same as in Chapter 
5 and will not be discussed here. 
Due to the large number of possible offspring for uniform crossover (2^ offspring) the breeding 
experiments to calculated post-zygotic reproductive isolation sampled were evaluated utilising only a 
subset of these offspring. For uniform crossover, 500 of&pring were generated at random using the 
appropriate crossover operator. Under one-point crossover, there were substantially fewer possible 
offspring and survival of all possible offspring was feasible. Temporal analysis of the populations was 
examined by stages. The stages were defined and identified as described in the Experimental Design 
section of Chapter 5. 
6.4 Results 
Mantel's test indicated a highly significant (p = 0.002) correlation between the amount of repro­
ductive isolation between two pseudophytes and the resource type inhabited by the pseudophytes (Fig. 
6.2a). The correlation was greatest for post-zygotic isolation due to offspring inviability. This corre­
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Figure 6.1 (a) Worlds were deGned as a 32 x 32 toroidal grid of mi-
crohabitats where the resource bit string of each microhabitat 
was one of two types defined as: A = 1111111100000000, and 
B — 0000000011111111. (b) Worlds were divided into four regions 
with alternating resource types. 
exception to this was the correlation between resource type and sp, where for some simulations there 
was no meaningful relation (p < 0.01). Table 6.3 gives the frequency of various correlations between 
the habitat type and Hamming distance at the ap loci. When the correlation was low (p < 0.01), it was 
also found that there were very little variation at the ap loci. 
A high level of reproductive isolation was observed by generation 10,000 for all runs under all 
treatments (Table 6.4). Differences in treatments were observed when rates post-zygotic and pre-
mating isolation were considered separately. Uniform crossover demonstrated a higher rate of between 
habitat reproductive isolation for each of these modes of isolation compared to treatments using one-
point crossover. Post-zygotic isolation between habitat types was higher when the dr loci were located 
on the second chromosome compared to treatments with dr on the first chromosome. 
The mean interval between stages for each treatment are depicted in Figure 6.3 with the 95% 
confidence interval and a denoting the median. All replicates of every treatment had the start stage 
at generation 100 except for one replicate in the treatment with uniform crossover where the start stage 
was at generation 200. Consequently, there was no significant difference in the interval between the 
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Figure 6.2 (a) Mantel's test indicated a highly significant (p = 0.002) between 
the resource types and reproductive isolation. This level of signif­
icance was present for both post-zygotic and pre-mating isolation. 
The correlation to habitat type was strongest for post-zygotic re­
productive isolation, (b) There was a highly significant correlation 
between resource type and Hamming distance between the genomes 
(p = 0.002). This was also observed for the id loci in all simulations 
and for the sp loci in most simulations. 
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Table 6.3 The occurrence of correlation between habitat and Hamming dis­
tance at the sp loci. Correlations either exceeded 0.65 or were less 
than 0.01 
CVtromoaorrW .Arrangement f > 0.65 0.65 > p > 0.01 /) < 0.01 
uniform crossover 9 0 1 
dr-sl-s2 id-ob-il 9 0 1 
dr-sl-s2 id-il-ob 6 0 4 
dr-sl-s2 ob-id-il 8 0 2 
sl-dr-s2 id-ob-il 9 0 1 
sl-dr-s2 id-il-ob 7 0 3 
sl-dr-s2 ob-id-il 7 0 3 
id-sl-s2 dr-ob-il 7 0 3 
id-sl-s2 dr-il-ob 6 0 4 
id-sl-s2 ob-dr-il 8 0 2 
si—id—s2 dr-ob-il 8 0 2 
sl-id-s2 dr-il-ob 5 0 5 
sl-id-s2 ob-dr-il 4 0 6 
correlation between pre-mating isolation and habitat type prior to other treatments. Treatments with 
dr on the first chromosome took longer to reach a peak in within habitat pre-mating isolation. The 
opposite trend was observed for the time interval between the second stage and the third stage, where the 
correlation between pre-mating isolation and habitat type stabilized. In many replicates of treatments 
where dr was on the first chromosome, the onset of the third stage preceded the onset of the second 
stage. In other words, although the correlation between pre-mating isolation and habitat type was 
effectively unchanging, the amount of pre-mating isolation was still evolving. It is also interesting to 
note that there was often separation between the mean and the median. To achieve continuity of data 
for temporal analysis, stages were re-ordered chronologically; if the third stage preceded the second, 
the generation of these were exchanged. The results of this adjustment are given in Table 6.5. This did 
not have a major impact on the significance of the time interval between the first and second stage, but 
eliminated the significance of the chromosome on which the dr loci were placed on the time interval 
between the second and third stage. 
At all stages, the number of individual pseudophytes was near or at the maximum population size 
allowable by the PEA (Fig. 6.4a). The number of genotypes present declined after the Erst stage (Fig. 
6.4b). In general, more genotypes were present under uniform crossover than with other treatments. 
Prior to achieving stability, the number of genotypes was affected by interactions between the linkage 
of the sp loci and linkage relations on the second chromosome. Under tight sp linkage, there were more 
Table 6.4 Mean level of reproductive isolation (£) at the end of the simulations 
(standard errors are given in parentheses). 
Chromosomal Total Post-Zygotic Pre-Ma,ting 
Arrangement, within between within between within between 
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Figure 6.3 The mean interval between stages with 95% confidence intervals. 
Medians are indicated by a cross mark. Time between the beginning 
of a simulation to the Erst stage was shortest for uniform crossover 
and simulations with tight sp linkage to each other and tight id-06 
linkage (p = 0.0213). The treatments where dr was on the second 
chromosome and tight o6-i/ linkage were slower thank all other 
simulations. Time between the Erst and second stage was greater 
when dr was on the Erst chromosome (p = 0.0003). Time between 
the second and third stage was shorter when dr was on the Erst 
chromosome (p = 0.0015). Under uniform crossover, there was no 
significant difference from other simulations for the time between 
the second and third stage. 






First to Second Stage 
reported adjusted 
c. i. Mean 95% c. :. Mean 
Second to Third Stage 
reported adjusted 
95% c. *. Mean c. i. 
uniform crossover 0 810 (720,900) 2350 (788,3912) 
dr-sl-s2 id-ob-il 2 2080 (996, 3164) 1500 (1060, 1940) 1030 (-630, 2690) 2190 (1113, 3267) 
dr-sl-s2 id-il-ob 1 2460 (1266, 3654) 1990 (1629, 2351) 3050 (1096, 5004) 3990 (2994, 4983) 
dr-sl-s2 ob-id-il 1 1680 (985, 2375) 1350 (1069, 1631) 2310 (374, 4246) 2970 (1467, 4473) 
sl-dr-s2 id-ob-il 1 1290 (727, 1853) 1030 (825, 1235) 2430 (823, 4037) 2950 (1772, 4128) 
sl-dr-s2 id-il-ob 0 1820 (1243, 2397) 2370 (1491, 3249) 
sl-dr-s2 ob-id-il 4 2710 (1433, 1550) 1690 (1262, 2118) -360 (-1735, 1015) 1680 (820, 2540) 
1 s i s 2 dr-ob-il 0 920 (687, 1153) 3630 (2528, 4732) 
id-sl-s2 dr-il-ob 0 1040 (813, 1267) 3390 (2263, 4517) 
id-sl-s2 ob-dr-il 0 1190 (961, 1419) 3730 (2810, 4650) 
sl-id-s2 dr-ob-il 0 980 (766, 1194) 2780 (1857, 3703) 
sl-id-s2 dr-il-ob 0 1150 (931, 1369) 3090 (1944, 4236) 
sl-id-s2 ob-dr-il 0 1760 (620, 2900) 2310 (635, 3985) 
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genotypes when dr-o& or :d-o6 linkage was tight. When ap linkage was weak, more genotypes were 
present when linkage was tight. By the end stage, the number of genotypes was most affected by 
the linkage on the second chromosome. 
Total reproductive isolation between habitat types had evolved to high levels by the second stage 
(Fig. 6.5). Linkage at the ap loci had a strong influence. Although reproductive isolation initially 
lower under tight ap linkage, these treatments exhibited more isolation by second stage. Placement 
of dr on the first chromosome was associated with lower isolation at the stent and first stage, but 
had no subsequent effect. Reproductive isolation within habitat type was lower for uniform crossover 
compared to treatments using one-point crossover (Fig. 6.6). Furthermore, uniform crossover did not 
have a significant peak seen in other treatments. Early in simulations, isolation was greater when dr 
was located on the second chromosome and when sp linkage was tight. After the second stage, within 
habitat isolation was greater when td-o& was tight or when dr was on the second chromosome and o6-d 
linkage was tight. Patterns of isolation within habitat did not change significantly after the third stage. 
The effect of factors on post-zygotic reproductive isolation between habitat types was consistent 
over the runs (Fig. 6.7). The rate of oEspring inviability evolved to be higher than all other treatments 
by the second stage. Isolation was always greater when dr was located on the second chromosome. 
Although tight sp linkage tended to result in lower post-zygotic reproductive isolation at the start 
stage, this effect was not significant at later stages. Within habitat post-zygotic reproductive isolation 
declined after the start stage (Fig. 6.8). The effects of dr location and ap linkage were similar to 
he between habitat analysis. After the Erst stage, the reproductive isolation under uniform crossover 
was statistically lower than treatments with dr on the second chromosome. Although there were some 
effects of linkage on the second chromosome at the first and second stage, they did not affect the final 
outcome. 
As with post-zygotic reproductive isolation, the rate of pre-mating isolation between habitat types 
was greater under uniform crossover than one-point crossover treatments (Fig. 6.9). Pollen rejection 
was more likely under tight id-o6 linkage or tight o6-d linkage if dr was on the second chromosome. 
When ap linkage was tight, pollen rejection was greater when dr was on the second chromosome rather 
than the Erst. These effects were consistent throughout the simulations. Within habitat pre-mating 
isolation was lower under uniform crossover than other treatments through the second stage, but was 
not significantly lower than treatments with tight dr-o6 or weak :d-ob linkage at the third and end 
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Figure 6.4 (a) The number of individuals in a treatment was at or near the 
maximum allowed by the simulation except at the first stage under 
uniform crossover, which was low (p = 0.0154). (b) The number of 
genotypes did not vary between treatments until the second stage. 
There were more genotypes under uniform crossover than other 
treatments (p = 0.0001) except at stage three in simulations with 
tight ap and td-ob linkages, which were not statistically different. 
At the second stage, when *d-:Z or dr-tZ linkage was tight, there were 
more genotypes present with tight ap linkage (p = 0.0190). Under 
weak ap linkage, more genotypes were present when either dr-*Z or 
*d-*Z linkage was weak (p = 0.0220). At stage three, more genotypes 
were present when dr was on the first chromosome (p = 0.0133) 
or ap linkage was tight with either tight dr-o6 or *d-o6 linkage 
(p = 0.0325). By the end stage, there were more genotypes under 
weak o6-*Z linkage with dr on the second chromosome (p < 0.0001) 
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Figure 6.5 Reproductive isolation between habitat types was greatest under 
uniform crossover after the first stage (p < 0.05) At the starting 
stage, uniform crossover was greater than simulations where dr was 
on the first chromosome and the sp loci were tightly linked and 
where dr was on the second chromosome and linkage between ap 
was weak (p < 0.05). At the first stage, reproductive isolation 
was lower for simulations where dr was on the second chromosome 
(p < 0.05). Treatments where dr was on the second chromosome 
demonstrated more reproductive isolation than when it was on the 
first (p < 0.0001). Initially, more reproductive isolation occurred 
when the ap loci were weakly linked (p < 0.0001), but from the 
second stage to the end of the simulation, reproductive isolation 
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Figure 6.6 Reproductive isolation within habitat type under uniform was gen-
er&Uy lower than other treatments after the first stage. At the 
second stage, uniform crossover was lower than all other simula-
tions. From the third stage to the end of the simulation, uniform 
crossover demonstrated the same amount of reproductive isolation 
as simulation where id-ob linkage was weak and simulation where 
dr was on the second chromosome with weak oMZ linkage and less 
reproductive isolation than all other simulations (p < 0.05). From 
the start to the second stage, reproductive isolation was greater 
when dr was on the second chromosome (p < 0.0001). At the 
starting stage, isolation was greater when linkage between ap was 
weak (p < 0.0001). This relation was also observed at the first 
stage when dr was on the first chromosome (p = 0.0044). From 
the second stage to the end of the simulation, reproductive isola­
tion was greater for simulations where there was tight *d-o& linkage 
(p < 0.0001) and when drwas on the second chromosome with tight 
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Figure 6.7 Offspring inviability between habitats was highest for uniform 
crossover by stage two (p < 0.05). Inviability was always greater 
when dr was on the second chromosome rather than the first 
(p < 0.0001). At the starting stage, inviability was greater when ap 
was weakly linked (p < 0.0001), but there was no significant effect 
of this factor by the Erst stage. Beginning at the second stage, 
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Figure 6.8 Within a habitat, offspring inviability under uniform crossover was 
initially less than treatments with dr on the second chromosome 
and weak ap linkage (p < 0.05) and greater than treatments with dr 
on the first chromosome and tight sp linkage (p < 0.05). At the first 
stage, inviability was greater that treatments with tight ap linkage 
(p < 0.05). By the second stage through to generation 10,000, in­
viability under uniform crossover was less than treatments with dr 
on the second chromosome. Additionally, at the second stage (but 
not at subsequent stages) inviability under uniform crossover was 
less than the treatment with weak ap linkage, tight :d-ob linkage, 
and week id-if linkage (p < 0.05). Among other treatments, invia­
bility was initially greater when dr was on the second chromosome 
(p < 0.0001) and when ap linkage was weak (p < 0.0001). The sig­
nificance of the ap linkage persisted through the second stage. At 
the first stage, inviability was greater when dr was on the first chro­
mosome (p = 0.0009), but by the second stage and until generation 
10,000, inviability was greater when dr wag located on the second 
chromosome (p < 0.0001). Also at the second stage, but at no other 
stage, inviability for the treatment with weak ap linkage, tight :d-o& 
linkage, and weak id-iZ, wag greater than other treatments where 
dr was on the first chromosome (p < 0.0001) ag well as treatments 
where dr was on the second chromosome and ap linkage was tight 
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Figure 6.9 The rate of pollen rejection between habitat types under uniform 
crossover was lower than treatments with dr on the second chromo-
some with tight ap linkage at the first stage (p < 0.05), lower than 
all other treatments at the second stage (p < 0.05), and greater 
than all simulations except those with dr on the second chromo­
some and tight ob-il linkage from the third stage through the end 
stage (p < 0.05). At the first stage under tight sp linkage, pollen 
rejection was greater when dr was on the second chromosome. At 
the second stage, pollen rejection was lower when id-ob linkage was 
weak (p = 0.0174) or when dr was on the second chromosome and 
tight ob-il linkage (p --- 0.0027). The effect of id-ob linkage became 
insignificant by the end stage (p = 0.0949). 
or tight linkage if dr was located on the second chromosome. 
The Hamming distance between genomes from different habitat types was greatest at the Erst stage 
under one-point crossover (Fig. 6.11). The exception to this was the treatment with dr on the Erst 
chromosome, tight ap linkage, and weak o6-d linkage, which remained unchanged in subsequent stages. 
Hamming distance between genomes from different habitat types under uniform crossover increased 
until the second stage without further significant changes. The Hamming distance tended to be greater 
under uniform crossover compared to one-point crossover. Within habitat type, hamming distance was 
usually greater under uniform crossover (Fig. 6.12). Under one-point crossover, Hamming distance was 
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Figure 6,10 Pollen rejection rate within a habitat type under uniform crossover 
was lower than treatments with tight dr-ob linkage at the first 
stage, lower than all treatments at the second stage, and lower 
than all treatments except where id-06 linkage was weak or 
o6-*i linkage was weak when dr was on the second chromosome 
(p < 0.05). At the Gist stage among treatments using one-point 
crossover, when ap linkage was tight, rejection was more likely in 
treatments where dr was on the second chromosome (p < 0.0001). 
Furthermore, when dr was on the second chromosome, rejection 
was more likely when ap linkage was tight. At the second stage, 
pollen rejection was more likely in treatments with either tight 
id-o6 and week id-iZ linkages or tight dr-o6 and weak dr-*'Z link­
ages compared to treatments with weak linkage (p = 0.0016). 
From the third stage to generation 10,000, the rate of pollen rejec­
tion was highest under :d-o& linkage (p = 0.0019). When dr was 
on the second chromosome, rejection was more likely when 
linkage was tight. 
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course of the simulations. When dr was on the Erst chromosome, Hamming distance switched &om 
being greater under tight id-ob linkage to tight ob-tZ linkage. When dr was on the second chromosome, 
Hamming distance went from being greater under tight 06-if linkage to greater under weak o&-d linkage. 
Hamming distance at the ap loci peaked at the hist stage and declined thereafter both between and 
within habitat type (Figs. 6.13 and 6.14, respectively). At the start and Erst stage, Hamming distance 
was greater both between and within habitat types under tight ap linkage and when dr was on the 
Erst chromosome. As the populations evolved, the between habitat type Hamming distance was greater 
under tight id-ob linkage with no other effects apparent. Within habitat Hamming distance at the sp 
loci the effect of linkage between the ap loci persisted. At stages two and three, the Hamming distance 
was greater for tightly linked dr-o6 and id-o6 loci. 
Between habitat Hamming distance at the id loci underwent an initial decrease under one-point 
crossover, but increased under uniform crossover (Fig. 6.16). Early in the simulation, Hamming dis-
tance was greater when there was either tight id-o6 or weak dr-ob linkage. At the end stage, the 
Hamming distance at the id loci under uniform crossover was significantly greater than 4 (Student's 
t = 0.662171, p = 0.0005), the expected Hamming distance between two randomly generated binary 
strings. Treatments with dr on the first chromosome, weak sp and weak ob-il linkage, tight sp and 
tight id-o& linkage, and treatments with weak ap and weak ob-d linkage were significantly less than 
4. All other treatments were not statistically different from 4. Within habitat Hamming distance at 
the id loci decreased through the third stage (Fig. 6.15). Hamming distance under uniform crossover 
was greater than other treatments until stage three. At the Erst stage, the within habitat Hamming 
distance at the id loci was greater under tight id-ob linkage and weak dr-ob linkage. No significant 
differences were found at the second stage, but at the third stage, tight id-ob linkage caused greater 
Hamming distance at the id loci than all other one-point crossover treatments. 
Nei's genetic distance indicated clear divergence between habitat types and between regions from 
different habitat types (Fig. 6.17). By contrast, Values of genetic distance between regions of the same 
habitat type were close to zero. An estimate of the time to speciation from Nei's distance may be 
made. Assuming that if two populations have D > 0.15 (Sites and Marshall, 2003; Good and Wake, 
1992; Highton et al., 1989), then speciation should be complete at the time this condition is achieved. 
The estimated time to speciation (generations for D < 0.20) in comparison to the onset of the Erst 
stage (significant (Mantel's test, p < 0.05) correlation between pre-mating isolation and habitat type) 
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Figure 6.11 Mean Hamming distance between genomes from different habi­
tats under uniform crossover was lower than other treatments at 
the first stage (p < 0.05). At the second stage, it was higher 
than simulations where id-ob linkage was weak or the two sets of 
loci were unlinked (p < 0.05). Hamming distance was greater for 
tight ap linkage (p < 0.0001) and tight :d-ob linkage (p = 0.0012). 
Hamming distance was greater when dr was on the first chro­
mosome (p = 0.0099) at the third stage. From the third stage 
to the end of the simulation, Hamming distance was greater un­
der uniform crossover than treatments with weak *d-ob or tight 
dr-iZ linkage (p < 0.05). For treatments with weak ob-iZ linkage, 
Hamming distance was greater for tight ap linkage (p = 0.0039). 
When ap linkage was tight, distance was greater for weak :d-ob 
linkage. This persisted though generation 10,000. At generations 
9,000 and 10,000, treatments with weak ap linkage demonstrated 
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Figure 6.12 Mean Hamming distance among genomes from the same habitat 
type under uniform crossover at the first stage was greater than 
treatments with weak ob-il linkage where dr was on the second 
chromosome or with weako6-:Z linkage where sp linkage was weak 
(p < 0.05). At the second stage, uniform crossover was greater un­
der uniform crossover than treatments with strong id-iZ and weak 
sp linkage and treatments with dr on the second chromosome, 
weak 06-d and weak sp linkage (p < 0.05). Distance was greater 
when sp linkage was tight (p < 0.0001) or when either :d-o6 or 
dr-o& linkage was tight (p = 0.0232). At the third stage the only 
significant effect was a greater genetic distance when *d-o6 linkage 
was tight (p = 0.0322). At generations 9,000 and 10,000, distance 
was greater under uniform crossover than treatments with either 
weak id-tZ or weak dr-iZ linkage (p < 0.05). Hamming distance 
was greater when sp linkage was tight (p = 0.0108), id-*Z linkage 
was tight (p = 0.0108), or when dr was on the second chromosome 
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Figure 6.13 Mean Hamming distance at the «p loci between habitat types un-
der uniform crossover was lower than all other treatments at the 
start and the first stage. By the section stage, uniform crossover 
was lower only in relation to treatments with tight td-06 link-
age and treatments with tight sp linkage when dr was on the 
second chromosome. From stage three to generation 10,000 uni-
form crossover was greater than the treatment with weak sp and 
weak ob-«J linkage with dr on the second chromosome (p < 0.05). 
Among the treatments using one-point crossover, hamming dis­
tance was initially greater for treatments where dr was on the 
Gist chromosome and treatments with tight sp linkage (both at 
p < 0.0001). There was no difference among treatments at the 
first stage. At the second stage, distance was greater among treat­
ments with tight sp linkage (p < 0.0001) and tight id-ob linkage 
(p = 0.0060). The effect of the id-ob linkage was still significant 
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Figure 6.14 Mean Hamming distance at the sp loci within habitat type under 
the treatment of uniform crossover was lower than other treat­
ments through the first stage. By the second stage, distance for 
uniform crossover was lower only than treatments with tight sp 
linkage. From stage three through generation 10,000 distance 
for uniform crossover was lower than treatments with both tight 
id-ob and tight sp linkage (p < 0.05). The effect of treatment 
for one-point crossover for Hamming distance within a habitat 
type was the same as for between through the first stage. At the 
second and third stages, Hamming distance was greater in treat­
ments with tight sp linkage (p < 0.0001), and either tight id-o6 
or tight dr-ob linkage (p = 0.0159). Also at the third stage, Ham­
ming distance was greater when dr was on the first chromosome 
(p = 0.0005). At generations 9,000 and 10,000, Hamming distance 
at the sp loci was larger for treatments with both dr on the first 
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Figure 6.15 Mean Hamming distance at the id loci for genomes between habi-
tat types was not significantly different at the start stage. By the 
first stage, the treatment with uniform crossover demonstrated a 
greater distance than treatments with either tight id-06 or weak 
dr-06 linkage. From the second stage to generation 10,000, Ham­
ming distance was greater under uniform crossover than any other 
treatment (p < 0.05). Among the treatments using one-point 
crossover, Hamming distance was greater for treatments with ei­
ther tight id-o6 or weak dr-o& linkage at the first and second stage 
(p = 0.0112). By the third stage, interactions became signifi­
cant. The treatments with weak o6-d linkage had a significantly 
greater distance with tight «p linkage compared to weak ap link­
age (p < 0.0214). By generations 9,000 and 10,000, there was 
an additional interaction where greater distance were observed for 
treatments with dr on the second chromosome and tight ap linkage 
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Figure 6.16 Mean Hamming distance at the id loci between genomes from 
the same habitat type at the id loci was not significantly differ­
ent between treatments using one-point crossover. At the first 
stage, distance was greater under uniform crossover than treat­
ments with either tight dr-ob linkage or weak ob-il linkage with 
dr on the first chromosome. At the second stage, Hamming dis-
tance was greater under uniform crossover compared to all other 
treatments (p < 0.05). By the third stage, Hamming distance was 
greater under uniform crossover than the treatment with tight ap 
linkage and weak id-06 linkage (p < 0.05). At the end stage, there 
was no significant difference of uniform crossover from one-point 
crossover treatments. Among the treatments using one-point 
crossover, at the Erst stage, tight id-o& linkage was greater than 
weak (p = 0.0036). By contrast, tight dr-o& was less than weak. 
There was no signiEcant difference among the treatments at the 
second stage (p = 0.2284). At the third stage, tight id-o& linkage 
was greater than treatments where dr was on the second chro­
mosome (p < 0.0001) whereas weak id-o& linkage was less than 
treatments with dr on the second chromosome (p < 0.0001). At 
the end stage, treatments with tight id-o6 linkage demonstrated a 
greater Hamming distance at the id loci than all other treatments 
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Figure 6.17 The pairwise distance nearest to D = 0.15 computed using Nei's 
genetic distance are plotted for each replicate for different resource 
types (Q), regions from different resource types (x) and different 
regions with the same resource type (+) suggest that divergence 
occurred at the level of the resource type present. 
groups before there is a significant correlation between pre-mating reproductive isolation and habitat 
type. The exception to this were the treatments using uniform crossover and treatments with tight sp 
and tight id-ob linkage, which were approximately concurrent with the evolution of the correlation. 
Connect components indicated that complete barriers to gene Sow occurred in only two replicates 
under uniform crossover. In one replicate, there were two time points where the subpopulations were 
completely isolated. In the other, there were ten time points (with two consecutive points) with complete 
isolation. No other instances of complete barriers to gene flow were found. 
6.5 Discussion 
Speciation was observed for all linkage treatments examined. The time to speciation and the among 
of reproductive isolation observed was most significantly influenced by linkage when dr was on the 
second chromosome, :d-o6 linkage, ap linkage and whether dr was on the Erst or second chromosome. 
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Figure 6.18 Estimated time to speciation. using Nei's genetic distance were 
based on the generation where the between habitat was D > 0.20. 
Uniform crossover and treatments with weak id-if linkage exceeded 
the threshold before all other treatments. In the majority of treat­
ments, Nei's genetic distance indicated two distinct species before 
the onset of the Erst stage (p < 0.05). The exceptions to this 
pattern were uniform crossover and treatments with tight sp and 
tight id-o6 linkage, where the population exceeded the (D > 0.20) 
threshold at approximately the same time as the onset of the first 
stage. 
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allelic combinations. The comparison with uniform crossover is curiously bafBing, but understood when 
considering that the various linkage treatments examined the effect between traits and not within a 
trait. This in itself suggests further experiments that may be performed. 
Onset of the first stage was affected by linkage at the 06 loci. When l-alleles begin to accumulate 
at 06, it imposes a preference for pseudophytes with similar id traits. Under tight id-06 linkage, the 
preference is more likely to be inherited along with the id, perpetuating the preference and reducing 
gene Sow. When there is already some adaptation to the habitat (which occurred at the start stage) the 
co-inheritance of id and 06 could reduce the rate of crosses that produce inviable offspring. If linkage 
is weak an id accepted in one generation may be rejected in the next, delaying the evolution of strong 
mate preference. When there is no id-06 linkage (dr is on the second chromosome), tight 06-iZ linkage 
results in earlier onset of the Erst stage. Under this linkage condition, when preference for pseudophytes 
different at the id loci evolves, the association with preference for similar pseudophytes may have one 
of two effects: (1) the haplotype will persist in the short term, potentially introducing greater variation 
through recombination with dissimilar individuals and later lose the preference through recombination 
or back mutations, or (2) the haplotype will be eliminated, leaving individuals with either no preference 
or preference for similar individuals. The first would be more likely to hinder the onset of the first 
stage by out-crossing with pseudophytes from the other habitat type. The second may result in an 
earlier onset of the Erst stage by creating a larger proportion of pseudophytes preferring similar pollen 
by failing to contribute to the seed bank. Without additional experiments using a larger sample size, 
this must be left to conjecture. 
Onset of the second stage was determined by whether the arrangement of loci was dr-sp/id-pr (later 
onset) or id-sp/dr-pr (earlier onset). Greater within habitat offspring inviability under id-ap/dr-pr 
suggests that disruption of well adapted dr and ap genotypes drove the need for greater reproductive 
isolation. That the with habitat Hamming distance of the ap loci was not affected by the chromosomal 
location of dr, but within habitat Hamming distance of the id loci was less when on the first chromosome 
further supports this. Under id-sp linkage, id become a better indicator of offspring viability than when 
the are unlinked. Pseudophytes with less stringent preferences would be at a disadvantage if pollen 
from a dissimilar pseudophyte were selected for fertilization of the ovule. This could potentially reduce 
variation at the id loci, however, this would also decreased the Hamming distance at the ap loci. The 
large variance at the ap loci could have potentially reduced the efficacy of the comparison and should 
not be regarded as a definite invalidation of this hypothesis. 
Disruption of favorable allelic combinations at viability loci affected not only within habitat post-
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zygotic isolation at the second stage, but at all stages both within and between habitats. In addition to 
ap linkage, offspring inviability is greater when dr is located on the second chromosome. In instances 
where pseudophytes are adapted to specific habitats, recombination between pseudophytes from different 
habitats would easily disrupt viable haplotypes. When all viability loci are on a single chromosome, 
there will be only one recombination event. When located on different chromosomes recombination 
within the viability loci is not assured, but could occur twice and lead to a greater rate of between 
habitat offspring inviability. 
It should be noted that recombination within and between a) and a2 will not necessarily result in 
inviable offspring. Visual inspect of the genotypes indicates that the genomes evolved to obtain maximal 
or near maximal energy from the habitat and ap evolved to make optimal use of the energy obtained 
with a total of six 1-allelee at the ap loci. For two binary strings of length 16 with six 1's and eight O's 
placed at random, expected Hamming distance is 7.5 differences. As can be seen in Figure 6.13, the 
mean Hamming distance at the ap loci always falls below this value which means there is more similarity 
between ap haplotypes from different habitats than would be expected under random conditions. Given 
a cross between pseudophytes from different habitat types, if similarities at the sp loci occurred either 
adjacent to dr or at the end of the chromosome, recombination at either of these terminal positions of 
similarity would not result in inviable offspring. If id were on the first chromosome and recombination 
occurred at similar terminal positions of ap, inviability would only result if recombination also occurred 
within dr. 
Linkage relations of 06 play a major role in determining the patterns of pre-mating reproductive 
isolation. As was discussed with the onset of stage one, tight linkage between id and ob when ob 
has a non-zero phenotype facilitates the spread of both through the gene pool. When mate preference 
initially evolves, the id would spread across habitat type along with 06 reducing variability at id between 
habitat types (note that similar pattern emerges when id is linked with ap). Subsequent mutation and 
recombinations that result in greater specificity will tend to spread through the population and bring 
the associated id haplotype with it. When mate preference becomes associated with offspring viability, 
reinforcement will favor higher specificity. When dr and 06 are unlinked, linkage between 06 and 
if become important. As discussed in Chapter 3, the phenotype of 06 places a constraint on possible 
phenotypes for iZ, and visa versa. When sexual selection evolves a correlation to habitat type, preference 
for pseudophytes with different id would likely result in inviable offspring. Not only would this eliminate 
the unfavorable iZ phenotype, but the 06 phenotype that was permissive of differences. Under tight 06-iZ 
linkage if recombination resulted in viable offspring, the particular 06 and iZ combination may remain 
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intact to be eliminated in subsequent generations. Under weak 06-d linkage, viable offspring may exhibit 
an if phenotype requiring differences at the id loci (likely to be eliminated in future generation as with 
tight linkage) or the 06 loci permissive of difference may persist, potentially reducing the strength of 
mate preference in the population as a whole. 
The results of the treatment using uniform crossover seems to conflict with the important role of 
linkage found in the linkage treatments employing one-point crossover. In the absence of linkage, stages 
occurred earlier and reproductive isolation was greater between habitats, but less within habitats. The 
key difference is that under uniform crossover there is no linkage within a set of loci. Without link-
age to advantageous alleles, deleterious mutations are more readily lost. Furthermore, advantageous 
mutations on tightly linked loci in different genomes are more likely to come together through recombi­
nation. Uniform crossover provides and interesting comparison to the one-point crossover treatments, 
but further experiments should be performed. And experiment consisting of eight chromosomes (each 
with two dr and sp loci and one id, ob, and il locus) without recombination between homologues and 
another experiment with six chromosomes with one set of loci on each chromosome (again without 
recombination) would provide valuable insight into the effects of linkage. 
Initially, evolving greater seed persistence is advantageous. Under linkage and one-point crossover, 
mutations within the same set of sp loci in different genomes are less likely to come together through 
recombination compared with uniform crossover. Although these new combination would be disrupted 
in the next generation, the greater success of the offspring (through a greater probability of germination 
due to longer permissible seed dormancy) the alleles will come together again in future crosses. This 
would tend to decrease the homology between sets of sp loci, explaining the lower rate of post-zygotic 
reproductive isolation and Hamming distance at the ap loci between habitat types at earlier stages. 
This may have potentially delayed the onset of the start stage, but would have occurred to quickly for 
the sampling interval of 100 generations. The reason for earlier onset of the first stage is explained by 
the greater disruption of the viability traits similar to the effect under one-point selection with dr on 
the second chromosome resulted in stronger selection of and reinforcement for more effective pre-mating 
isolation behavior. 
Between habitat Hamming distance at the id loci provides insight into the effect of linkage and 
sexual selection. Under uniform crossover, this distance was significantly greater than four (the expected 
distance between two randomly generated binary strings of length eight) suggesting there was selection 
for a distance greater than accumulation of random mutations. Since the within habitat Hamming 
distance at the id loci was comparable to the one-point crossover treatment, it is unlikely that this effect 
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is due to the need for phenotypes more permissive of differences to allow within-habitat pollination. An 
alternate explanation is that with greater disruption due to recombination, there is stronger selection 
against permissive phenotypes. The phenotype at 06 is predominantly for identical id loci, but there 
are a substantial number of individuals which are permissive of one or two differences. Recombination 
between different id haplotypes could result in a haplotype similar to one in the other habitat. Greater 
divergence at id would reduce the probability of such an event. While possible, it fails to explain why 
some treatments under one-point crossover had Hamming distances at the id loci less than what would 
be expected under random accumulation of mutations. A third possible explanation is selection against 
low Hamming distance at the id loci is alway present, but linkage of the id loci to other loci prevents 
greater divergence. Finally, it could be a combination of factors. The second explanation may hold for 
uniform crossover while the third would explain why not all treatments exhibited a Hamming distance 
that would be expected by random accumulation of mutations. 
Although linkage is important to the process of speciation, it has not received much attention from 
mathematical and computational theoreticians. The results presented here explore only a small subset 
of possible experiments. Using six sets of loci (dr, si, s2, id, ob, il) with three sets per chromosome and 
relying on the equivalence of sJ and and of being located on either end of a chromosome, there are a 
total of 78 possible arrangements (only 12 of which are presented here). This number can rapidly grow 
by changing the number of chromosomes, the number of sets per chromosome and diSerent rates of 
recombination. Biological insight could easily be lost in compulsive knob-twisting. Subsequent studies 
of linkage within the PEA would be valuable, but require thoughtful consideration of the issues being 
explored. 
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CHAPTER 7 SUMMARY 
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize key points of the experiments reported in this disserta-
tion. There are three sections to this chapter. In the Srst section, the conclusions are restated. In the 
second section, further experiments that could be performed to elucidate some unresolved questions are 
proposed. In the third section, improvements and variations of the code are suggested. 
7.1 Conclusions 
7.1.1 Habitat Fragmentation 
Chapter 4 examined three levels of habitat fragmentation: low (four regions), moderate (16 regions), 
and high (64 regions). No speciation occurred under high habitat fragmentation. This was likely due 
to the high probability that seeds would land on a habitat type different from that of the maternal 
pseudophyte. Under such conditions, generalist offspring are more likely to survive to reproduction 
than specialists. 
Comparison of low and moderate fragmentation found that reproductive isolation between habitat 
types occurred earlier and was greater under moderate fragmentation. This was accompanied by an 
increase in within habitat reproductive isolation. The explanation is that a pseudophyte is more likely 
to encounter pollen from a pseudophyte from a different habitat type under moderate compared to 
low fragmentation. The evolution of strong mating preference would reduce the probability of inviable 
crosses. 
Chapter 5 compared treatments with low and moderate habitat fragmentation. Speciation occurred 
under low fragmentation, but not moderate. The explanation for the lack of speciation under high 
fragmentation was suggested for this result, There were two important difference between the experi­
ments in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 which could explain why speciation occurred under moderate habitat 
fragmentation in one study, but not the other. First, the initial population consisted of specialists in 
Chapter 4 but generalists in Chapter S. Second, the results of Chapter 4 suggested that the an loci 
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were not useful and were replaced with a second set of sp loci. Of these two, it is hypothesized that the 
initial population was responsible for the discrepancy between the two studies. 
7.1.2 Number of sp Loci 
Increased number of sp loci were found to slow the onset of the second stage. Furthermore, this 
decreased the rate pre-mating and postzygotic reproductive isolation between habitats, and increased 
the rate of pre-mating and postzygotic isolation within a habitat. The delayed onset of stage two was 
likely due to the lower rate of offspring inviability from recombination. Although increasing the number 
of sp loci could potentially results in higher postzygotic isolation as a consequence of a larger genotype 
space, the relatively low diversity (as measured by Hamming distance) reveals that more loci provided 
regions where recombination could occur without adverse effects, decreasing the pressure to select pollen 
from similar pseudophytes. 
7.1.3 Ovule Production 
Results of Chapter 4 largely represent an ovule production of two per pseudophyte per generation. 
The experiments of Chapter 5 examined the effect of increased rates of ovule production. With increas­
ing per-pseudophyte ovule production, the time to each stage was delayed, between habitat inviability 
increased, and within habitat inviability, within habitat pollen rejection, and between habitat pollen 
rejection decreased. When a pseudophyte produces more ovules, accepting pollen from a dissimilar 
pseudophyte is lest costly. The probability that at least one ovule is fertilized from a pseudophyte from 
the same habitat type increases. Furthermore, the probability that at least one of the recombination 
events does not disrupt a favorable allelic combination increases. Selection pressures on pre-mating 
isolation mechanisms are reduced, leading to more permissive pollen evaluation across habitat types. 
New sp alleles more readily cross the habitat boundary, resulting in increased within habitat postzygotic 
isolation. 
7.1.4 Method of Computing Energy Need 
Two different methods for computing the energy need of a pseudophyte were studied in Chapter 5. 
The first was termed addiftoe, where the energy need was the sum of the weights of s) and sS plus one. 
The second was modi/ied, where the energy need was computed as the sum of the weights of s) and s2 
plus two energy units if 1-alleles were present at both a) and sZ. Otherwise, it was plus one energy unit. 
Under oddMue, more replicates of the treatments underwent speciation and onset of the third stage was 
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delayed. Rates of within habitat inviability and between and within habitat pollen rejection were also 
greater. It was observed that 1-bias (1-alleles accumulating at either a) or a&, but not both) evolved 
under modified, but not additive. Effectively, this meant that there were more ap loci under additive 
energy need. Curiously, additive energy behaved in a manner opposite that of a true increase in number 
of ap loci. There are two possible explanations for this. First, the effective increase in number of loci 
under additive exceeded similar experiments with a true increase in number of loci. This effect may 
have inadvertently explored new regions of genotype space where the dynamics of the PEA change. 
Alternatively, modified energy need imposes a penalty on accumulating mutations at both a) and a&. 
Potentially, new mutations under modified energy need would be inviable that would succeed under 
additive energy need. 
7.1.5 Linkage 
Linkage scenarios of dr-ap/id-pr were later to the second stage compared to id-ap/dr-pr. This could 
indicate that id-sp linkage allowed id to act as a better indicator of potentially viable crosses than dr-sp 
linkage. Alternatively, the potentially for greater disruption of favorable allelic combinations may have 
increased the selections! pressures for evolving more stringent mating preferences. 
Tight sp linkage resulted in an earlier onset of the first stage than weak sp linkage. Early in the 
simulation, tight sp linkage resulted in lower within and between habitat inviability. Later, the over all 
rate of between habitat reproductive isolation was greater than weak ap linkage. Under tight ap linkage, 
favorable allelic combinations at a) and a& are less likely to be disrupted by recombination. As stated 
earlier, this can affect the rates of reproductive isolation. 
Linkage at the 06 loci had a highly significant effect on the behavior of the populations. Both tight 
id-06 and tight id/06-d linkage resulted in an earlier onset of the first stage and greater between and 
within habitat pollen rejection. In the case of tight id-06 linkage, the id loci are likely to hitchhike 
along mutations resulting in stronger preference for pollen from similar pseudophytes. The association 
of new id haplotypes with the 06 occur more through mutation and less through recombination than 
when id-06 linkage is weak or the two sets of loci are unlinked. Hypothetical!^ sexual selection needs 
to be stronger for greater offspring viability. 
The instances of tight 06-if linkage under id/06-iZ behaves in a similar fashion. As preference for 
similar id accumulate, the maximum d phenotype is decreased. Tight 06-iZ linkage means increasing the 
preference for a dissimilar pseudophyte occurs more through mutation than recombination compared 
to weak 06-iZ linkage. The pr phenotype where no pseudophyte would be considered a suitable pollen 
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donor is less likely, allowing for greater efficacy of sexual selection. 
7.2 Further Experimentation 
7.2.1 Genotype to Phenotype Mapping 
The PEA maps the genotype of a binary string to an integer phenotype by taking the weight of the 
string. As discussed in Chapter 4, in the absence of selection, uniformly random mutations to a binary 
string (or a uniformly randomly generation binary string) has an expected weight of one-half the length 
of the string (referred to as the Central Value Bias). An alternative method for mapping genotype to 
phenotype is to take the displacement of the weight of the string from the central value. A comparison 
of different genotype-to-phenotype mapping algorithms would be of great value to researchers creating 
individual-based models using binary strings. 
7.2.2 Linkage with Seed Number 
In Chapter 4 populations evolved with 1-bias at the sp loci and 0-bias at the sn loci. It was assumed 
that sp was a better trait than sp. Results from Chapter 6 suggest that this may be an artifact of linkage. 
Rerunning the experiments from Chapter 4 would answer this question. 
7.2.3 Initial Population and Habitat Fragmentation 
There is a conflict in the results studying the effect of habitat fragmentation in the PEA. Under 
moderate habitat fragmentation, speciation occurred in Chapter 4 but not Chapter 5. One possible 
explanation for this discrepancy is the type of initial population. Speciation occurred when the initial 
population was adapted to the habitat type, but not when the initial population consisted of generalists. 
Repeating some of the experiments in Chapter 5 using specialists would help resolve this issue. 
7.2.4 Linkage Control Groups 
Uniform recombination (also known as random assortment) was found to result in earlier speciation, 
greater levels of between habitat reproductive isolation, at lower levels of within habitat reproductive 
isolation. As was discussed in Chapter 6, there are two other linkage scenarios that would be useful 
for comparison: (1) Eight chromosomes, with two dr and ap loci and one id, 06, and iZ locus; and (2) 
six chromosomes, one for each trait. These two experiments would help elucidate the effect of linkage 
within and between traits. 
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7.2.5 Expanded Experiments 
Although it is tempting to take values directly from living organisms when constructing models, it 
is not clear that computer simulations are sufBciently accurate to blindly trust such a practice. In the 
studies reported here, relative descriptions were used rather than specific values. More experiments 
exploring a greater range of number of loci (for sp and other traits) and ovule production would help 
to develop the understanding the the PEA. 
7.3 Future of the PEA 
7.3.1 Improvements 
There are changes that would improve the PEA. Currently, the PEA is not user-friendly, requiring 
the manipulation of multiple header files to set up experiments. The next development planned to to 
have all experimental information placed in a single external file that would be read and implemented 
by the PEA at the time of execution. Developing a graphical user interface (GUI) to create these 
initialization files would be a great asset. 
Some changes would improve the utility of the PEA. Pollen selection is currently performed as a 
random walk. Implementing a biased random sampling method similar to that used for seed dispersal 
could decrease the run time of a simulation, permitting more replicates of a treatment in the same span 
of time. Allowing a greater variety of terrain types and world configurations is also desirable. This 
would allow a greater range of experiments. Finally, developing routines that would allow unbiased 
random sampling of pollen and seed dispersal would allow for a greater variety of control experiments. 
7.3.2 Variations 
Pseudophytes are haploid (containing only one copy of each chromosome). Comparison with a 
diploid version would be of interest. Diploidy requires rethinking some of the genotype to phenotype 
mapping techniques. One possible implementation is to use an zand operations, where if a locus on 
the chromosomes match (both "1" or both "0"), it is interpreted as a "1," otherwise a "0." Another 
possible implementation is to count a "1" and "0.5," for purposes of taking the weight of a string. 
Another feature lacking in the PEA is direct competition between pseudophytes influenced by genetic 
factors. Some routine of competition, such as matching efficiency (amount of energy taken up and 
amount needed) as a basis for germination or determining a survivor in seedling competition, would 
expand the questions that could be studied using the PEA. 
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7.4 Caveat for the Over-Enthusiastic Knob Twister 
The PEA is a simple model compared to the natural world. Many biologists may raise eyebrows 
at models regarding them at little more than fanciful toys. It needs to be restated that computational 
simulations and mathematical modeling of speciation is an attempt to reduce a system to the essential 
elements rather than to perfectly reproduce nature. That being said, modelers and theoreticians need 
to be mindful that their work reflects relevant aspects of nature. Considerable amounts of research 
time could be spent fiddling with small aspects of the model without producing biologically meaningful 
results. Although such knob-twisting can provide inspiration, the serious researcher should be mindful 
of what questions are being asked and how they can be answered. 
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APPENDIX ACCOMPANYING CD-ROM AND OPERATING 
INSTRUCTIONS 
The CD-ROM accompanying this dissertation contains contains 47 MB of information. This infor­
mation consiste of the C++ source code (727.1 KB), PDF Glee of the source code (1.2 MB), and PDF 
viewers for Linux, Apple, and Microsoft operating systems. 
Files for the Adobe® Reader®are stored for the Linux kernel 2.2 or higher (directory Zinu&S-#), 
Macintosh OS 10.2.2. or higher (directory macoa)0_g_2), and Windows 98SE or higher (directory 
twmP&se). The Macintosh and Windows versions are executables that can be copied to the desktop. 
Depending on the configuration of the Linux system, installation may require superuser access. It is 
recommended to create a directory under /tmp for the tar.gz file. The file can be decompressed with 
the command tar -xvzf iinux-508.tar.gz. After decompression and extraction, there will be several 
files including a README file. It is recommended to read the README file prior to instillation. How­
ever, the program may be installed by entering ./INSTALL. Each reader requires 64 MB of RAM. 
Additionally, there must be at least 50 MB, 70 MB, and 60 MB of free space on the hard drive for the 
Linux, Macintosh, and Windows readers, respectively. 
The PDF files of the source code are located in the directory There is a separate PDF file 
for each object containing the header file and C++ file. These are separated by a page break. Some 
files lack either a C++ file (e.g. constants.pdf) or a header file (e.g. PseudophyteWorld.pdf) because 
such a file was not necessary. Under this directory, there are two additional directories: P&LCode and 
AnaZyais.Cbde. The directory .RR/LCWe contains all the files for the PEA source code. The directory 
Anah/gis-Code contains the pdf files of the source code for the analyses conducted. These are organized 
into four directories: ConnecW, ZWonce, AfonfeZ, and y*ob*Z% for connected components, genetic 
distance (Nei, 1987), Mantel's test (Mantel, 1967), and crossing experiments, respectively. Each of the 
directories containing the source code have ma&e/Ue.pcZf, the makefiles used to compile the source code 
under the gcc2 compiler. 
The C++ source code is stored in the directory Cpp.CWe. The subsequent directory tree structure 
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is identical to that of pd/LMZea. The files in these directories have .h (header files) and cpp (c++ code) 
extensions. The mo&e/Me for each set of code is also included. The gcc2 compiler used to compile the 
code is standard on any version of Linux using kernel 2.4.18 or higher. It is recommended that a Linux 
system running the PEA have at lest a 2 GHz processor, 1 GB of RAM, and 10 GB of free hard drive 
space to save the files. 
As mentioned in Chapter 7, the PEA code is not user friendly. Conducting experiments requires 
modification of key files and recompiling the code. Analysis codes require modification to navigate the 
directory structures to locate the saved results of the PEA experiments. 
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